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{The New Stage of War}

After a huge war between [India,
Ukraine & Africa] against “Johar
Khan” and others, “Frank” & the
“Sentinels” could catch him and sent
him to the “Frankenstein” prison in
“England”, no easy task, “Silver”
almost died and “Floyd” lost his
motorcycle, besides to a lot of damage to
“Frank’s” suit…Despite all that, the
“Sentinels” fame kept rising fast among
the different intelligence around the
world especially the “SVR” & “CIA”…

“Ivy” & “Rose” were mad with
“Frank” because his actions there were
very aggressive and violent, he used to
tell them that this was what he’s good
at “This is what I do, this is what I’m
good at, I FRANKENSTEIN AND I MUST
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BE FEARED”, “Rose” was worried
about what was happening with him,
“Ivy” knew that there was something he
was hiding, something bothering him
very much, she talked to him saying “I
know you’re worried about what
Nicole & Undertaker did, she was
pregnant for 3 months and will give
birth next February, too early, and the
child doesn’t look normal at all I know,
but I got this don’t worry”, she was right,
“Nicole’s” child was growing too fast
and looked very weird in sonar shots,
that was worrying “Frank” because he
was confused about what will happen
after she gives birth, what would be her
destiny?! Especially that she hated
“Frank” so much and he never cared
for her, then something unexpected
happened that changed everything…
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“Shaw” told “Silver” & “Ivy” to
stand down for sometime, because the
Russians shocked the world and the
“NATO” with a top secret written report,
demanding the “NATO” & “Britain” to
deliver the “Sentinels” to the Russian
authorities to face inquiries about
what they did and to face accusations
with robbery and destroying public
properties and endangering people’s
lives in “Moscow”, besides to civilian
casualties…These accusations were
gonna finish the “Sentinels”, the
“NATO” didn’t reply to the Russian
request, “Shaw” traveled to “Moscow”
on a try to solve the situation, the
Russian government sent its orders to
the “SVR” & “FSB” to hunt the
“Sentinels” down SECRETLY, “Ivy”
knew that “Viktoria” was told to
handle this case, it was hard for her to
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hunt “Frank” but she had to, it was her
duty…“Frank” returned to “Egypt” and
was told that “Frankenstein” had to
stay in the shadows for sometime till he
wasn’t wanted officially anymore,
“Paige” didn’t understand why should
they care for what the Russians wanted,
“Ivy” didn’t care for what the Russian
government wanted but her concern
was putting “Viktoria” on the job,
especially that she knew “Frank’s”
identity, besides to the idea that
“Viktoria” was a higher level agent
than the “Sentinels” agents, “Ivy”
found a way to call her but it was in
vain, “Viktoria” told her that she can’t
say no to direct orders even if she had to
hunt down her friends…This was
something “Frank” never faced, he
faced thugs, mercenaries, gangs, mob
men, dealers, but he never faced secret
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agents like “Viktoria”, that wasn’t
concerning “Frank”, what worried
him was his family in “Egypt” and in
“England”…

“Viktoria” asked to have a team
with her in this job, it wasn’t usual for
her, but she knew that she was going
for a fight against one of the most
dangerous teams in the world, her
request was rejected but she was
allowed to collect a team of some
enhanced criminals or thugs to aid her
if she wanted, she started looking for
some special men for the job, her
choices were unique but not
terrifying…
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{Viktoria’s Monsters}

In 1997, there was a pirate who
used to sail in the “Baltic” sea and
sometimes in the “Atlantic” ocean, he
was well known by the British navy
and was chased for years, he was
caught by the Russian navy in the
“Baltic” sea in 2007 and was kept in
highly secured prison near “Moscow’s”
boards with his crew but not for long,
he was transported to the “Cave” prison
after killing a prisoner with a piece of
window glass in a regular prisoners
fight, he was sent there alone to be
locked up in a solitary cell for life, his
name was “Hector Roberts” or “The
Pirate” as cops and other prisoners
used to call him in prisons…His crew
were kept away from each other in
different prisons, except 2 of them were
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kept together in the prison “Hector” left,
they used to have special names in the
past, “Hook” & “Popeye”…

“Viktoria” went to see “Hector”, he
was imprisoned for years, besides to the
idea that he was 51 years old, but he
was in perfect shape, except his left eye,
she offered him his freedom in return
of helping her with that job, he
hesitated at the beginning but he
agreed when “Viktoria” agreed on
joining his men, “Viktoria” didn’t let
him choose except 2 men of his old
crew the most trusted ones, deal was
made, “Viktoria’s” crew became 4
members [Hector, Hook, Popeye &
herself] but she still needed
more…Years ago, “Viktoria” used to
work with a Swedish computer man,
he was an Electronics engineer used to
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be called “The Bee”…“Viktoria” didn’t
leave the “Cave” prison with just
“Hector”, she had her eye on someone
special, a girl used to be called “Quiet”,
she was a perfect sniper, “Viktoria”
offered her freedom and a job, “Quiet”
had nothing to lose so she
agreed…There was still a need to add
someone who can stand face-to-face
with “Frank”, there was a guy who got
‘tree’ disease, he got long arms and legs
looking like a tree and they were hard
enough to hit “Frank” strongly,
“Viktoria” added him in return of free
treatment after the job was done, the
guy was poor and the disease was
killing him so he had to agree, they
used to call him “The Tree”…
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“Viktoria” saw that her team was
ready for a war against the “Sentinels”,
so she started moving…“Silver” was in
“New York”-“USA”, “Viktoria” got all
the Russian facilities to travel
anywhere secretly at anytime, she
knew his location and decided to start
with him, she went there with [Hector,
Hook & Popeye] only, [Quiet, Tree &
Bee] were left in “Russia”…“Silver” was
out with his wife, “Viktoria” sent
“Hector” and his friends to attack him
and she went to his apartment and
broke in, she did this to try to hack in
“Silver’s” laptop to see any info about
the “Sentinels” location in the world,
she couldn’t find anything too
valuable, “Silver” noticed “Hector”
and his men, “Hector” wanted “Silver”
to notice him, “Hector” and his men
were regular fighters, but “Silver” was
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a well trained soldier, although
“Hook’s” hook and “Popeye’s” knife,
but “Silver” could beat them with his
bare hands till “Hector” ordered his
men to run, before leaving he looked at
“Silver” and said “I’ll see you again”
and disappeared among people…When
“Silver” and his wife went home,
“Silver” knew that there was a break
in, there was no one inside, “Viktoria”
left before “Silver” and his wife
arrived home, he called his
department and reported what
happened with him in the street and
the break in, he called “Shaw” and
informed him, “Shaw” wasn’t
surprised telling him that it was
“Viktoria” and that she started moving,
at once “Silver” asked to travel to
“England” and ordered everyone to
come for a meeting in the “NATO’s”
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base in “England”, everyone came
including “Frank” & “Paige”…“Silver”
traveled with his wife and asked “Ivy”
to secure her and keep her someplace
safe, “Ivy” sent her to the “Frankenstein”
mansion with “Paige”, “Agent X” &
“Jenny” with heavy security…“Jenny”
was in her final stage of pregnancy and
was said to give birth in a month or
maybe less, “Hylaria’s” twins still
needed more time, but the fact that
they were kept in a chamber that
looked like a mother womb made her
okay to join the fight, just like “Paige”,
they talked for long about who would
wait and take care of things and who
should go with “Frank” in this new
kind of war, they agreed on “Hylaria”
to join the fight and “Paige” would
wait in “Wales”, “Frank” refused
strictly at the beginning, he was very
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worried and didn’t want to lose her,
but “Ivy” convinced him that they were
gonna need her with them, he agreed
because he was always weak to “Ivy’s”
thoughts…In December 2016, the
“Sentinels” gathered their equipment
and cars then traveled to “Russia”, it
wasn’t understood at first by the crew,
but “Shaw” ordered “Silver” & “Ivy” to
go there and wait for his
orders…“Frank’s” golden suit was
broken and got some serious damages
since the job against “Johar Khan”, but
that wasn’t a trouble, the “Sentinels”
with other engineers worked on
creating a new suit for him, it was
made of ‘Graphene’ material which
was lighter in weight and stronger than
all kinds of steel with a new mask
having the same properties but also
made of Graphene…“Floyd” built a
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new motorcycle with 1 mini-gun in
the front and 2 missiles, besides to the
tricks[1], “Electrocutioner” made a new
project, electrical sticks able to cause
an electrical shock enough to kill, the
sticks were made to engage together to be
1 long stick, that weapon was gonna be
used by “Floyd” as a hand-to-hand
weapon…The “Twin” was added to the
crew, but with some modifications, he
could use 3 claws for each hand but
not only that, the claws were kept in
his arm when needed, he got a chip in
his brain connected to the claws inside
his arms, it was developed by “Cain”,
the chip sends orders to the claws to get
out of his hand when needed to be used,
and to return back inside his arm
when he wanna pull them back…
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{The Wizard}

After the attack on “Silver” in
“USA”, “Viktoria” had a surprising
visit from a crow, the crow had a letter
written hanged in its leg, it wasn’t
shocking to “Viktoria” as if she saw
things like that before, when she
pulled the letter from the crow’s leg, it
flew away, but it seemed she wasn’t
pleased with what she read, then she
took her men and traveled back to
“Moscow”…

The “Sentinels” reached “Moscow”,
in a special jet, “Anton” welcomed
them, “Arrow” doubted him “Why
would the Dmitry brothers help us? We
shouldn’t trust them” “Floyd”
confirmed “Arrow’s” words, but “Ivy”
assured them that the “Dmitry”
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brothers won’t betray them, she was
right, “Anton” considered them real
friends and called them ‘Russia’s
Saviors’, he was alone because he
didn’t wanna involve his brothers in
troubles with his officials, he prepared
a safe house for them and a safe line to
call him on it when they need him
because he wasn’t gonna be with them,
whatever the “Sentinels” were up to, it
was their payback…

“Viktoria” and her men arrived
“Moscow”, they went to their place but
“Viktoria” went to the letter
sender…She went to a gallery shop,
where weird antiques and statues were
said to be for sale, that place was owned
by a British man used to be called
“Rumplestiltskin”-“Rumple”, he
wanted to see her because she owed him
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a favor and it was time for payback…He
used to do what anyone asks him to do
in return of a favor, and who refuses
helping him or goes back in a deal
with him he used to kill him somehow
no man ever knew but that was rare,
most of his assassinations were by using
others he helped, he was feared by
everyone, even “Viktoria”…“Rumple”
gave “Viktoria” her impressive strength
and huge body structure, she used to be
regular and fit when she was young,
she saw “Rumple” in a show when she
was a young agent, she was ordered to
watch him with other agents secretly,
he knew them since day one, he
appeared to them in an impressive way
that made them look at him with fear,
he was in his shop and suddenly red
smoke appeared and he appeared next
to their car, there were 2 men and
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“Viktoria”, “Rumple” waved with his
hand and suddenly “Viktoria’s”
colleges turned to skeletons, then he
told her to follow him “You seek power
and strength, follow me if you wanna
be tough and famous fast, or you’ll
never see glory in your life, dearie” he
was right, if she left or reported what
happened, no one was gonna believe
her and maybe she was gonna be
accused of killing them, so she followed
him to his shop, he cursed her and
made her body grow instantly with
amplified power, even stronger than
men, that deformation made her
attract some attention to her because
among years she was getting better so
fast and used to survive delicate
situations by her power which was a
mystery to everyone, people thought
that she wasted a lot of time in a gym,
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that’s why she was called “The Iron
Witch”, “Rumple” & “Viktoria” used to
work together sometimes, she needed
him when she wanted to find someone
fast or needed a way to finish a job fast,
and he used her to cover his tracks and
she could hide him from the British
agents for years, when he needed her,
he used to send her a crow with a letter,
he was known to be ‘The most
dangerous wizard in the world’…He
asked to see her because he got a trouble,
3 months ago, his son was imprisoned
because of drunk driving, he was with
his sister in a nightclub, he lost control
while driving and crashed, he wasn’t
hurt badly, but his sister was hurt
badly and was kept in a hospital, her
condition was delicate and soon she
fall in a coma, “Rumple” wanted
“Viktoria” to get his son out but it was
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impossible without attracting attention,
she promised him that his son would
be treated well and that she would
transport his daughter to a better
hospital, but “Viktoria” had an
idea…“Viktoria” said “I can’t just get
him out like that, I can recommend the
prison’s warden to make his guards
take care of him and keep him out of
troubles inside, but I need some help
from you” to “Rumple”, he replied
“You are already paying your debt,
making you a perfect agent had a high
price dear” she said “I think you asked
for me, I didn’t come to you, and as
much as I know you, you won’t call me
if you had another way to solve your
problem” he didn’t reply for a while
then he asked for her request, she said
nothing but one word “Frankenstein…”
and before she could continue he
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interrupted her “The monster from
hell, the Shadow killer, the
Undertaker’s slayer, indeed I know him”
“Viktoria” was shocked by that, but
“Rumple” and the “Isaac” family had
a long history together, he told her that
he would send 2 of his students with
her, she asked for his personal help,
but he told her that what she had to
offer wasn’t enough for his personal
help, she agreed and went to the 2
addresses he gave her and assured her
that his men would agree to help her…

“Kensei Chao” & “Black Skin”, 2
freaks in looks and acts were added to
“Viktoria’s” team, she took them and
introduced them to the rest of the team,
later on they were called
“Revolution”…“Ivy” knew where
“Viktoria’s” men camped via some
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thugs, “Silver” saw that attacking them
must be very effective, because an
attack was a declaration of the
“Sentinels” existence in “Moscow”, “Ivy”
confirmed…
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{Inferno #1}

Everyone went for the job, [Frank,
Ivy, Silver, Rose, Floyd, Arrow, Twin,
Deadshot, Hylaria & Sonya]
“Electrocutioner” was left in the
hideout, he was watching the situation
by satellites and was ready to help
them by any means…“Deadshot” took
his position with a new special rifle,
“Silver” & “Arrow” could make it to
the store’s roof, “Ivy” & “Twin” took
positions at 1 side of the building,
“Floyd” & “Rose” had another side,
“Hylaria” & “Sonya” had the third
side and “Frank” took the front, before
attacking, “Deadshot” shot the
“Revolution’s” cars’ tires, then the
attack started by a bullet in the air,
attracting attention and a try to split
them up, “Viktoria” knew the trick
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and told them to stay together, then the
power was off, the “Sentinels” had
night vision goggles to see in the dark,
something the “Revolution” wasn’t
having, “Hector” told his friends to
split up and attack whoever they see
outside instead of waiting inside, they
did it but they were faced by the
“Sentinels”, then “Frank” stormed the
place, “Silver” & “Arrow” got in from 2
windows and started shooting, “Quiet”
saw “Arrow” & “Silver” through their
weapons flares, so she shot them and
hit them both but not severe hits,
“Frank” was shocked by seeing the
“Tree”, although he didn’t see “Frank”
due to the darkness, but “Frank” didn’t
wanna hurt him, so he told him to stop
moving and give up, when “Tree”
heard “Frank’s” voice he attacked him,
“Viktoria” flashed flares to light the
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place, when that happened, the
“Sentinels” had to get in, “Ivy” &
“Twin” got in, “Ivy” looked for
“Viktoria” and found her, they
hesitated at first then they attacked
each other in a savage fight, “Twin”
wanted to catch “Hector”, but “Chao”
stopped him and their fight was hard,
because “Chao” realized that he wasn’t
fighting a human, “Bee” hid because
he wasn’t a fighting member, “Hylaria”
saw “Black Skin” and was shocked that
there was someone else with complete
body paint like her then they fought,
but “Hylaria” lost the fight although
she was a perfect fighter, but “Black
Skin” wasn’t a normal human, when
“Frank” saw that he screamed “NO LET
HER GO” and threw his shield towards
“Black Skin” but she was fast and
flexible enough to avoid it, the toss was
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strong enough to hit the wall and got
fixed in it…“Sonya” kept “Popeye” in
control after she caught him with
“Hylaria” at one of the store’s exits,
“Rose” held “Hook” but he could
escape from her, “Silver” took “Arrow”
and pulled back to “Deadshot” who
aided them as much as he could,
“Floyd” fall in a fight with “Quiet”
who was a good fighter, “Frank’s” fight
with the “Tree” was hard because the
“Tree’s” limbs were long and strong, but
in a moment “Frank” punched him in
the face, it made him dizzy for a
moment and fall down, then something
unexpected happened…Time got frozen
and everyone was still suddenly, except
“Frank”, he was the only one who was
moving and aware, when he saw his
friends still without motion, he tried to
contact “Electrocutioner” or “Silver”
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but nothing, then someone appeared
behind “Frank” and started talking
“You never saw anything like this
before, right?” to “Frank”, it was
“Rumple”, “Frank” didn’t know him
so he was ready for anything saying
“Identify yourself” “Rumple” replied
“Here they call me Rumple, but that
doesn’t concern you, what concerns you
is what you need” “Frank” didn’t reply
but he seemed confused, “Rumple”
continued “You wanna keep your
family safe and happy, but you know
you can’t do that, you’re just a monster,
you can’t live your life as a normal
man, you need someone to take your
mantle, to endure your misery, to carry
your bloody legacy…” “Frank”
interrupted him “Enough, what are
you up to?!” “Rumple” smiled saying
“You still blame yourself for Victor’s
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death, maybe Rorschach’s too, you
wish you can go back by time to fix
things up, but you can’t” “Frank”
asked him “Can you?!!” “Of course not,
but I know a way to bring the dead
back to life, only if they’re in the
underworld, I think both of them are
down there, but you gotta choose well,
because you can’t use this more than
once” “Frank” didn’t understand “Did
you know Victor well?” “Frank” said,
“Rumple” replied “Indeed I knew him,
I taught him magic, and I made him
who he was, you wanna know what
happened since 1998 to 2015 but you
can’t find answers, I can help you with
that” “Frank” was interested and
agreed asking him what he should do,
“Rumple” told him that they needed to
talk somewhere else, but before that
“Frank” told him that he want his
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crew to be safe, “Rumple” waved with
his hand and all the “Sentinels”
members disappeared from the place
and appeared back in their hideout,
“Frank” & “Rumple” disappeared from
the place and appeared in “Rumple’s”
shop where he told him everything
about “Victor’s” history and the
“Undertaker’s” too, their origins and
what happened to them and what they
did…
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{The Shadows Origins}

Once “Frank” & “Rumple” were
alone in the shop, “Frank” said “Tell
me everything you know about Victor”,
“Rumple” started “Victor Frankenstein
was my first student, the first kid I
taught and he was the best one of them
all, your brother was determined to
kill his brother’s killer, the Crocodile,
but he couldn’t reach him easily, he
needed help and his girl wasn’t as
powerful as she is now, I wasn’t wanted
in England yet and I was free to
propagate anywhere as much as I want,
I had a friend in Egypt who needed a
magician for a special show in the
circus, it was Christmas and everyone
wanted to have fun, Victor was there to
make a delivery with the Undertaker, a
clown noticed them and told my friend,
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I asked them to let me handle this and
I did, but when I saw Victor I had a
feeling that he wasn’t just a thug, I
screwed their deal and cops caught
them, then I appeared to them in the
jail cell in the police station, I offered
them to work for me instead of being
imprisoned and of course they agreed,
but Victor wanted his vengeance, I
promised him that and I stuck with it,
when I got them out, Undertaker left,
Victor stayed with me and I started
teaching him dark magic and how to
control it…” “Frank” interrupted him
saying “Why would you come to a
country like Egypt to make a show in
Christmas? You could have made a 100
show in England with more money,
that doesn’t make any sense” “Rumple”
replied “I’m a collector, I collect and
seek magic everywhere on earth, the
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only 2 places with the most powerful
magic on earth are Egypt & Peru, the
Pharaohs were the first humans to use
magic, ‘The Book of The Dead’ was
written centuries ago and it was
written in centuries too, full of spells, it
spoke about time traveling and that
there are 8 places in the world where
time changes through a gate but you go
back by time to the country’s
civilization, in Egypt you go back to
the Pharaohs, in Peru you go back to
the Incas, some of these gates are in
some of the 7 wonders of the ancient
world, one is the Bermuda Triangle
and other ancient places, all of them
take you back except the Bermuda gate
it takes you forward by time randomly,
but not less than a century, Victor
knew about that and wanted to get in a
gate taking him far away back by time”
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“Frank” asked him “Why did he
wanna do that?” “Rumple” replied
“Because he thought that there was a
way back there to change his family’s
destiny” “Frank” figured out from
“Rumple’s” words that the Pyramid
was one of the time gates, “Victor went
back by time through the Pyramid to
change our destiny, then he came back
to our time, when did he do that?”
“Rumple” replied “He had to know
how to use and control magic, I helped
him with full power, then it was time
to go…In 1994, Victor & Undertaker
talked about that for a long time, they
knew that Bishop was gonna get rid of
Undertaker, Undertaker didn’t believe
it in the beginning, so Victor told him
that he must be considered dead, so
they made the trick of the Undertaker’s
death, then his own death in 1998
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using The Transported Man magical
trick, they went to Italy where I was
waiting them according to the deal
between me and Victor, he made a new
deal with me, I help him to go back by
time in exchange of helping me to get
the thing that I didn’t have in the past”
“Frank” asked “And what’s that?”
“Rumple” said “Immortality, but of
course there was a price, the
immortality gave me more power and
less opportunities to die, but there was
a trouble Victor knew there and when
he came back here, he didn’t tell me,
but he paid the price too” “Frank”
asked him “What price are you talking
about?!!!” “Rumple” replied after a
while saying “Our powers were perfect
and more powerful, but there was
something wrong, our powers were
engaged with things we couldn’t get rid
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of, Victor knew how to avoid that, but
he could escape from me and joined his
uncle in Russia…2 years ago when I
became wanted, I made it here in
Russia and covered myself well, Victor
never knew I was here, but I kept my eye
on him and his uncle” “Frank” was
astonished “How couldn’t you know
how to get free from these ‘things’
whatever they are? I mean why didn’t
he tell you? And why didn’t Victor kill
me with magic??” “Rumple” smiled
saying “That’s why I need your bro
back to tell me what I don’t know,
about how couldn’t I free myself from it,
because Victor prevented anyone from
writing anything about the human
immortality in any papyrus or on any
wall, he fought in wars there to keep
that info a secret, although he sent a
message to the Egyptian king that time
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with the info or formula and told him
that thing’s location in a map, in fact
Victor never trusted anyone, so he
warned him from another war coming
against those who don’t want this[2] to
be known, but for some reason the
message wasn’t received by the king
and Victor disappeared for years,
before you ask, I don’t know where did
he go, then he showed up in our time
and joined the Undertaker, their start
was harsh but it was remarkable”
“Frank” was confused, the “Sentinels”
were trying to contact him but he
didn’t reply to them, “How was their
start? How did they build the
Shadows??” “Rumple” said “They were
working in a circus, Victor was a
magician, Undertaker was his
ingenieur and tricks designer, they
took their time to learn, then they
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started making friends and getting close
to gangs, when they became known,
they escaped the circus and the
Shadows appeared as a small gang on
the criminal map, you think he tried
to kill you, but in fact he tried to save
you and his girl, by killing everyone
who might cause damage to you and
your family, then it was just a matter of
time until you join the Shadows, he
didn’t use magic on you because he
didn’t wanna risk showing you his
glory and power then you go and tell
your father or anyone else, but you
killed him and stuck his daughter in
this war and yourself in this mask
forever” “Frank” was mad feeling
guilty “HOW CAN I FIX THIS?” “Rumple”
told him that he was gonna tell him
how to raise “Victor” but not before he
knows how strong “Frank” was and
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said “But I gotta warn you, magic
always comes with a price” then
“Rumple” waved and teleported
“Frank” from the shop to the hideout
with the “Sentinels”, who were very
worried and shocked…

“Ivy” had a delivery somewhere out
of “Moscow”, she told the “Sentinels” to
prepare the backyard for a huge
chopper landing and told “Silver” to
join her, they did what she
asked…“Hylaria” never stopped asking
“Frank” what happened and where
did he go and how did they appear in
the hideout suddenly, the team was
very confused and “Arrow” was in
shock, “Frank” told them that he was
gonna wait for “Ivy” to come and tell
them everything, telling them was a
risk “Frank” had to take, he asked
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“Electrocutioner” to collect every
available info about a guy named
“Rumple”…In 2 hours, “Ivy” & “Silver”
arrived in a Jet, like a spaceship or
something, it was the “Sentinels” new
transport plane, with a giant clamp
from outside lifting the “Beast” war
truck, it was a classified project in the
British air force, the first piece was
allowed to be used by the “Sentinels”
according to “Shaw’s” request, “Silver”
was the pilot in the team and he was
the only one to fly it, this was
impressive to the crew…
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{The Skeleton}

“Electrocutioner’s” researches
around a guy named “Rumple” were
in vain, no records or database
mentioned that name…“Frank” was
expecting that and asked everyone to
listen to him, he had a lot to explain
and say…“Frank” told the crew what
happened with him and what he
heard from “Rumple”, some of them
didn’t believe what they heard, others
were confused and others were just
shocked, “Ivy” knew who “Rumple”
was, she heard about him and knew
that he got a son and a daughter, she
told them that he wasn’t loved by the
“Community” & “Bishop” but they
used to avoid him as much as possible
until they found a way to involve him
in a murder case, but he could
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disappear without a trace for years
enough that she thought he died,
“Frank” demanded “Rose” & “Hylaria”
to return back to “England”, but they
refused strictly, to them, they were
digging behind “Victor’s” case for
sometime, this was some progress, to
“Frank”, he thought that they just
wanna be on his side, “Hylaria”
figured out why was the map leading to
“Dr. Frank’s” villa, “Victor” hid
something there and protected it with
magic, “Rose” already knew that
“Victor” was the one who bought the
land and built the villa, the area was
abandoned that time, that was why he
used to race and do dirty jobs at a very
early age to pay for the land and
building the villa…“Silver” didn’t
believe what “Frank” said but he got no
explanation for what happened to
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them when they were fighting
“Revolution” in that store, specially
when they found their cars and
equipment with them as if the
“Sentinels” never left their hideout,
which forced “Silver” to stay silent…

“Electrocutioner” could know
everyone of the “Revolution’s” crew, he
could have satellite images for each one
of them, “Ivy” gave him “Rumple’s”
real name and told him to dig behind
him again…“Viktoria” paid “Rumple”
a visit knowing that he was behind the
“Sentinels” disappearance from their
place suddenly without a trace, she
asked why did he do it but he didn’t
tell her the truth, “Rumple” knew that
“Viktoria” couldn’t do what he needed,
he wanted “Victor” to rise again and he
wanted to know how to set his
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immortality free from the ‘Thing’ he
talked about, not only that, but he got
a bigger plan that made him feel that
he needed his ‘Best Student’…On
December 23rd 2016, the “Sentinels”
were preparing themselves to move to
“Madrid” where a huge trouble
happened, “Anton” was with them to
help, “Rumple” appeared in the
middle of the “Sentinels” which
shocked everyone, “Arrow” shot
“Rumple” with an electric arrow but
“Rumple” caught it by his hand and
said “No need for violence, I’m not here
for a fight”, “Frank” told everyone to
stand down and asked “Rumple”
“What do you want? Why are you
here??” “Rumple” replied “I know that
you told them what I told you, but now
I am here to tell you what I didn’t tell
you when we were alone” “Frank”
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didn’t speak but he seemed astonished,
“Rumple” continued “I told you there’s
a way to rise someone dead from the
underworld, but I didn’t say how…”
then he turned to “Rose” and said “Are
you interested to see your father dearie?”
“Ivy” interfered “Leave her alone,
Rumple, whatever you’re saying has
nothing to do with her seeing her
father, you want him back, why?”
“Rumple” replied “You should be
supporting the idea, you killed your
husband and the father of your
children with their uncle’s aide,
you’re as guilty as he is, helping in this
might reduce your pain and guilt” “Ivy”
didn’t reply, “Frank” asked him “How
can we do something like that?”
“Rumple” replied “Simply there’s a
very old gate between the underworld
and this world, it’s in the Himalayas,
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the gate got a special old key, legends
say that it exists in Spain, but you gotta
hurry” “Frank” asked “Hurry!! Why?”
“Because the mercenary who you’re
going after down there, is also looking
for it and knows about the gate, who
knows who’s he gonna raise” “Rumple”
replied, “Ivy” said “Feeling guilty isn’t
enough for us to do such a dangerous
thing, and who knows what’s your take
in this” that was a wrong way to talk to
“Rumple”, he waved with his hand
and a baby’s clothes appeared in his
hand, “Frank” knew them as soon as he
saw them in “Rumple’s” hands, they
were belonging to little “Victor”, then
he said “I don’t wanna do this, but
don’t push me to do something you’ll
all regret” “Silver” & “Floyd” were
behind him, they tried to attack him,
but he waved with hand again then
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everyone was frozen in his place with
no ability to move but they were aware,
“Rumple” went close to “Frank” and
said “Sorry kid, I didn’t want it to get
that far, now if you don’t wanna do it
because you’re guilty, then you’ll do it
to avoid being guilty, again” then
“Rumple” disappeared and everyone
was released, it was a bad meeting, but
it made them know what their target in
“Spain” was after…

Hours before “Rumple’s” visit,
“Shaw” called them and told them to
travel to “Madrid” because a dangerous
mercenary was seen in “Spain”, he was
an American mercenary who used to
have most of his dirty jobs in “Mexico”
or south states in “USA” and sometimes
in “Cuba” and “Central America”, he
used to have his small army which was
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funded and equipped by unknown
sources, he wasn’t known by any other
names except “The Skeleton”…

{The Key}

On December 25th 2016, the
“Sentinels” reached “Madrid”, it was
Christmas and people were celebrating
and happy, but it was also easy for
thugs to do their jobs too…The “CNI”[3]

were alerted by the “MI6” and they
welcomed the “Sentinels”, “Ivy” knew
someone in “Spain” who could help
them in the country and facilitate
things for them there, a woman named
“Anastasia”…The “Skeleton’s”
existence in “Spain” was worrying,
specially when the “Sentinels” knew
what he was after, “Rumple” didn’t
tell the “Sentinels” where was the ‘key’
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exactly, that’s why they needed the
“Skeleton” alive at all costs, that
sensitive info wasn’t told to
“Anastasia”, all she knew was that
there was a mercenary who should be
caught before a terrorist attack
happens, that was enough for her…

When “Rumple” left the “Sentinels”
in “Russia”, he went to “Black Skin”
and told her that the “Sentinels” were
on their way to “Spain”, he saw that
the “Sentinels” can get the key, but
they’ll use it for their own interest and
maybe they won’t use it at all, so he
needed someone who could take it from
them, he made her tell “Viktoria” and
the “Revolution” members and say
that street thugs said so, “Viktoria”
wasn’t late, after making sure of the
info, “Viktoria” asked for a jet to
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“Madrid” as soon as possible, the next
day, “Revolution” were in “Spain” one
day before the “Sentinels”, once they
arrived “Black Skin” saw the
Christmas celebrations and said “May
this Christmas be as dark as I am” with
a low voice, “Viktoria” heard her but
she didn’t understand or comment, she
thought that “Black Skin” was body
painted, she didn’t know what
happened to her…“Viktoria” knew that
the “Sentinels” arrived and sent
someone to watch them and tell her
where would they camp…

The “Skeleton” was seen in “Toledo”,
not so far from “Madrid”, the
“Sentinels” decided to go there using
their cars, “Anastasia” cleared the
road for them and reported to “Toledo’s”
PD[4] and told them to help as much as
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they can, she went with them to the
fight…

The “Skeleton” was prepared and got
a lot of men and they were armed well,
he was gonna move from his location to
another place or maybe to do
something big no one knew, the
“Sentinels” caught them up on the
road, the crew was [Frank, Ivy, Silver,
Floyd, Rose, Hylaria, Deadshot, Twin,
Sonya, Electrocutioner, Arrow &
Anastasia] distributed on the
“Sentinels” cars, “Floyd” was using his
motorcycle, “Rose” was driving one of
the armored “Jeeps” with “Arrow” on
her side who was ready with his bow
and special arrows, “Sonya” was
driving another “Jeep” with the “Twin”
next to her, “Anastasia” was driving
with “Deadshot” next to her and he
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was ready for any shooting, “Ivy” was
driving the “Ram” with “Silver” in the
back ready with his jetpack, and
“Frank” was driving the “Beast” with
“Electrocutioner” on his side, it was
the second time for “Frank” to drive the
“Beast”, so “Ivy” told “Hylaria” to drive
the “Chevy” and follow them without
engaging in the fight, “Frank” didn’t
know that because if he knew he
wouldn’t have agreed for “Hylaria” to
drive alone…The “Skeleton’s” convoy
was composed of 8 “Jeeps” and a black
“Lamborghini”, that car was very
special, the fight started and it was
difficult because the “Sentinels” were
outnumbered, but the “Beast” truck
was an upper hand, but the
“Lamborghini” was armed and was
loaded with tricks, it was obvious that
the “Skeleton” was driving this car,
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after a long car chase, the “Sentinels”
could eliminate 5 cars, then “Frank”
shot the “Lamborghini” more than
once but its armory was very strong,
then it shocked everyone with 2
back-guns and shot at “Frank’s” truck,
it didn’t affect the truck but it was very
strong enough for “Frank” &
“Electrocutioner” to feel it, for
everyone’s surprise, 4 modified
“Hummer” cars and a weird truck
joined the fight from behind the
“Sentinels”, it was the “Revolution”,
“Frank” knew when he saw the weird
truck because it was “Viktoria’s”
armored truck, her men started
attacking the “Sentinels” cars, “Frank”
crashed “Viktoria’s” truck and took her
off the asphalt road down the hill and
told everyone to stay together “Stay on
track together, I’ll take Viktoria away”
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“Silver” landed with his jetpack on the
“Lamborghini” and tried to stop it,
“Hylaria” went down the hill behind
“Frank” & “Viktoria” after she noticed
a “Hummer” car went down the hill
after them, driving down fast and
crashing wasn’t easy, “Frank” was done,
he gave the wheel to “Electrocutioner”
and he got out to jump on “Viktoria’s”
truck, it was a bad idea but he did it,
only then he noticed the other
“Hummer” car, “Hector” was driving it,
“Frank” told “Electrocutioner” to get
rid of it, he shot it and stopped it, the
road was taking the convoy to the
“Toledo Fortress”, it was at the highest
area of the city, the “Lamborghini” got
rid of “Silver” and his jetpack was
broken too, then the car sped away
with maximum speed and no car in
the convoy could follow it, “Ivy” took
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“Silver” in the “Ram” and joined the
others…On the other side, “Frank”,
“Viktoria”, “Electrocutioner” &
“Hylaria” were stopped by something
extremely weird and terrifying,
“Viktoria” was shocked by seeing huge
rocks in front of her, so she hit the
brakes strongly, “Frank” was thrown
forward to fall between the rocks with
no injury, “Electrocutioner” shot
“Viktoria” by the “Beast’s” heavy cans
and they were enough to break down
her truck but she was okay, “Hylaria”
arrived and rushed to check on
“Frank”, but what happened and what
they saw was unbelievable, the rocks
started moving and one of them
attacked “Frank” who was between
them, “Electrocutioner” was in shock
but he used the “Beast” and shot the
one which attacked “Frank”, then 2
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others tried to get to “Electrocutioner”
to attack him but they were slow,
“Frank” fought back but when he
noticed “Hylaria” he told her to leave
but she yelled at him saying “NOT
WITHOUT YOU, LET’S GO” he left the
moving rocks and ran to her in the
“Chevy”, before they leave “Frank”
looked at “Viktoria’s” truck, all he
could see was the rocks destroying her
truck and no sign of her in the place,
“Frank” rode the “Chevy” with
“Hylaria” and “Electrocutioner”
followed them and they sped away
from the rocks to the main road…The
“Lamborghini” reached the fortress
with 2 “Jeeps”, they could escape the
fight with the “Sentinels” who were
busy with the “Revolution”, the
“Skeleton” was driving the
“Lamborghini” for real, when he
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arrived there, he got out of the driver’s
seat and the man next to him drove
instead of him to the back of the place,
with one of the “Jeeps” the other one,
contained 4 armed men, he waved to
them to follow him, it looked like he
knew where he was going, to make
things worse, 2 minutes later
reinforcements came to him to secure
the place and prevent anyone from
getting in, after some car chase between
both sides, “Revolution” left the
“Sentinels” suddenly, “Floyd” saw that
they should follow them, but “Ivy” saw
that finding the “Skeleton” was their
priority, “Anastasia” used the radio
and reported about the “Skeleton” to
the local police, who reported his
existence in the “Toledo’s” fortress, the
police tried to stop them but the
“Skeleton’s” thugs were armed well, the
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“Sentinels” rushed to the place as fast
as they could and a new fight started
there…“Frank” knew that the ‘key’ was
inside this place…
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{Inferno #2}

The “Sentinels” arrived, the place
was seized by the mercenaries,
“Anastasia” talked to the Chief of
police in “Toledo” who was already
there at the place, the place was empty,
there were no tourists in, it was 12:00
a.m., “Silver” thought of calling a
strike force from the “NATO” and storm
the place, “Arrow” thought of sneaking
in from all possible entrances and exits,
“Ivy” suggested giving her a chance to
sneak in alone, “Frank” said “Enough
talking, I’m going in with Anastasia”
“Hylaria” wanted to get in with him
but he refused strictly, “Ivy” saw that it
was dangerous for her to get in with
them, “Anastasia’s” presents was to
help “Frank” in the place, she knew
the place from the inside very well,
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“Anastasia” agreed and understood,
“Rose” & “Hylaria” were so worried…

The “Skeleton’s” men were breaking
a special wall in a special chamber,
“Electrocutioner” used the satellite
imaging to see the place and locate the
mercenaries positions in every corner
in the fortress, it was
helpful…“Deadshot” shot thugs on one
of the towers, “Frank” & “Anastasia”
got in the place through that tower,
“Anastasia” guided “Frank” to that
chamber, they ran in troubles with the
thugs all the way but they made it
there, the chamber was secured well,
“Frank” dealt with them but the
“Skeleton” got in a secret room where
the ‘key’ was and wanted to get to the
open area in the middle of the fortress
but “Frank” faced him, “Skeleton’s”
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men tried to attack “Frank” but he
killed them and told the “Skeleton” to
hand the key to him and give up, then
some thugs shot at the chamber when
they saw “Anastasia” who was covering
the chamber’s exit, the shooting
distracted “Frank”, “Skeleton” said
“Will you kill me for that key or save
your girl?” then he looked from the
chamber’s window and shot a flash in
the sky to a chopper, it came from a
distant and throw a rope ladder,
“Skeleton” caught the ladder and the
chopper started to fly away, “Frank”
took “Anastasia” and used the grapnel
gun and followed the “Skeleton”, on
the other side, “Silver” brought a strike
force from the “NATO” and started
storming the place when he heard
gunfire from the inside, it was known
that “Frank” was in, then they saw
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“Frank”, “Anastasia” & “Skeleton”
hanging from the chopper, the
“Skeleton” was pulled up then the
thugs were gonna shoot “Frank” &
“Anastasia” but the chopper’s shooters
were under “Deadshot’s” sight, he took
them out but didn’t have a clear shot
on the “Skeleton”, “Frank” &
“Anastasia” made it to the chopper’s
base, he told her to hang on then he
made it on board “Skeleton” tried to
kick “Frank” out but he didn’t fall,
after some struggling inside, “Frank”
took the key and punched the
“Skeleton” in the face making him lose
conscious for a while then he took
“Anastasia” and jumped off the
chopper, but before he jumped,
“Skeleton” woke up and said “I’ll show
the whole world that Frankenstein is
just a myth, you’re nothing
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Frankenstein”, “Frank” hugged
“Anastasia” and jumped, he fall on his
back on a car, he got his shield on his
back which protected him and her, the
impact was strong enough to destroy the
car completely, “Ivy” and the others
made it to them, “Anastasia” fainted
but she was okay…

The “Skeleton” wasn’t found, his
pilot could take him to safety, but there
were big questions the “Sentinels” had
no answers for, why would a
mercenary like “Skeleton” risk being
seen and chased for a key to open a gate
to the underworld to get someone out of
there? what was he after or what was
his plan? who was he gonna raise??
these were questions with no answers,
but “Frank” saw that “Rumple” was
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hiding a lot of info about the
“Skeleton”…

The key was with the “Sentinels”,
they knew that the “Revolution” were
there and probably would attack them
again, besides to the “Skeleton” who
wasn’t caught, so they had to move
fast…“Frank” saw that they didn’t
know the gate’s location, only “Rumple”
knew where it was, but “Frank” knew
that every info from that guy comes
with a price, so he told the team to split
up in 2 teams, one was [Ivy, Rose, Floyd,
Deadshot & Sonya] who were gonna get
someone who was good with mountains
and prepare for the others arrival in
the “Himalayas”, the other team was
[Frank, Hylaria, Arrow, Silver, Twin &
Electrocutioner] who were on their
way to “Moscow” to talk to “Rumple”
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and ask him about the gate’s location
or ask for a map or something, “Frank”
had a feeling that they were gonna
clash with “Viktoria” and her men in
“Moscow” but he had to go there, on the
way to “Moscow”, “Frank”, “Hylaria”
& “Electrocutioner” had something to
talk about…

“Frank” & “Hylaria” were not
shocked by what they saw in “Toledo”,
but “Electrocutioner” was confused,
specially that they told no one about
what happened, not even “Ivy”,
“Electrocutioner” called “Frank” &
“Hylaria” to talk privately, they told
him that what they saw was something
abnormal and that they can’t tell
anyone about these moving rocks,
“Electrocutioner” wasn’t okay with
hiding something like that from the
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team, but “Frank” insisted on keeping
that away from the others at least for
the present time, to avoid
distraction…“Frank” and his friends
arrived “Moscow”, “Electrocutioner”
could know where was “Rumple’s”
shop, “Frank”, “Arrow” & “Silver”
went to this shop, “Frank” told them to
wait him in the car, “Arrow” told him
to be careful…“Frank” went in with his
suit on, “Rumple” was expecting him,
“Rumple” started “I think you got the
key, otherwise you wouldn’t be here
now” “Frank” asked him about the
gate’s exact location in the
“Himalayas”, “Rumple” told him and
gave him a map then “Frank” asked
him “Why did you tell Viktoria where
we were going? About Spain” “Rumple”
didn’t deny “Because I know that you
won’t hand the key to me, so I had to
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hire someone who would, Viktoria’s
team has a lack of harmony, they’re
disconnected and disordered unlike
you and your people” “Frank” replied
“So you want the key for yourself not
for us as you told Rose!” “Rumple” said
“I was gonna raise Victor myself, I’m not
sure that you’d do it, you listen to them
and they might convince you not to do
that” “Frank” said “You said that
magic comes with a price, what’s the
price of using this gate?” “Rumple”
didn’t reply for a moment then he said
“Well, all you should know is that it
won’t be opened unless there’s a
sacrifice, sacrifice yourself or someone
else it doesn’t matter, what matters is to
keep the balance in the world, you
bring someone from the dead, fine, but
someone from life has to replace the
dead one in hell” “Frank” told him
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that he won’t sacrifice himself for
“Victor” specially if “Rumple” want
him alive, but he had an EVIL idea
“Hey, what if I got someone to replace
the dead but she’s pregnant?! What will
happen?” “Rumple” said “This will be
a great trick, the mother won’t die at
once, she’ll die once she gives birth to
her child, but she must use the key and
open the gate herself” “Frank” didn’t
reply for a moment then he said “That
won’t work then” “Rumple” knew
what “Frank” was referring to, he was
talking about “Naomi”, “Rumple” said
“There might be a way, but it was never
tried before, get anything that has her
DNA, then put it between your hand
and the key, maybe it works” that
meant that “Frank” had to travel to
“England” and bring anything that
has “Naomi’s” DNA, or even some hair
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of hers, but for a moment he realized
that “Naomi” was “Ivy’s” daughter and
she won’t be okay with that, so “Frank”
told “Rumple” that he won’t do it and
it was a sacrifice he couldn’t afford,
“Rumple” said “Then you’re useless”
then he waved with his hand and both
men disappeared, they appeared in
another man’s apartment, he was huge
in size then “Rumple” looked at him
and said “Kill him” in Russian then
he looked at “Frank” and said “Now
you must kill to survive, otherwise you
have no chance against him boy” then
he disappeared, leaving “Frank” and
that guy alone in the flat, “Frank” told
him not to do anything he would regret,
then suddenly the man turned into
petrified wood, that kind of wood too
hard to be broken, it was a shock to
“Frank” to see someone like that then
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the fight started, “Frank’s” suit saved
him many times, that guy was very
strong and wasn’t affected by electricity
because he was just like a giant wooden
puppet…After minutes of fighting,
“Frank” told “Electrocutioner” to send
his location to “Silver” & “Arrow”, he
did it although he didn’t know or ask
how did “Frank” get there, “Silver” &
“Arrow” sped to him, “Frank” called
for help because cops were on their way,
civilians saw the fight and reported it
as a regular fight, “Frank” wanted
“Silver” & “Arrow” to stop the cops
from getting involved, the wooden man
was very strong and nearly invincible,
although he was a little bit slow and
stupid…It wasn’t too long until the
“Sentinels” members came with
“Anton” who stopped the cops from
interfering, using the shield and some
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skills “Frank” could beat the wooden
man down without killing him, seeing
him by “Arrow” made him amazed
and shocked, “Frank” wanted to take
him to talk to him and find out what
“Rumple” might be planning, but it
was impossible, getting the
“Sentinels”-specially “Frank”-out of
there without being seen wasn’t an easy
task for “Anton”, they had to leave the
wooden man, later on, they knew that
he used to be called “Pinocchio”…
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{A Journey To Death}

“Ivy” met her friend who got a lot of
experience with mountains, she was an
American woman called “Mary”, “Ivy”
trusted her with the journey…“Frank”
thought about what “Rumple” said,
then he made his mind to go to
“England”, “Silver” & “Arrow” didn’t
understand and asking “Frank” was in
vain, he decided to do what’s necessary
because he knew that “Rumple” had to
be stopped and there’s no one on earth
could stop a guy like that except one
man, “The Shadow”, “Victor Isaac”…

“Frank” was welcomed by “Agent X”,
she took him to the “Frankenstein”
prison’s medical center, where “Naomi”
was locked, based on what he asked,
she didn’t expect that request, she
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thought that they were going to “Wales”
to see the family, he told her that he
was gonna do that later, he went
without telling “Hylaria” a thing
about that journey, he knew that she
would never let him do that, she was
mad but she had to travel with the
others to the “Himalayas” and meet the
rest of the crew…

“Frank” & “Agent X” went to
“Naomi”, he went to her room and
asked to be alone with her, “Agent X”
wasn’t comfortable with that but she
did what he said, he had nothing to
tell “Naomi” he was saying anything
and looking around for any rag or
anything that may has her DNA, then
she told him that she wanted to sleep, it
was a good chance to get some hair of
hers, but he couldn’t do that without
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waking her up, so he needed someone
who could do that without being
noticed by “Naomi”, “Agent X” was
that one…She did what he asked her to
do, only when she made sure that
“Naomi” was asleep, she thought that
“Frank” was gonna need it to make
more tests for her and his child, he
confirmed and told her not to tell
anyone, “Agent X” brought some hair
from “Naomi’s” head to “Frank” while
she was asleep…“Frank” & “Agent X”
traveled to “Wales” on a hurry, he
wanted to travel again to the
“Himalayas” as soon as possible,
“Silver” already told “Frank” that he
was gonna pick him up with the
special Jet from “Wales” when “Frank”
arrives there, he had some hours with
his son, “Paige”, “Jenny” & little
“Mark”, who used to be happy when he
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sees “Frank”, “Silver” arrived with
“Hylaria” who was very angry and
slapped “Frank” on his face many
times till he held her strongly and
calmed her down, “Silver” fueled the
jet and prepared it for a journey to the
“Himalayas”, “Frank” didn’t tell
“Hylaria” what he was planning and
that was madding her more, “Silver”
didn’t care or thought that “Frank”
would tell them in the right time…

“Silver”, “Frank” & “Hylaria”
traveled to the
“Himalayas”-“Kathmandu”, the
“Sentinels” had a place where they
could hide the jet and camp, “Chen”
helped them with that and asked to
join them in their journey, this was
refused at the beginning but “Chen”
told “Ivy” that she fall in love with
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“Frank” and wasn’t gonna let “Frank”
go for a journey where no man went
and returned back without her, this
was shocking to “Ivy” and told “Chen”
not to tell anyone about her love to
“Frank”, not even “Frank” himself,
“Mary” didn’t believe that there was
something up there and said that these
were just legends and people were just
getting lost on the mountain, “Chen”
believed in legends and magic, later
“Frank” knew why…“Ivy” agreed to let
“Chen” join them, “Arrow” was
worried and thought that increasing
the crew’s number was gonna increase
the probabilities of getting lost from
each other, “Ivy” didn’t listen to him…
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The journey started the next day of
“Frank’s” arrival with “Silver” &
“Hylaria”, the team was [Frank,
Hylaria, Rose, Floyd, Ivy, Silver, Arrow,
Twin, Chen, Mary & Electrocutioner]
“Deadshot” & “Sonya” were ordered to
wait with the jet and their stuff in that
place with some Indians “Chen” hired,
“Ivy” told her to get men to secure the
place, she was expecting “Viktoria”
and her crew to attack…Once they got
in, “Chen” told them “Once we get in
there, we’ll see wonders and magic that
might hunt our fears or worries, don’t
fell in your fears and stay close to the
group” “Mary” was helpful all the way
to the cave’s entrance on the mountain,
but she was like them at that point,
they had to stick to the map “Frank”
had from “Rumple”, he left it with
“Frank” thinking that “Pinocchio”
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would kill him, “Mary” & “Hylaria”
were reading it well and
understanding its directions and
symbols…After some walking inside,
troubles started, “Frank” started to see
illusions about “Victor”, “Rorschach”
& “Undertaker” but he could handle it
hardly, “Hylaria”-who got troubles
with her memory-started to have
flashes from the past and about her
mom, all of them had illusions and
bad past flashes, then human skeletons
started to be formed around them, then
they attacked the crew, they were
brittle and weak, beating them was
easy, especially the “Sentinels” were
not explorers, they were fighters and
armed well, when they were done with
them, “Chen” told them that they
should move fast, “Silver” confirmed
with excitement…As more as they
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moved forward, as more as they saw
dead skeletons and experienced more
tricks, after nearly 3 hours of facing
dangers and weird creatures which
were easy to be dealt with because of
the “Sentinels” weapons, the gate was
found, it was terrifying and got a lot of
demon looked rock statues, there was a
lower level in front of the gate, a one
step down, the time came and it was
thought that “Frank” was gonna open
the gate with the key, “Frank” looked
at the “Twin” and asked him to do it,
everyone was surprised except “Chen”,
she knew that whoever opens the gate
wasn’t gonna be alright, so she said
“Listen to him, legends say whoever
opens the gate gets ill badly and die”
“Hylaria” talked to “Frank” “We don’t
have to do this, his death wasn’t your
fault and Rose doesn’t blame you or
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Ivy…” he interrupted her saying “We
must do it, I must do it, trust me”
“Frank” handed the key to the “Twin”,
who looked astonished, then “Frank”
opened his mask and took his hand
shaking it saying “Just in case
something bad happened to you, I have
to admit, I never faced a worse enemy
than myself, you and me are one for
real, Mark” “Frank” put his mask on,
then he left “Twin” and took a step
backwards clearing the way for him,
“Frank’s” emotional goodbye to the
“Twin” was a trick, he stuck “Naomi’s”
hair in “Twin’s” right hand, “Twin”
held the key with his right hand and
opened the gate, but the gate wasn’t a
door, a special part of the gate was
deepened inside and suddenly a black
thick fluid came out, “Twin” backed
off fast, then the fluid filled the lower
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level, when it was filled, it was time for
the wish, “Frank” said “I wish Victor
Isaac comes back to life” the ground
shook under their feet a little then the
fluid started to increase and started to
form a human shape until it formed a
complete body, then the fluid fall from
the head to the feet then it vaporized, it
was “Victor” for real, his face and head
were halved just like he was in the past,
“Victor” opened his eye and saw
“Frank”, once he saw him he said
“Mark!! Is that you?!” everyone was
gazing in shock and amazement, “Rose”
was confused, she didn’t know how
should she feel, happy or afraid,
anyway, “Victor” didn’t know her, he
never saw her before although he knew
about her existence but he couldn’t get
to her, because she have always been a
military student and used to be an
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orphan before “Ivy” could admit that
she was her daughter to keep her safe
there in the British army, away from
“Bishop” and all the dangers of “Ivy’s”
life, all what “Victor” have known was
that he got a baby girl her name was
“Nicole”, when he found her andmade
her one of his men, he was the one who
called her “Naomi”…Once “Victor’s”
resurrection was complete, “Naomi’s”
hand was marked with the same mark
on the key, a special triangle inscribed
in a circle form, it was the mark
“Rumple” mentioned…After the
moment of shocking and amazement,
the crew decided to move out, when
suddenly the demon looked statues
started moving and attacking the crew,
they dealt with them too, no easy task,
this time “Mary”, “Floyd” &
“Electrocutioner” got injured, but
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“Mary’s” injury was worse, “Victor”
helped them because he was attacked
too, but he got no magic which was very
weird to “Frank” but he understood
later, the “Sentinels” started pulling
back, “Chen” took a small packet out of
her bag, it looked to be dust, but it was
a kind of magic, she told “Victor” that
it was a transporting spell, which
means casting it makes them leave one
place and appear in another with no
need for a magician or a wizard but
she must be knowing the spell and say
it right, she told “Victor” who already
knew it well, he yelled “GATHER
AROUND ME IN A CIRCLE WE’RE
LEAVING” the “Sentinels” did what he
said, then he casted the spell on them
all and they disappeared from the site
and appeared somewhere else on the
mountain, they got no more dust to
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transport somewhere else, “Silver”
called “Sonya” to make the jets
autopilot fly it to their location
because “Mary’s” injury was too bad for
walking, besides to “Floyd” &
“Electrocutioner”, the jet arrived in 5
minutes, everyone went on board, on
their way back to the camp, “Mary”
wasn’t so lucky, she passed away…

“Ivy” was focusing on “Victor”, like
everyone else, but she asked “Chen”
about the spelled dust she had in the
cave, “Chen” said “The people who
lived in Kathmandu gave it to me
when they knew that I was going to that
journey, they told me that this was
gonna be the only way out for us when
we’re done, they used to give it to
everyone who went there but no one
knew how to use it and no one made it
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back ever”, “Victor” noticed “Twin”
and saw that he looked exactly like
“Frank”, so he asked the “Twin” “Who
are you kid? You are not my brother
and you got no soul, how could you be
just like him?!” “Frank” interfered
saying “He’s a clone of me, created by
our uncle, Undertaker, he made him to
kill me, but now he’s with us” “Victor”
didn’t focus on that point much and
asked about the “Undertaker”, “Frank”
told him what happened to him and
mocked him saying “Didn’t you meet
him down there[5]?” “Victor” looked at
him with anger “What’s there is
shocking and you should never know
about it, not now, only when you’re
gone and when that happen, no one
will get you out of there like you did
with me, no one is gonna put his hands
in that filth” “Frank” replied “I don’t
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care and I’ll show the underworld that
there’s only one immortal in this world,
ME” “Rose” separated between them
and told them that it was not the right
time to fight together…

“Victor”, “Frank”, “Ivy” & “Rose”
had to talk about a lot of things, they
reached the place where they camped,
“Deadshot” & “Sonya” aided “Floyd” &
“Electrocutioner” and saw that the
crew were not okay, “Deadshot” used to
know “Victor”, they worked together
once before and used to hear a lot about
the monster, “Sonya” was shocked by
“Victor’s” look and his face…“Ivy” took
“Victor”, “Frank” & “Rose” away from
the others and started talking “There’s
too much to talk about, let me start
with where did you go and what
happened to you when you left your
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family in 1998??” “Victor” replied
“I’ll tell you everything when you tell
me who’s she!” “Ivy” looked at “Frank”
& “Rose” then “Rose” replied “Father,
didn’t you know me?” and she hugged
him strongly, he was astonished then
he hugged her too…
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{The Shadow’s History}

“Chen” knew “Victor” before, not as
“Victor” but as the “Shadow”, she
knew about him because he did a lot of
jobs in “China”, he was wanted by the
Chinese Intelligence and was followed
for years, “Victor” didn’t recognize her
because her look and body changed by
time, “Chen” couldn’t do or say
anything for 2 reasons, “Victor”-the
“Shadow”-was already announced
dead, “Chen’s” physique got bigger and
stronger than what should be, the
Chinese Intelligence excommunicated
her because of her big muscles, so she
had no power to arrest him, but she
had enough time to help them
whenever they needed…“Silver” knew
“Victor” and saw his face before, but he
used to see his face without the face
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distortions, he never knew that “Victor”
was maimed, “Silver” and his old crew
were after “Victor” in 2013 & 2014,
but “Silver” was pulled back when his
officials knew that “Victor” went to
“Russia”, the war between “Silver” &
“Victor” took place in “Italy” &
“Germany” mainly besides to other
countries, but when “Victor” made it to
“Russia”, the Americans pulled their
men back and arranged with the “SVR”
but it wasn’t too long until “Victor”
died in 2015, “Victor” almost killed
“Silver” more than once and “Silver’s”
brother lost his eyes because of “Victor”
besides to killing one of “Silver’s” men,
but “Silver” didn’t say or reveal
anything…“Hylaria”, “Floyd” &
“Electrocutioner” were afraid of
“Victor’s” look, “Hylaria” was already
afraid of him according to what she
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read and knew about him the past
months…

“Victor” started talking “In the 90s,
Undertaker fall in troubles with
Bishop, I was coming up in the
criminal world, Bishop decided to get
rid of Undertaker and put me instead
of him as his man in Egypt but that
was a big lie, there was someone else
already but I never knew who he was,
he was very smart and covered his
tracks very well, in 1994, I met a
magician, a wizard, he was different
than any man I ever saw…” “Frank”
interrupted him saying
“Rumplestiltskin” “Victor” continued
“The man who changed my life, he
taught me tricks and the 3 traditional
acts, but I saw his powers and what he
could do, I asked for more, for magic, he
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taught me more in return of doing what
he asks me and I agreed, when Bishop
wanted to finish the Undertaker, he
wanted to see if I would be his man for
real or not so he ordered me to kill
Undertaker, using the tricks I learned, I
could do the job and send Undertaker
out of the country to Italy and make it
looks like he died, I finished my
business in Egypt and wrote my cipher
book for you, although it took years, I
killed the Crocodile and his friends,
besides to some jobs here and there, I
had some money to live good, I wrote
the book so that you can understand
the reality one day, but I see that you
still don’t” “Frank” was astonished
“What should I understand?” “Victor”
ignored the question and continued
“After going to Sicily, Undertaker and I
met some Arab guys who were working
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with some Italian thugs, it was our only
way to earn money fast, Undertaker
already worked with them for
sometime and was trusted by them, it
wasn’t too long till I earned their trust
too, I was wearing a mask always, that’s
why they called me the Shadow,
because no one saw my face, Rumple
found me there thinking that I ran
away from him, I told him what
happened and asked for help, he
didn’t have to trust me so he had to
make sure that I wasn’t playing games
with him, he made me do many jobs
using magic besides to killing others, I
did everything he said, these jobs were
not only in Italy, some took place in
Germany, Austria, Hungary and other
countries, but I couldn’t propagate with
my maimed face, so he casted a spell on
me that made people see me okay with
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my full face, but in fact I was still
maimed but only me and anyone with
dark magic could see my real face, that
magical trick helped me to move
normally all these years…Undertaker
didn’t know Rumple well, all he knew
was that Rumple was some kind of a
magician who was gonna help us in
return of our services, the Americans
sent their men to hunt us down, years
later, Rumple sent us to Russia in a
hand wave, there we worked with
Rumple in circuses and other hired
theaters for a year…During these years
we had a lot of friends, gathering them
and making others made us build the
Shadows fast, then Undertaker decided
to launch a war against the
Community and Bishop, I used to have
a friend or a student in fact, he was the
closest friend to me…” “Ivy” interrupted
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him saying “Zof, that’s why he came
alone to exact vengeance on us” “Victor”
said “Don’t tell me you killed him!!”
“Frank” said “No we didn’t, he’s locked
where he belongs, forget him” “Victor”
didn’t reply, “Rose” asked him about
the pharaoh thing, he replied “How
did you know about that?” “Frank”
told him that he got in the pyramid
and told him everything, “Victor”
didn’t seem shocked by what he was
hearing, then he said “This is very
complicated, your minds won’t take it”
then he put his hand on “Frank’s”
shoulder and continued “Only you can
understand, maybe not now but sooner
or later you will” “Frank” replied
“What makes you so sure that I will
know?” “Victor” said “Because I know
you will, Frankenstein”…“Chen” left,
“Victor” asked to go to a specified place
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in “Russia”, “Ivy” told the crew to get
ready to travel, “Silver” wasn’t okay
with that and told “Ivy” that they
shouldn’t trust him, but “Ivy” didn’t
listen to “Silver”…The crew used the jet
and made it to “Russia”, where “Victor”
wanted exactly, on the way, “Frank”
told “Victor” that “Rumple” was
planning for something big, and it was
him who told the “Sentinels” how to
raise him, “Victor” told “Frank” that if
“Rumple” was planning for something
and wanted to raise him that meant
that there’s something “Rumple”
couldn’t do and he wanted his best
student to do it for him or a disaster
would happen, “Victor” promised
“Frank” that nothing bad would
happen…
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On January 14th 2017, the crew
reached to their destination in
“Russia”, “Victor” took them to a very
weird place, full of terrifying statues
and strange stuff, it was underground,
then he asked for [Frank, Ivy & Rose] to
follow him in some kind of a chamber
while the others wait, “Silver” &
“Floyd” weren’t okay with that but “Ivy”
convinced them to wait and assured
them that nothing would happen,
“Victor” took them to a dark hall with
a lockup then he opened a safe and
took his ring out, which was a shock to
“Frank” because that ring was exactly
like “Victor’s” old ring, “Frank”
thought that he destroyed that ring in
“Egypt”, but the one destroyed was a
fake one, “Victor’s” ring wasn’t just a
ring, it was “Victor’s” source of power
without it he was powerless, he put it
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in his right hand ring-finger and a
pulse hit the place and the fire torches
on the wall lit up, then he went to the
lockup and opened it with the ring,
inside it there were a lot of weapons,
clothes and tools, but they were special
weapons for special uses, “Victor”
showed them these weapons because he
wanted them to see these things, no one
else knew about that place, not even
“Undertaker” or “Zof”, “Victor” chose
some weapons and other stuff and told
them that they were ready to go for a
fight against “Rumple” then the whole
crew went back to “Anton’s” hideout…

“Viktoria” found a way for
“Rumple’s” son to get out of prison, by
replacing him with someone else,
“Rumple” helped her by magic and the
job was done, “Rumple’s” son was out
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with him, his daughter was said to be
getting better, these were good news for
him, but “Viktoria” needed his help in
return, he had to agree this time
within limits…“Rumple” sensed
“Victor’s” existence in “Russia” right
after he used his ring, “Rumple”
warned “Viktoria” that “Victor” was
back, she was in shock and didn’t
believe at first, but “Rumple” showed
her that he was alive using his own
magical glass ball, “Viktoria” asked for
his help but he refused, telling her that
a magical fight wasn’t for free, he
wanted a new identity and a new
house to live in away from any known
place by the British, “Viktoria”
couldn’t promise him anything that
time but she told him she was gonna
try, “Rumple” told her that he would
wait till she cut a promise…This time,
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“Revolution” were gonna attack the
“Sentinels” in their safe house,
“Rumple” told her where they were
camping, but they were gonna need
“Rumple” and there was no time to
waste, so “Viktoria” got a plan…
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{Inferno #3}

“Victor’s” clothes were weird and
mostly black or dark red with a black
long coat, he fixed his face using magic
which was impressive to everyone, “Ivy”
told “Rose” to make a new mask for her
father in order to hide his identity,
because he was well known and
everyone knew that he was dead…

“Rumple’s” daughter, named
“Emma”, got better enough to go home,
“Rumple” took her to an apartment
where her brother was hiding and
cured her using magic, “Viktoria” was
following them and knew where
“Rumple’s” son and daughter were
hiding, “Rumple” knew that he would
see “Victor” soon and he won’t be
friendly, so he casted a protection spell
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on the apartment to prevent anyone
who’s not welcomed from getting in to
them, “Rumple” left his kids for some
time, a car came and “Frank” came out
of the passenger’s seat, he went to see
“Rumple’s” boy, he knocked the door
with a gun in hand, “Rumple’s” son
opened, “Frank” didn’t talk or waste
time, he shot “Rumple’s” son in the
head killing him, “Emma” saw that
but “Frank” didn’t hurt her and left,
he got in the car and the driver sped
away, “Frank” took off his mask, it
wasn’t him but it was “Viktoria” and
the driver was “Hector”, her plan was
to force “Rumple” to join the fight in
person and guarantee his alliance
with her, so she made this trick to
make him know that “Frank” killed
his son, this was all “Viktoria” needed
to rattle “Rumple’s” cage, “Emma” told
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her father, he teleported her to his shop
with a hand wave, she told him what
happened and described the killer to
her father, he knew that it was “Frank”
according to the mask descriptions, so
he decided to hunt “Frank” down…

“Rumple” appeared to “Revolution”,
“Viktoria” acted as if she didn’t know
anything and asked him what did he
want, he didn’t reply to that but told
her to prepare themselves for a big fight,
and he brought his man “Pinocchio”,
who was released because he was
thought that he was defending himself
in his apartment against a robber,
“Pinocchio” was there to take care of
“Frank”, “Rumple” didn’t trust “Tree’s”
power, in 4 minutes “Revolution” were
ready for a war, they were [Viktoria,
Hector, Hook, Quiet, Chao, Black Skin,
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Popeye, Tree, Pinocchio & Rumple]
“Bee” was left in their hideout with
satellite imaging…The “Sentinels” were
not ready for a fight, then suddenly
“Revolution” & “Rumple” appeared in
the place and the fight started,
“Rumple” was looking for “Victor”,
“Frank” jumped in his suit and got out
to the fight where “Pinocchio” was
waiting for him, “Hook’s” hook was
poisoned so “Floyd”-who faced
him-had to be careful, “Arrow” &
“Chao” had unfinished business,
“Black Skin” & “Hylaria” had their
hand-to-hand combat, “Viktoria” &
“Ivy” had their brawl, “Deadshot” had
a gun-to-gun fight with “Quiet”, the
“Twin” was strong but the “Tree” was
taller and got long wood limbs making
things harder for the “Twin”, “Rose”
faced “Popeye” who wasn’t a big deal to
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her, “Silver” had a knife-to-knife
fight with “Hector” who was using a big
knife, the big fight was between “Victor”
& “Rumple”, “Rumple” said “You are
here because I want you here, but now
I’m not here for you, I’m here for HIM”
and pointed at “Frank”, “Victor”
replied “To get to him you gotta go
through me first, your real duel is with
ME” then “Victor” made 2 fire balls in
his hands and throw them on “Rumple”
quickly, “Rumple” stopped them and
suddenly moved from his position to
“Victor” in less than second, too fast to
be seen, and hanged “Victor” from his
throat saying “You’re fighting on the
wrong side my boy, you should be with
me to finish what we started years ago,
it’s happening now” “Victor” replied
“Whatever happened was your legacy
to endure, the idea of having kids in
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different intervals of time was a big
mistake, now I’m alive and no one
replaced me…” then “Victor” hit him
and waved with his hand throwing
“Rumple” away in the air and
continued “You screwed things up
among history, now I’m gonna fix them
and go back home” then “Victor”
raised his hands and 2 golden pistols
appeared in his hands and shot
“Rumple” but he raised his hand and
stopped the bullets, “Deadshot” lost the
fight to “Quiet” who was younger and
more flexible, “Electrocutioner” saved
him and punched her with his gloves,
the electric shock took her down, “Tree”
throw “Twin” close to “Rumple”,
“Twin” attacked him with his claws
and was shocked to see “Rumple”
healing himself then he waved with
his hand pushing “Twin” away,
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“Victor” was noticed that he wasn’t
getting hurt although he was stabbed
by “Hector’s” dagger after injuring
“Silver”, “Victor” helped “Silver” and
healed his injury, “Ivy” & “Viktoria”
exhausted each other and no one of
them could beat the other, but “Ivy”
had a feeling that “Viktoria” wasn’t
just tough, she had a feeling that her
power was artificial like hers, she
didn’t know that “Viktoria” was one of
“Rumple’s” mutants and “Viktoria”
didn’t know that “Ivy” was artificially
strong, “Frank” speared “Pinocchio”
and went through a wall…During the
fight, lights went out and smoke
grenades were thrown in the place from
the windows, it all happened quickly,
“Rumple” disappeared, a crow flew to
“Victor” and landed on his shoulder,
as if the crow whispered to him telling
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him what’s happening, “Victor” yelled
“TAKE COVER” then soldiers attacked
from the roof shooting at everyone and
the door was blown off and other
soldiers attacked, the “Sentinels” &
“Revolution” took cover as fast as they
could, “Hook” died, “Frank”, “Twin”
& “Victor” didn’t hide, they weren’t
hurt and tried to fight back, “Chao”
who was very special, got small knives,
and started to use them on the attackers
according to the shooting sounds, he
didn’t miss any of his targets and made
good use of darkness, “Electrocutioner”
took care of the thugs who cut the
power out, he fixed it and returned the
power to the place, “Victor” killed some
soldiers using his golden pistols and
magic, then they stopped shooting but
kept their guns pointed at them then
“Skeleton” got in saying “Where’s the
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Shadow? There you are, I have been
looking for you and your mentor[6] for
2 years, I think you already know why,
he promised that he’d give me powerful
heart and brain enough to endure my
little experiment in exchange of a lot of
money, I paid but still didn’t get my
organs, WHERE ARE THEM SHADOW?”
“Ivy” was confused, “Frank” said “You
was gonna raise him, you 2 got
unfinished business together” “Victor”
said “Even if I gave you the heart and
brain, your operation won’t work, the
rest of the organs won’t take more than
the power it can endure, any damage
in them will make the heart and brain
useless…” “Skeleton” interrupted him
“You care about my organs and leave
what’s gonna happen to me, you might
be untouchable, but they are” then
“Skeleton” told his men to pull back
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and went away…During the talking
“Viktoria” looked at her men as if she
wanted to tell them to move out,
“Pinocchio”, “Chao” & “Black Skin”
had their way, “Hylaria” & “Arrow”
noticed them but they ignored them,
everyone was hurt or tired, only “Hook”
didn’t go anywhere because he was
dead, “Popeye” & “Hector” escaped
once the firing started…

The “Sentinels” had to move from
their location, it was spotted, the team
was in mess already, “Silver” thought
that “Victor’s” existence was getting
them in a war they weren’t involved
into, “Ivy” & “Rose” refused the idea of
leaving “Victor”, the others were
confused, “Frank” thought that
“Revolution” were not the real task
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“Shaw” sent the “Sentinels” for, later
on they knew that “Frank” was right…

{The Unholy Creation}

“Frank” told “Victor” that there was
too much to talk about, “Victor” wasn’t
okay with telling them anything but
he had to say something…“Victor”
started “Couple of years ago, the
Skeleton came to Rumple asking for
creating human life, giving a soul to a
dead body, there are 2 things magic
can not do ‘Returning the Dead &
Creating Love’, Rumple said that to
him but he offered him something else”
“Victor” stopped talking, “Frank”
asked him “What thing Victor?”
“Victor” replied “There’s a very
powerful heart, the oldest and strongest
till now, it was said that it belongs to
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one man who lived through different
intervals of time, someone who went
through every reincarnation with the
same heart and soul, Rumple told
Skeleton to make a body and prepare
organs then he gave Skeleton the heart’s
location in return of money this time,
not favors, Rumple didn’t trust
Skeleton, he told him where to find the
heart, but didn’t tell him the risks…”
“Hylaria” asked “Whose heart is it?
And where is it now??” “Victor” didn’t
reply, “Ivy” said “It’s YOUR heart”
everyone got shocked, “Victor” said
“This time I was alive and Rumple
wasn’t gonna risk getting rid of me this
time, he was wanted and I was a
powerful person in my gang, he needed
me and needed the money, so he took
the money and told Skeleton
everything and reported him to
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Viktoria, who chased him for a long
time till I died” “Rose” asked him
“Why did you wanna kill Mark &
mom?” “Victor” replied “I didn’t
wanna kill them, I wanted to take them
with me, in fact I wasn’t gonna give any
of them any time to think, that’s why I
told Mark to get away of my way, I was
hunting the Community and
shrinking the ground under his feet,
Skeleton was working for the them,
probably still, but I don’t know what’s
he gonna do or why” “Frank” said “But
we knew something valuable tonight,
we knew that Skeleton was gonna raise
you, and Rumple made us raise you so
that he can deliver you to Skeleton and
finish the deal, but he told Viktoria
about our destination and location in
Spain, maybe he wanted her to bring
him the key and he was gonna do the
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job in the Himalayas” “Victor” said
“Impossible, Rumple won’t sacrifice his
life for me” “Ivy” didn’t understand
“What are you talking about? You
mean that whoever opens the gate,
replaces the reincarnated one!” “Victor”
replied “Indeed, but-as we all
know-clones don’t have souls to die,
this way, you tricked nature, but not
for long” “Hylaria” said “You knew
this, didn’t you?” to “Frank”, “Frank”
didn’t reply asking “Victor” “How
would nature realize that there’s an
underworld breakout without
replacement?” “Victor” said “The
world will notice the unbalance,
nature will take its vengeance by
taking lives in natural disasters,
disasters humans won’t be able to
predict or face” “Hylaria” yelled at
“Frank” “WHAT DID YOU DO??”
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“Frank” told her to calm down and
that everything would be alright…

The “Skeleton” knew that there was
a way to make a human being, a
perfect one…In 2013, “Skeleton” was in
“Germany” in an operation, there was
a ball in a hotel, it was a charity ball
a businessman was opening a charity
for Syrian refugees, in the ball there
was a scientist, a genius woman, she
was a surgeon in the past then her
researches around the genetic
enhancements made her an important
scientist in the career, the “Skeleton”
heard about her but she wasn’t his
target, he was there to kill the
businessman who made the
ball…Things got worse and she fall in
the “Skeleton’s” way with other
civilians, “Skeleton” decided to take
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them in case things gone too intense
with the cops as hostages, she saw how
he looked, then she offered him a
special help in return of a lot of money
and resources, he wasn’t interested in
the beginning but when he heard from
her, he liked the idea…She made a
discovery and had a way to make dead
cells live again, even dead organs, she
ran some tests on some animals organs,
she thought that if a very high current
intensity passed through a dead body
in excess of a special chemical
compound and some electrical
conductive jelly fluid there might be a
chance for that body to change its state
from death to life again in presence of
enough fresh blood, the chemical
compound was the “Green Goo”, she
offered her discovery to the British
government but it was refused because
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there were no human organs could
endure the necessary power, her recent
tests failed to impress the British,
“Skeleton” agreed to help her only if
she made him a super soldier, she
agreed and started working using
“Skeleton’s” resources…The body was
complete and its strength was
unmatched to any human, but the
heart was weak, there was no heart
strong enough to take this power,
because the heart was gonna nearly
take most power, so “Skeleton” went to
“Rumple” asking for help using magic,
both men had some deals in the past,
the scientist name was “Martha”…

After “Victor’s” death, his strong
heart stopped and died, “Victor” told
his brother and the others that special
organs like his heart do not die, they
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die in one body and get reincarnated
in a newly born child, “Victor” told
them that he could find the heart and
whoever had it inside him in order to
be secured, but “Frank” thought that
this wasn’t gonna be a good move, he
saw that “Rumple” was watching them
“Rumple is watching us, maybe
listening too, he knows what you said
that’s why he wanted you alive,
because he can’t find the heart or the
brain and he knows that you can find
them, let the organs problem aside, if
they could find the ones who had these
organs, Rumple wouldn’t have helped
me raising you, the Skeleton can’t find
them too, otherwise he wouldn’t have
went to Rumple from the first place, we
gotta keep that case cold for now”
“Frank” said to “Victor”, “Ivy” & “Rose”
confirmed “Frank’s” words, “Victor”
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agreed on putting the organs case aside
and focus on something else, on how to
prove “Frank’s” innocence from killing
“Rumple’s” son…

“Victor” decided to use magic to find
out what happened, but he couldn’t do
that without his stuff, he told “Ivy”
that he was gonna go to “England” on
his own and wanted them to wait him
somewhere where “Rumple” can’t
reach them, she refused leaving him
but agreed on sending the rest of the
team where “Victor” said, the
“Sentinels” prepared what they needed
and “Victor” waved with his hand
taking everyone and everything to his
special hideout, it was a place which
was protected with a protection spell, it
was okay to stop anyone with dark
magic like “Rumple”, but it wasn’t
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gonna stop any normal human from
getting in or out, the “Sentinels” could
handle any human, but they couldn’t
handle a guy like “Rumple”…The crew
were in “Ufa”-“Russia”, some place
where people used to know who’s a
foreigner and who’s Russian, so “Victor”
casted a shape shifting spell, it didn’t
change their looks in each others eyes,
but whoever saw them there saw that
they were Russians and speaking
Russian, the spell made them hear
Russian language as English and made
them speak English and be heard as if
they were speaking Russian, “Silver”
wasn’t okay with “Victor” away of his
sight, “Frank” wanted to go with him
too like “Ivy” but “Victor” refused any
interference not even “Ivy” “Then how
will we know that you’re coming
back?!” she said to “Victor”, he replied
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“No guarantees, you need me, and if I
wanted to disappear I would have
disappeared and no one of you could
have stopped me, I will come back, you
just sit tight here”, “Arrow” called
“Anton” and thanked him for helping
them without telling him any
details…“Victor” wasn’t too powerful
like he used to be, so he needed a way
to travel to “England” fast, so he had to
call back his old carriage…“Victor”
used a spelled dust and activated it,
then a carriage and 2 winged fire
horses appeared, they looked like those
pharaonic ones on the temples walls,
“Victor” rode his carriage and flew to
“England” it didn’t take him except 2
hours of flying, he wanted to meet
someone there, an old friend…
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“Victor” arrived “London”
unnoticed, he went to an illegal race
club where his man was, “Victor” saw
him but he didn’t see “Victor”, “Victor”
went to him and told him that they
should talk, that guy was a thug who
used to steal, rob and race using
magical tricks and used to win, his
meet with “Victor” wasn’t friendly,
when he saw “Victor” he waved to his
fellow thugs and asked “Victor” joking
“We all thought that you died, Shadow,
what are you doing here without your
mask and men?!” “Victor” asked him
about someone else, the thug didn’t tell
him and told him that he got no power
anymore as his gang was down, then he
told his friends to take “Victor” out of
the club after beating him, “Victor”
dealt with the thugs with his bare
hands, they were not less than 10 men,
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when the thug saw that he ran away,
“Victor” teleported himself and caught
the thug, after some harsh talking and
torture, the thug told “Victor” what he
wanted to know, “Victor” killed him
and disappeared…He was looking for a
woman he loved years ago, she was a
witch and had magic, “Victor” didn’t
find her in her old place, that’s why he
had to go to that thug, she was his girl
before she knew “Victor”, she used to
love “Victor” and help him, she lived
in a flat in the Jews hood, he appeared
to her and once she saw him she kissed
and hugged him, her name was
“Monica”…“Monica” had the magic of
memory manipulation and dream
walking, which means that she could
get in someone’s dreams while sleeping
or get in his memories and mind while
awake, it was a way to find out what
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happened in the crime scene where
“Rumple’s” son died, “Victor” didn’t
want her to get him in someone’s
memory he wanted her to put him in
the situation which meant that he was
going back by time in a flashback, this
was very hard and a huge risk but only
“Monica” could do that although she
never used this ability but “Victor”
convinced her to do it and he would be
okay…“Monica” prepared “Victor” and
started the journey back by time and in
the situation but she warned him of
interfering in the incidents although
he couldn’t be seen or heard there, he
went back by time and saw what
happened and saw “Viktoria” taking
off “Frank’s” mask in the car with
“Hector” who was driving, “Victor”
could know who was behind the mask,
but he had to give “Rumple” an
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evidence, his words were not gonna be
enough this time, when he woke up he
asked “Monica” what should he do to
show what he saw to someone else, she
gave him a magical mirror and moved
her hand on it 2 times and placed it on
his head, then she said “This mirror
now has whatever you saw in the
incident, activate its magic and it will
show you or anyone else what you saw,
but be careful and don’t break it,
otherwise it will lose its magic and all
your trip would be gone for nothing” to
“Victor”, he thanked her and went
away…On his way, he was stopped by a
guy he knew long time ago, a creature
who used to work for “Rumple” when
he was in “England”, the creature was
a vampire, he was eating regularly but
he used to eat meat half cooked or
uncooked at all, besides to drinking
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animals blood which was denser than
human blood, he was called “The
Vampire”…The creature was waiting
“Victor” out, he didn’t want to fall in a
fight against the witch, “Victor” left
“Monica” and was on his way to find
an abandoned place to call back his
carriage, but he knew that he was
followed then “Vampire” showed up,
“Victor” said “You won’t dare standing
in my way unless someone pushed you”
“Vampire” replied “Yeah, it have been
a long time Victor, I have always
known that you shouldn’t be the boss’s
#1 student, now this comes to an end”,
although “Victor” could use his magic
but he saw that the “Vampire” wasn’t
worthy, he put the mirror aside then
they fought like men and the fight was
savage, “Victor” beat him down and
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killed him, it wasn’t easy but it wasn’t
the worst fight “Victor” fought in…

“Revolution” on the other side
collapsed, “Hector” & “Popeye” left,
“Chao” & “Black Skin” went to
“Rumple”, “Hook” died of course,
leaving “Viktoria” with “Quiet”, “Bee”
& “Tree”, this meant that “Viktoria”
had to find others to continue the chase,
this was gonna give the “Sentinels”
some time to rest and focus on the
“Skeleton”…

When “Victor” was finished with
the “Vampire”, he knew that “Rumple”
knew that he was in “England”,
“Victor” called a crow and tied a piece
of paper in its leg and whispered to it
with the location then the crow
disappeared, he sent it to “Rumple”
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asking for a meet, “Rumple” was
paranoid and didn’t trust “Victor”, so
he sent a ‘Harpy’ creature to bring
“Victor” to someplace he knew in
“Plymouth”-“England”, “Rumple”
teleported himself there and waited,
“Victor” didn’t know that the ‘Harpy’
was gonna take him to “Rumple”,
when he felt its existence he told it to
show itself, it appeared to him, it
looked like a woman with big wings
and falcon’s feet she was tall and huge
in size, she told him that “Rumple”
agreed to see him and sent her to take
him, “Victor” agreed to go with her,
when he saw “Rumple” he said
“Rumple, listen to me, Frank didn’t
kill your boy, it was your girl Viktoria,
she made a mask like my brother’s
mask and did it to make you join her”
“Rumple” was intending to kill
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“Victor”, using the power of telekinesis,
“Rumple” caught “Victor” from his
throat and said “You’re trying to save
the kid who killed you that’s your
problem, but now it’s my boy, I used my
magical glass ball and saw him myself”
“Victor” told him to activate the mirror
and see the truth, “Rumple” released
him and activated the mirror and saw
the whole situation, till “Viktoria”
took off “Frank’s” mask and rode a car
with “Hector”, “Rumple” was in rage
not because of what he saw, but
because he promised “Viktoria’s”
mother that he would be always there
to help her whenever she needs, that
time, “Rumple” & “Viktoria” had some
troubles years ago, he surprised
“Viktoria” with a visit to her home
where she used to live with her mom,
he told her mother that he was one of
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“Viktoria’s” officials, the woman was
ill and asked “Rumple”-who she
thought to be a good General and paid
her a visit expressing the government’s
care for its best agents-to take care of
“Viktoria” and help her as much as
possible, “Rumple” wasn’t devoid of
emotions, he promised her that he’d
always help “Viktoria” whenever she
needs, that visit was a threat to
“Viktoria” that time, “Rumple” never
backed down on his deals or promises,
so he had an idea “Okay, the spell isn’t
an illusion I can feel that, but now we
gotta make a bloody deal, I’ll leave you
and your bloody-fool brother to live in
return of Viktoria dead, but remember
if you failed, there won’t be a reason to
fear failure, but you’ll have a reason to
fear ME, how’s that deal Victor?”
“Victor” replied “Not enough, I want
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you to tell me what’s the Skeleton
really after, and how can we stop him?”
“Rumple” didn’t care much for
“Skeleton” and thought it would be a
good chance to let “Victor” & the
“Sentinels” get rid of him, so he told
“Victor” what he needed “Skeleton’s
monster was a dream he had, he
wanted to create a super soldier out of a
dead body because he couldn’t create
one out of a living human being, he
saw that what I do was a some kind of
science and that there was nothing
called ‘magic’, but his tries to create
life out of death went to nothing, every
scientist or doctor he hired or forced to
work for him failed to do what he
wanted, a lot of biological scientists
and doctors were said to be dead in
accidents recently but in fact they were
with him and he gave them everything
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they needed to do the job but their
failure was rewarded with real deaths,
till he met that woman who changed
everything” “Victor” asked “Who is she?
What did she do??” “Rumple” replied
“Her name is Martha, a biological
scientist, she was reported dead in
Germany last year, but she’s alive with
the Skeleton, she had some researches
and discoveries around giving life to
dead organs, Skeleton knew about her
somehow and kidnapped her, his
attack on us in Russia means that
they’re in the final stage and looking
for the final 2 pieces of the enigma”
“Victor” said “The closer you look, the
less you see, they won’t see the bloody
big picture as long as they’re looking for
the Skeleton and not for what he’s after”
“Rumple” said “Indeed, the world
strongest brain that can take the
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electrical power without getting
damaged and the smartest one too
besides to the heart will make this
soldier the strongest and the smartest on
Earth” “Victor” told him that
“Skeleton” won’t care about that brain
any sooner, “Rumple” said “If that’s
right then he must have found it or
maybe he knows who has it” “Victor”
asked “How can we know who are the
heart and brain’s owners?” “Rumple”
said “I thought you already know, it’s
not gonna be easy, you’ll need your
special tools, you know where are
them?” he was talking about “Victor’s”
stuff [sword, shield, spear, golden mask,
gold vest, dagger & the magical Eye of
Sight] “Rumple” continued “I’ll tell
you what to do, but when you are there,
you’re on your own…Are you sure you
can do that?” “Victor” replied “I’m
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back taking souls and digging holes,
indeed I can”…

{The Crime at The Rosewood Hotel}

“Rumple” told “Victor” that there
was a man in “China”, he wasn’t
thought to be a wizard, he was a priest
but he was somehow in contact with
the other side, but only the good souls,
besides to getting demon souls out of
humans and sometimes healing people,
“Rumple” knew him and both men
were not friends at all, the priest used
to be called “Wang”…“Wang” wasn’t
Christian but he believed that dark
magic was a devils act and should be
stopped, he was concerned by hearts
and knew that there was a very special
heart that used to be reincarnated
among time from the first man[7]
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created till the present time, a power
that gave the heart’s donor all qualities
of perfect human, bravery, kindness,
love and more good qualities, these
might exist in any man, but these
qualities were usually accompanied by
some jealousy, greed, envy and other
bad qualities, this was the difference
between this heart and any regular
heart, this heart was pure of any dark
qualities and somehow was
immunized against any dark quality
of the world, besides to its strength
biologically, it used to be the strongest
heart any doctor saw in history, every
doctor saw it buy checking the donor’s
health for any reason used to say “Your
heart is very special, unlike any heart
I ever checked”…“Victor” knew that
this heart wasn’t his at all, he was
never born with it, he was born with
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hate, vengeance & rage, he was never
loving and kind…Among history,
“Victor” used to be in every occasion,
every war, every crisis that ever
happened on the planet he was there
witnessing it or changing it, he used to
hear about that heart but he never
cared…

“Wang” knew a lot about that heart,
as if it was his study, he also had a way
to find the present donor, but helping
“Victor” who was one of “The Dark
One’s” favorite students wasn’t expected,
it was a risk “Victor” had to take, but
before that, he could locate where were
his equipment and went to take them,
he thought they were in a museum or
something like that, but he was
shocked to find them in “Frank’s”
mansion, he teleported himself inside
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where his stuff existed and started
taking them, “Cain” saw him in the
CCTV and reported him to the security,
“Paige” went to check it out but when
she saw “Victor” she knew him and
told everyone to stand down, “Victor”
didn’t tell her anything except that he
was gonna need his stuff but didn’t tell
her where he was going, “Victor” used
to know her when she was a little girl,
“Paige” sent to “Ivy” and told her what
happened, “Ivy” got worried because of
that move…“Victor” used his carriage
and traveled to “China”, he had only
one in mind who might be able to help
him talk to “Wang”, “Frank’s” Chinese
girlfriend, “Chen”…
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On February 16th 2017, “Ivy” could
know somehow where the “Skeleton”
was using her sources, he was in
“China”, the “Sentinels” didn’t know
that “Victor” was there, “Silver” saw
that they should attack him there
before anything happens and alerted
the Chinese Intelligence, “Frank”
agreed to his opinion, but he saw that
he should leave someone behind to
wait for “Victor”, “Rose” was logically
the one for that, “Floyd” asked to stay
with her and “Ivy” agreed…“Ivy” called
“Chen” to welcome the team, she did it,
but she didn’t meet “Victor” yet, “Chen”
reported what the “Sentinels” told her
to the Intelligence, they started digging
behind him and could know that he
was somewhere where a murder took
place in “Rosewood” hotel, one of the
garage cameras spotted him, he wasn’t
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anywhere in the building except the
garage, 2 men in black were seen in the
place and it was obvious that they
weren’t Chinese, observing their moves
showed that they went in the room
where the murder happened then took
their way to the garage and to that car
“Skeleton” was in, no one was gonna
care about that case unless the hotel’s
CCTV spotted the “Skeleton”, “Frank”
thought that they should take a look at
the scene, so [Frank, Silver, Chen,
Electrocutioner & Hylaria] went there,
the rest of the team were in the hideout
“Chen” prepared for them…The crime
scene was very messy with 2 dead
bodies, a male and a female, the male
was the manager of the China
Merchants Bank, the female was just a
whore, it was obvious that the male
victim was the target, but there was
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something that didn’t add up, the
bodies looked like they were killed
several days ago while the “Skeleton”
and his men were seen in the place the
night before the hotel’s call to the
police, for 4 days the room wasn’t
opened and no one answered the
housekeeping, the sign of ‘Please Don’t
Disturb’ prevented the housekeeping
from getting in, then the men in black
opened the room’s door with one of the
hotel’s swipe cards, they took 18
minutes inside and got out with no
fingerprints other than the victims,
probably they were looking for
something and caused the mess in the
room, the bullet which killed the male
victim was from a low height trajectory
indicating that the shooter was short or
sitting on a chair, the bitch was killed
by another weapon, a revolver, the
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angle of shooting-according to “Frank’s”
plastics analysis and the gun
powder-was even lower indicating that
whoever killed her was laying on the
ground, “Could it be the male victim??”
“Silver” asked, “Frank” replied
“Probably, we can’t be sure yet”, there
were some blood trails on the floor
indicating that the male victim was
dragged to where he was found, the
blood belonged to him, this meant that
there might have been 2 shooters, the
interference of “Skeleton’s” men
destroyed a lot of evidence, it was
obvious that they cleaned the place
from fingerprints and who knows what
else they did to the scene or what did
they take, “Hylaria” noticed that the
window’s glass was broken and on the
floor, which meant that the killer
attacked from the window and didn’t
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knock the door or break in, if so, how
did the killer made it to the roof with
a gun without being noticed by the
hotel’s security personnel or cameras or
workers or even guests, “Silver” solved
that by telling them that he could have
parachuted on the hotel’s roof from a
chopper where no camera to spot him
up there, there was a Chinese detective
there she had an interesting note, it
wasn’t clear due to the mess but she
noticed, the television, table and a
mirror were broken, why would the
“Skeleton’s” men break them unless
they were broken and destroyed in a
fight, although the male victim didn’t
have any signs of assault or fightback,
but her note was very interesting, in
“Hylaria’s” opinion, she thought that
there was someone already in the room
probably before the victims get in then
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another shooter joined the party from
the outside, the shooters weren’t on the
same team so they fought, the guy who
came from the window shot the target
who was the male victim and left from
the window after hurting the other
shooter badly enough to leave him on
the ground, when the bitch tried to
escape or scream the guy on the ground
killed her by putting a pillow in front
of his revolver to make it a silencer and
shot her, but how did he leave?…The
detective told them how did anyone got
in or out from the window without any
need for a chopper or a parachute, the
hotel used to have a window cleaning
lift, workers used to ride it from the
roof and start cleaning windows from
up to down, this was the only logical
way to get in the room form the window,
“Frank” said “The shooters didn’t fight,
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otherwise we could have found any
DNA or blood trails that doesn’t belong
to the victims, one was in the room
before the victims, he killed the target
and maybe when he tried to kill the
bitch, the other shooter broke in from
the window, looks like the fight didn’t
take more than seconds then whoever
won shot the bitch with the revolver,
then he took him in the window lift,
the Skeleton is involved, one of the
shooters was his man, maybe he was
told what happened and sent others to
clean the place”…“Victor’s” trail to
“Chen” led him to the hotel and the
“Sentinels”, “Victor” was astonished to
see “Frank” and the others there,
“Victor” used one of his crows and tied
a paper in its leg telling them that he
was there watching, “Hylaria” used to
hate crows and think that they bring
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bad luck, when she saw it on the
window and heard its voice she tried to
make it go away but “Frank” told her to
back down, he got close to it and saw
the paper, when “Frank” pulled it off
the crow’s leg it flew away, “Frank”
read it and told the others that “Victor”
was in “China” and wanted to see
“Chen” and told him where to send
“Chen” to meet him, “Frank” agreed
but he told her that he wanted to join
her, but “Hylaria” told him that the
“Skeleton’s” case was intense and they
needed him, “Chen” confirmed her
words, he agreed and told “Chen” to be
careful, she went away and
recommended the detective to stay with
them, she was “Chen’s” cousin and the
only one who spoke English,
“Electrocutioner” said “Alright let me
see if I’m following, we got a shooter
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who killed the male victim, an
assailant who attacked the shooter and
killed the bitch, probably he took their
cell phones and money, unless the
Skeleton’s men took them and cleaned
the place from any fingerprints or DNA,
right?” “Silver” confirmed his words,
but all that left themwith nothing that
might lead them to the “Skeleton”,
“Electrocutioner” was ordered to dig
behind the male victim, his emails,
calls and anything that might lead
them to something…

The “Twin” wasn’t with them,
actually they sent him to “Egypt” to
take “Frank’s” place there, “Sonya”
was with him there, “Frank” had
exams in his college so they sent the
“Twin” to finish “Frank’s” exams, he
did the job well, no one doubted him,
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not even his mother although “Dr.
Frank” noticed, “Frank” wasn’t so
clever and he wasn’t following the
college and his studies well, the “Twin”
was a robot, whatever was recorded in
the “Twin’s” memory helped giving
“Frank” the best grades in that semester
but it didn’t attract anyone’s
attention…

“Chen” met “Victor”, “Victor” told
her what “Rumple” told him, she
heard about “Wang” but never met him,
she knew a younger priest and thought
he might help, “Victor” didn’t like the
idea of telling that priest everything so
he said “Okay as long as he’s gonna
help, but all he should know is that
the guy with the special heart is in
danger and you wanna save him before
a huge trouble happens” “Chen”
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confirmed…“Victor” didn’t know why
did “Rumple” warn him and told him
that he was gonna need his stuff, but he
kept his caution, “Rose” & “Floyd”
found “Popeye” by chance, he didn’t
know them because of “Victor’s” spell,
they caught him and beat him down,
he didn’t know them at all and they
didn’t tell him who they were, after
some interrogation he told them where
“Hector” was but he didn’t know
anything about “Viktoria”, “Floyd”
called “Ivy” and told her what
happened, she told them to move from
where they were and report “Hector” &
“Popeye’s” location to “Anton” and he
would take care of them, he did it after
taking “Rose” and going away…“Victor”
appeared to “Ivy” and told her what
happened, he removed the spell from
everyone except “Rose” & “Floyd” who
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were still in “Russia”…The “Sentinels”
left the crime scene with the detective
who got shocked to see that the
“Sentinels” looks changed in a blink,
for their good luck no one saw that but
her, “Frank’s” look didn’t change
because he was wearing his suit and
mask all the time, he calmed her down
and asked her to keep that a secret…
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{China Merchants Bank}

Checking the male victim’s emails,
“Electrocutioner” found a message that
revealed some things, he read it to the
others, its subject was about
misappropriation, he was leaking
money out of the bank in a cleaver way
without being discovered, his last job
was sending money to a private account,
he sent a message to an email with a
strange name, “Mime”, it wasn’t
obvious who was he, but his replying
email was very weird and not from
“China”, he was warning the bank’s
manager from the “Skeleton” and
threatened him from working with
him…The manager’s laptop had a pdf
file containing confessions revealing
his dirty work but it looked like he
didn’t know who was the guy by the
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name “Mime” but he said that this guy
and the “Skeleton” were covers for
others, they were dealing with him
and he was leaking money out for them
for 3 years then he decided to stop, but
it wasn’t an option as it seems, the last
deal between them didn’t happen and
that was pissing the “Mime” off because
it was a very huge deposit, the biggest
one in their deals together, it was
gonna cause huge troubles to the
Chinese economy, “Frank” said “This
means one thing…” “Hylaria”
interrupted him “Means that the so
called Mime is gonna rob the bank
soon” “Frank” confirmed her words,
“Silver” called the Chinese detective
and told her to seal the place and
secure it, she wasn’t late and went there
with a huge police force but it was too
late, the bank was attacked and robbed
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already but the robbers didn’t leave yet,
they were preparing themselves to leave
in a school bus leaving a surprise for
everyone, bombs were planted
everywhere inside the bank even the
employees and workers had grenades
in their hands, the grenades and
bombs were ready to blow remotely, the
“Mime” told his men to hold their fire
then he said “I was gonna call you guys,
you made me a favor by coming, now
these bombs in their hands and in the
whole place are ready to blow everyone
sky high, so all I need from you to do is
to pave my way to the airport, when we
pass the Chinese boards I’ll threw the
trigger to you and of course I don’t have
to warn you of following us” this was
too dangerous “Frank” told “Hylaria”
to leave but she refused, the police had
to let the “Mime” pass with his men in
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the school bus, while leaving he was
laughing loudly, reminding “Frank”
of every psychopath he faced starting
by the “Comedian” passing by the
“Clown” and ending by “Adrian”, the
police tried to contain the situation
and made a huge cordon around the
bank and cleared all buildings and
streets leading to it, “Ivy” and the
others arrived but they didn’t find
“Frank” & “Hylaria”, he took her in a
car and went to the airport, he didn’t
know how to go but the GPS helped
them, “Frank” was intending to get on
board of the plane and have his
chances to stop that thug, but the
“Mime” deceived them, in a tunnel
underground, there was a trash truck
waiting for them down there, the
“Mime’s” men transported the money
from the school bus to the trash truck
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in trash bags, they were 48 big bags full
of American dollars and many other
currencies, billions, the bus continued
its route to the airport but it was loaded
with other bags, there was no one in
there but there were mannequins
statues inside with clothes looking like
what they were wearing, the bus driver
left the bus and walked away when he
reached the airport, “Frank” &
“Hylaria” used another way there,
chasing the bus wasn’t a wise idea, the
“Mime” could have triggered the bombs
if he noticed that he was chased, once
they saw the bus, “Hylaria” noticed
that no one in the bus was moving, cops
were ready for anything surprising, no
one but the driver left the bus and got
caught later, “Frank” decided to go
there and check it out, “Hylaria” tried
to convince him not to go but he
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assured her that it was gonna be okay,
“Frank” knew that there were no
humans in the bus, his detective vision
showed him that whoever was there got
no vitals or heat emission which meant
that they were just statues, “Frank”
walked there slowly, when he reached
there, he called his friends saying “We
are all being tricked, the Mime isn’t in
the airport, the bus has enough RDX
explosives to take the Chinese
International Airport off the map”…3
minutes later, an explosion happened
in the hotel where the murder
happened, in the roomwhere the crime
took place exactly, as if he wanted to
say that he was behind that murder,
then in the same time, the explosives
experts found out that the bombs in the
bank were just fireworks and toys, the
explosives experts could deactivate the
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bombs in that school bus at the airport,
during that mess the “Mime” was
gone…The bus driver was Chinese man,
a paranoid schizophrenic and a
former patient in a mental asylum, the
kind of mind the “Mime” attracts,
nothing useful to be known from him…

“Electrocutioner” made some
investigations around that guy, his acts
in the bank were very weird, the
employees testifies and footage were
even more terrifying than the incident
itself, they said “The security system
was off suddenly, then mimes appeared,
they got in as if they were here for a
show or something like that, it was very
strange, then suddenly they shot the
security with silenced pistols and in
seconds we were alone with them, then
they handed us grenades ready to blow,
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4 of them started planting bombs in
every corner and other different places
around the place, in 10 minutes max
they were ready to move and on their
way out you came, all this time no one
of them said a word”, “Frank” saw that
a new way of criminality he should
face, but “Hylaria” surprised everyone
by refusing the idea of hunting the
“Mime”, she thought that he wasn’t
their target and they should focus on
the “Skeleton”, “Ivy” understood her
point while no one else did not even
“Frank”, “Hylaria” thought that
“Frank” shouldn’t be facing
psychopaths anymore because she saw
that they were affecting his mind and
spirit by their twisted minds, “Ivy”
understood her point and confirmed
her words telling them that the “Mime”
could wait and they should focus on
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the “Skeleton”, “Silver” agreed to that
although he thought that both
“Skeleton” & “Mime” were working
together…

Time came for “Naomi” to give birth,
she gave birth to a girl, a very weird
child, she had a longer backbone and
vertebral column enough to get out of
her body and look like a long tail,
besides to 2 very small and weak fangs
and a snake looking eyes, even her skin
was like snakes, the girl could be said
to be a snake-girl, for everyone’s
surprise, “Naomi” was okay and in
good health, far away from being dead,
she was sent back to her room, when
she was alone, a dark figure appeared
from the room’s corner, it was a ‘Soul
Collector’ it was there to take her in the
bargain made by “Frank” in the
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“Himalayas”, when she saw it she
screamed and called for help, “Paige”
was there she hurried to check her
with other doctors, “Naomi’s” body was
blue and smelt rotten even her eyes
were white and looked to be dead for
weeks or more although she was alive
minutes ago, this was terrifying to
everyone…“Paige” sent “Ivy” the
updates, “Ivy” was shocked to hear her
daughter’s death, she told “Frank” &
“Hylaria”, “Frank” didn’t seem to be
shocked or sad, “Hylaria” cried and
hugged “Ivy” who cried for the second
time as much as “Frank” knew, he
didn’t know that she was gonna be sad,
he analyzed that his brother would be
mad too, but he said nothing and told
“Ivy” that “Naomi’s” freak daughter
would be raised well by them…
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“Victor” & “Chen” went to “Wang”,
he told her to talk to “Wang” alone,
“Wang” was very powerful and
experienced, he would know that
“Victor” was a magician and maybe
things would be screwed, that was
“Victor’s” point, but “Wang” knew him
and heard about him years ago, “Chen”
confirmed and the priest she knew
introduced her to “Wang”…“Victor”
noticed a newspaper with “Frank’s”
photo in it, he read about this and
knew what happened in the China
Merchants Bank and saw a photo of the
“Mime” when he was talking to the
police and the “Sentinels” on the front
door of the bank, someone
photographed him and sent it to the
press, “Victor” could read the Chinese
paper because he was taught how to
speak Chinese by the “Undertaker”…
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{The Monster of The Alps}

“Wang” was expecting “Chen”, once
she got in he said “Chen Han, I was
expecting you, I know what you’re here
for, he wants to know how to find the
ones with the chosen heart and brain”
“Chen” wasn’t shocked “He won’t hurt
them, whoever they are, they’re in big
danger and need to be secured” she said,
“Wang” replied “I know the Shadow
won’t hurt the chosen ones or use them,
but I’m afraid from the one who sent
him here” “Chen” didn’t understand,
he was talking about “Rumple”,
“Victor” didn’t trust “Chen” much, his
golden eye was allowing him to see the
meeting between her and “Wang” and
to hear them too, “Wang” gave her an
old piece of paper like a map and said
“This is the map to a compass that leads
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to the chosen ones, starting with the
heart and ending with the brain”
“Chen” asked “Starting and ending!
What do you mean? There are more
organs like that heart and brain??” he
replied “When the first man sinned,
his special organs were distributed on
his sons and grandsons, the powers in
these organs never die, when these
organs are together in one dead body it
will live and there won’t be any chance
to stop him or kill him, no man or
weapon would be able to put him down
and every religious belief those
humans have will vanish and
immortality will happen, a new
species of humans will appear by time
and evolution will be catastrophic, the
compass will lead the Shadow to the
organs, he must find them or the
consequences will be unbearable”
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“Chen” was afraid when she heard
that, she left him and went to “Victor”,
she told him what she was told
thinking that he didn’t hear or see
anything, when she gave him the map
he disappeared…The map was of the
“Alps” mountains in “Europe”, “Victor”
had to go there and follow the map
directions, it was weird to “Victor”
because he didn’t know that there was
magic there, “Victor” intended to go
there on his own then “Ivy” appeared
in his way, he wasn’t expecting her,
she told him what happened to
“Naomi”, “Victor” was surprised but
not touched and that was weird even to
him, but it was logic because when
“Victor” came from death, he came
back with his body and mind but not
with his heart, he got no heart because
he was already dead…“Victor” told “Ivy”
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to be strong then he told her what
happened with him, “Ivy” was strong
and told him that they were going with
him to the “Alps”, “Victor” was against
the idea but “Ivy” insisted strictly
forcing him to agree, “Rose” & “Floyd”
arrived to “China” where the others
were with a surprise for “Victor”, they
made a blue metal mask for him but
with 2 eyes this time, “Victor” & “Ivy”
went to the others and told them what
happened, “Electrocutioner” scanned
that area on the mountain, it couldn’t
be seen by regular satellites because it
was off ‘Google Earth’, but the “MI6’s”
satellites uncovered it…

“Electrocutioner’s” searches around
that mountain showed them something
unexpected, there was a huge
warehouse or hideout in an old camp,
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but that was on the surface,
underground there was a wide research
lab, this place on the mountain was
owned by “Germany” during WWII,
after the war was over the place was
abandoned but the satellites indicated
that the place was still active, “Frank”
said “This must be the Skeleton’s camp,
this place is where he’s making his
creature, we gotta attack this place”
“Victor” confirmed, “Silver” thought
that they should have a good plan first
and report it to “Shaw”, “Ivy” told him
that they could do that on their way
there, 3 hours later, the team was on
their way there using the Jet…The
“Twin” & “Sonya” were gonna meet the
others there, “Twin” finished “Frank’s”
exams and was available…
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The blueprints of the camp showed
the “Sentinels” that the place was
surrounded well, the “Skeleton’s” men
made a siege that could hardly be
broken, “Hylaria” said that she could
sneak in the camp and make an
opening for the others, this was refused
strictly by “Frank”, “Victor” said “Stop
it, we storm the place, they won’t be
expecting an attack” it was refused in
the beginning but when they couldn’t
find any other way, they agreed to
“Victor’s” idea…The “Twin” & “Sonya”
parachuted on the coordinates given to
them by “Electrocutioner”, when the
“Sentinels” arrived these coordinates,
“Twin” & “Sonya” were already there
securing the landing area for the
others…The “Sentinels” reached the
location and the crew started moving,
they had no cars except the motorcycle
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with them, so “Victor” brought his
carriage to be a moving vehicle to
transport whoever needs transportation,
the team moved with their weapons
and tools ready, [Frank, Deadshot,
Twin, Floyd & Silver] weren’t on board
of the carriage, “Deadshot” went to
find a suitable place for shooting,
“Frank” & “Twin” were on the run and
would attack on foot, “Silver” was in
the air with his jetpack and “Floyd”
was on his motorcycle…The attack
started, when the soldiers saw them
they launched the alarms screaming
“IT’S FRANKENSTEIN, WATCH OUT”
and started shooting at them,
“Deadshot” started shooting the
soldiers on the surveillance towers,
“Frank” & “Twin” attacked whoever
they saw, “Victor” protected the
carriage with a protective spell to
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protect the carriage and its passengers
from the soldiers’ bullets, the soldiers
were shocked by seeing the carriage
and the fire horses, their confusion
made them soft targets to the
“Sentinels”, “Victor” stopped then [Ivy,
Rose, Electrocutioner, Arrow, Hylaria
& Sonya] started spreading in the place
killing everyone they see, “Victor”
joined them with his golden sword and
shield, every soldier was focusing on
“Frank”, “Twin” & “Victor” and they
were killing a lot of soldiers with no
hesitation, violently with no mercy,
“Hylaria” saw the 3 of them with their
backs to each other, it was epic but
terrifying, “Skeleton” was inside, he
ordered his men to go and kill the
“Sentinels” saying “The NATO sent
their freaks to catch me, but I know I got
better men, they came on their feet and
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we’re gonna send them back in body
bags, no surrender” the men were
excited and all went out to attack the
“Sentinels”, “Ivy” made it to the lab,
“Silver” & “Arrow” seized control over
the east wing, “Deadshot” changed his
position and shot more soldiers, “Rose”
& “Floyd” called for help in the west
wing, “Victor” teleported himself to
their location to help them, it took him
a minute to kill them all violently,
“Frank” decided to break in through
the front gate, he told the “Twin” to
secure the front behind him,
“Skeleton”, “Martha” and some more
soldiers were on their way to a chopper
with a casket, “Electrocutioner” &
“Sonya” fall in a tangle and asked for
help, “Victor” appeared between them
and the soldiers, he just waved with his
hand and the soldiers turned to dust,
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“Skeleton” caught “Hylaria”, “Ivy”
reached the chopper and saw “Hylaria”
but the soldiers were more in number,
“Frank” showed up and shot the
soldier who was catching “Hylaria”,
she fought back and “Ivy” joined the
fight, then “Skeleton” caught “Hylaria”
again and pointed his gun to her head,
forcing “Frank” & “Ivy” to stop, the rest
of the soldiers rode the chopper then he
followed them, when they were all
ready to fly, he shot “Hylaria” in the
back, “Frank” & “Ivy” ran to her and
the “Skeleton” escaped, “Hylaria” was
wearing her vest and the bullet didn’t
penetrate it to her back, “Silver”
wanted to find the chopper and try to
take it down, but it was refused by the
team, they already lost “Brandon”
because he did the same thing, “Victor”
reminded them with what they were
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there for, the compass leading to the
chosen ones, “Frank” thought of
splitting up, but “Electrocutioner” told
them that going back to the jet and
turning it on will give the “Skeleton”
enough time to disappear between the
mountains and the jet was too big to fly
between mountains, it was a risk no
one could afford…The lab
underground was full of dead human
bodies and animals too, it looked like
they were doing experiments on other
animals with containers full of the
“Green Goo” compound and other
weird fluids, besides a lot of things
showing that whoever was working
there was a freaking crazy surgeon,
“Frank” decided to take everything and
study the “Martha’s” theory in order to
find a way to stop this, “Victor” took
advantage of the “Sentinels”
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distraction and disappeared, he
wanted to find the compass and use it
alone, he had a feeling that this was
dangerous above them…

The map took “Victor” for a mile
away from the camp, there was a cave
where no magic works in, “Victor”
didn’t know that, the compass was
guarded for centuries by one immortal
creature used to look like the cave’s
rocks, its body was of rocks, about 12 ft
tall and 1500 lb weight or more, an
indestructible thing that killed
anyone who tried to get that compass,
used to be called “The Abomination”…

In “Russia”, “Rumple” collected his
men [Pinocchio, Black Skin & Chao]
besides to a new guy, he was like a
snake, got a snake skin and his blood
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was poisonous, a bite or a scratch from
his teeth or nails were like a 10 cobra
snakes bites, that’s why he was called
the “Cobra”, he was sent by “Rumple”
to kill “Wang”, “Cobra” successfully
killed him although he had magic but
he couldn’t save himself…

In the “Alps” mountains, “Victor”
could pass the cave’s security traps and
regular guards, these guards weren’t
humans, they were hanged skeletons
with shields and swords, human
shaped rocks, skeleton centaurs and
others, “Victor” ran through them all
without effort, then he saw the
“Abomination”, he never heard of it
and didn’t know that it was alive, he
thought that it was just the rocks form,
when he tried to get close to it, the
monster moved and stood up, from its
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moves “Victor” analyzed that it wasn’t
too long since it moved, someone made
it to that place before him but it seemed
that no one was successful, then the
monster roared, its roar was high
enough to be heard by the “Sentinels”
in the lab, “Rose” was scared “What’s
that sound?!” “Frank” replied “Victor…”
“Ivy” said “We gotta find him,
whatever that thing is he’ll need help”,
“Silver” told them that he’d check the
area around the camp,
“Electrocutioner” tried to scan the area
but it was too hard to find anything
because the mountain was covered
with snow and finding any cave wasn’t
easy, “Victor” couldn’t use magic
because the cave was banning dark
magic, the fight between “Victor” &
“Abomination” was unfair, the
monster was very huge in size and
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strong, but he discovered a weak spot in
the monster, in the wide hall, the
monster was strong and unbeatable,
but he couldn’t get out of that hall, it
was gonna get hurt or die if it got out,
when “Victor” was thrown out of the
hall, the monster followed him to the
hall limit then it stopped and returned
back to its seat and sat down where it
was sitting but it was looking at “Victor”
on the other side, “Victor” realized that
he must get it out of the hall, there were
other routes around the place, he went
through one as a try to find anything
useful, his shield fall from him in the
hall with the monster but he got his
sword and dagger…All the way, “Victor”
have been seeing dead bodies and they
were rotten or dead in a savage way,
indicating that they were dead
recently, they were not civilians or
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regular people, they were soldiers and
that was expected, the “Skeleton” knew
about the compass and tried to get there
more than once, the “Sentinels”
analyzed that because “Arrow” found
maps and blueprints of a mysterious
place unlike the camp or anywhere
close to the area with many passages,
there were weapons inside the cave but
they were useless in this place, after
walking in a passage for 10 minutes,
“Victor” was shocked by seeing an old
paper next to a skeleton remains and a
feather pen, looked like whoever wrote
this paper wrote it centuries ago,
“Victor” read it although it was written
in old German language, it was a
description for a secret tunnel to get in
the hall without attracting the
monster’s attention, as it was focusing
on the main entrance only, the tunnel
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led directly to an area of the hall too
close to a chamber, no one could pass
the monster to that secret chamber,
“Victor” noticed it but couldn’t pass the
monster, “Victor” thought it might be a
diversion or a trick, but he had to take
the risk, he found that tunnel and
crawled in to its end, at the end he was
in the hall for real, but he had to move
very slowly to avoid attracting its
attention, he could do it and found the
rock opening the chamber’s door
according to the paper’s description,
opening the door and the friction
between the rocks made enough noise to
make the monster wake up and attack
“Victor” but the monster was slow and
“Victor” was flexible and could get in
before the monster catches him, the
compass was inside, but it wasn’t the
only thing in this room, there were
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many human skeletons everywhere in
the place, meaning that he wasn’t the
only one who could see and know
about the tunnel, the paper which led
him to the tunnel and the chamber
disappeared from his pocket, only then
he knew that it was a twisted magical
trick, but he got what he was there for,
all he had to do was to figure a way out
of there, the thing many people
couldn’t do…The “Sentinels” found the
cave, but fear hit them “Someone gotta
stay here at the entrance to secure it, I
can do that” “Silver” said to the others,
“Floyd” said “Rose is gonna stay with
you” but “Rose” refused and an
argument started, “Hylaria” was
worried about “Frank” “You shouldn’t
get in there, whatever that thing is
we’re not sure that your suit can
overcome…” “Frank” interrupted her
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“Forget it, I’m going in but you’re not
and I mean it this time” “Hylaria”
argued with him about that, “Ivy”
finished the argument and named the
team getting in and the security team at
the cave entrance, [Frank, Ivy, Arrow,
Floyd & Twin] were gonna get inside,
[Rose, Hylaria, Deadshot,
Electrocutioner, Silver & Sonya] were
gonna stay at the cave’s entrance,
“Frank” was against the idea of “Ivy”
getting in with them but she said that
these were orders, then another roar
was heard from inside, “Victor” was
stuck inside, he couldn’t get out
because the monster was in rage and
completely out of control although it
couldn’t destroy the chamber or get
inside due to its large size, but it didn’t
stop or calm down, the “Sentinels” ran
in fights against the same skeleton
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guards and traps, “Floyd” was injured,
but his injury wasn’t too bad, “Ivy”
handled it for him, it wasn’t too long to
reach the hall where the monster was,
they didn’t need the map although
there were many passages, but the
monster’s roar was getting louder by
time meaning that they were moving in
the right direction…They reached the
hall and saw the monster, when
“Frank” saw it he was in complete
shock just like the others, they started
to shoot at it and “Arrow” shot it with
explosive arrows but nothing hurt it,
then it ran to attack them but when
they returned back from the hall
entrance the monster stopped, “Victor”
saw them and yelled “WHAT ARE YOU
DOING HERE? GET OUT I CAN’T STOP
IT AND YOU WON’T, GET OUT OF
THERE” “Frank” yelled back
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“NOBODY KILLS YOU BUT ME,
THERE’S ONLY ONE BLOODY
MONSTER IN THIS WORLD, ME” “Ivy”
calmed “Frank” down and told them
that they should work together to defeat
that monster, it was 1 and they were 5
in number besides to “Victor”, “Ivy’s”
plan was to spread in the place and
cause disturbance to the monster,
giving “Victor” clearance to get out, the
others agreed but “Floyd” was gonna
shoot from the entrance due to his
injury, “Frank” & “Twin” were gonna
move faster than “Ivy” & “Arrow”, “Ivy”
was gonna focus on getting “Victor” out
to the entrance, the plan worked and
the monster was busy with “Frank” &
“Twin” who were moving fast besides to
the shooting from “Floyd” & “Arrow”,
“Victor” & “Ivy” made it to the hall
entrance “Frank”, “Twin”, “Arrow” &
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“Floyd” hardly retreated, “Twin” got
serious damages and so was “Frank’s”
suit but they made it out, on their way
out they faced some skeleton guards but
they weren’t troubles to “Victor” &
“Ivy”…“Ivy” called “Silver” and told
him to go and get the jet to them as soon
as possible, he used his jetpack and
flew to it, 5 minutes later, “Frank” and
the others reached the cave’s entrance,
they were chased by more skeletons but
“Rose” and the others at the entrance
covered them, 2 or 3 minutes more,
“Silver” arrived and throw ropes to
them, “Floyd” tied his motorcycle,
“Rose” and himself and got up to the jet,
“Hylaria” & the “Twin” got up in 1
rope, during the departure something
unexpected happened, the monster
broke the magical hall entrance and
tried to catch up with them, the cave
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was shaking as if there was an
earthquake, “Victor” was out of the
cave so he got his magic back, he casted
a protection spell allowing no one in or
out of the cave, not even the skeletons,
when the monster came to the cave
entrance he hit the spell wall as if it
hit a rock wall, it was the only way for
them to move to the jet safely, but the
monster’s strength was breaking the
magical wall slowly, they all made it
on the jet, “Silver” thought of saying
good-bye to that ugly monster, he shot
the monster with every gun and missile
in the jet, the cave collapsed on it and
it wasn’t seen by them then they flew
away, they thought that they killed it
but in fact they were wrong but who
cares, they won’t go there
again…“Victor” used magic to heal the
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crew’s injuries, it was fantastic and
amazing to them…

“Jenny” gave birth to her & “Frank’s”
little boy, she was okay and the baby
was in good health, “Jenny” & “Frank”
dealt on calling the boy “Ercole”
which means “Hercules” in German
language…“Frank” was thrilled…
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{Inferno #4}

“Rumple” was watching everything
with his magical ball, he wanted
“Victor” to do this for him, that’s why
he told him about “Wang”, because he
could never get that map from him,
and to let “Victor” & the “Sentinels”
take the risk of everything and get the
compass, he had an idea to raise his
dead son, the gate of hell in the
“Himalayas” needed a replacement
and he wasn’t that kind of people to
sacrifice himself, not even for his own
son, so he thought of the “Skeleton’s”
idea, to collect the chosen organs and
put them in his son’s dead body and
somehow he was gonna excite the
organs and nerves thinking that he was
gonna give his son life…That’s why he
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collected some of his mutants and
prepared himself well…

The “Sentinels” flew to “London”,
“Silver” & “Ivy” had to report what
happened in “Russia” & “China” to
“Shaw”, “Victor” asked to take a look at
his book and “Frank” agreed…The
“Twin” had serious damages and had
to be fixed, “Victor” talked to “Frank”
“This is just the beginning, the real
fight is coming, Rumple won’t stand
down for too long, besides to the
Skeleton and the clown from the China
Merchants Bank” “Frank” replied
“Leave the Skeleton and the Mime to us,
you take care of the wizard” “Victor”
agreed to his brother’s deal…
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“Shaw” had a long meeting with
“Ivy” & “Silver” then he asked to see
“Frank” in private, when they met
“Shaw” told “Frank” that he wanted to
show him something, then he took him
to a special place then to a secret
elevator and went down somewhere
very interesting, like a huge workshop
where the best engineers in the world
were working on inventing modern
weapons, fighters, jets, war vehicles,
drones, special tanks and more tools
using robotics, AGVs and modern
production lines, “Frank” asked
“Shaw” about the place, “Shaw”
replied “This place have been shut
down officially since 1946, but it have
always been operating and responsible
for most of the military developments
in the British and the French armies,
Winston Churchill created this place to
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make many different defence
subsidiaries and develop their tech
here, away from the American &
Russian spies, here we use every useful
idea and scientific theory and collect
them all under one roof, OURS” “Frank”
asked “This is dangerous you know
that, why would you keep all these
techs under ‘your’ roof?” “Shaw”
continued “These right there, got some
interesting technology, 8 Heli-Carriers
set to network satellites, their repulsive
engines allow them to fly in the air
and never need to land, these jets there
fly by programmed Ardupilots, their
precision weapons can take down a
thousand hostile in a minute with no
need for a pilot to point them on targets,
they’ll work automatically according
to the satellites readings for the
terrorists DNAs even before they think
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of their next move, it’s a necessary way
to neutralize a lot of future threats
before they even take place” “Frank”
said “Punishments used to happen
after crimes take place, not before them”
“Shaw” replied “Look around you kid,
threats are getting worse every day,
technology is progressing around us
and terrorists are seeking our death,
besides to the Muslims continuous
threats to innocent civilians that we
should protect at all costs, we can’t wait
till the crime happens, we can’t take
the risk if you LOST” “Frank” said
“Who’s ‘we’??” “Shaw” said “After what
happened in Blackpool, a special
council was made and took some
decisions, including you and creating
more like you” “Frank” said “More like
me and posting guns on everyone and
keep calling that protection!! This is
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ridiculous, Shaw” “Shaw” said “What
about magic? Isn’t it dangerous enough
to be used like that, raising the dead,
teleporting from a place to another and
even healing injuries, aren’t these
gonna cause disturbance to those who
believe in God’s existence and say
many myths about the Christ’s first &
second arrivals and these prophecies
about the world’s annihilation and
humans getting inquired by God and
all these legends and illusions that we
want people to believe in…Don’t you
think that these are also ridiculous??”
“Frank” replied “Yeah you’re right
about that, but these ridiculous myths
give people hope, a sort of knowing
what might happen after death, where
they might go, a happy ending for those
who deserve it and a fair punishment
for those who deserve it too, it doesn’t
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matter if God exists or not but at least
He’s a theory that gives people peace
and freedom from human sins and
evils, our technology developments are
great and amazing, but this is far away
from peace or freedom, this is
something I know very well, THIS IS
FEAR” “Shaw” gave “Frank” his back
and put his hands behind his back
and said “We take the world as it is kid,
not as people would like it to be, you
should be knowing that after all what
you’ve been through, Mark” “Frank”
didn’t reply…Later, “Frank” realized
that no one of the team knew anything
about that place or the weapons, not
even “Ivy” & “Silver”, that made
“Frank” worried…
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“Rose” brought her father’s book to
him, he moved his hand over it as if he
removed a curse from it, when he did
this, words and letters in the book
changed from English to Hieroglyphic
as if it was a new book, “Rose” was
amazed but said nothing, after
minutes of reading loudly in
Hieroglyphic language, the compass
shined and looked as if it was new,
then its needle moved to a special
direction and a heart shape appeared
as a drawing on its base under the
needle, “Victor” told “Rose” that he
was going after the heart alone, she
refused and told him that they should
go together “No wait, we should stick
together, you saw what happened when
we worked together, we survived, YOU
survived” she said to “Victor”, he
didn’t reply for a while then he said
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“You have something else to care about,
the mercenary and the clown must be
stopped, this won’t be easy, send mama
& Mark my regards honey” then he
tried to disappear but “Rumple”
appeared and stopped him saying “Not
so fast dearie, we had a deal, you forgot
I think” “Victor” said “What are you
doing here Rumple?” “Rumple”
opened his hand then the compass
appeared in his hand, “Victor” was
surprised by that, he didn’t know that
“Rumple” could do that trick,
“Rumple” said “Okay, deal rules will
change, the compass in return of her
life, I’m a man of my word, dearie”
then he disappeared, that made “Victor”
angry…When the others knew, everyone
was mad “All our effort in the Alps is
gone, Rumple just took it so easily!”
“Arrow” said in a sad tone, “Ivy” asked
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“Victor” about his deal with “Rumple”
and what was it, he had nothing to say
but the truth, “Ivy” and the others
refused the idea of killing “Viktoria”,
although they needed the compass to
find and secure whoever got the chosen
organs, but “Victor” knew that without
the compass they were out of the game
and “Rumple” couldn’t be trusted…

“Rumple” used his magic taking the
compass’s magic and transported it to
his magical ball, it showed him a
regular man and showed himwhere he
was living, the man was a Swiss
accountant in a bank, he was the man
with the chosen heart, “Rumple”
figured out where he was exactly using
his magic, then he took his men and
went there, they were somewhere in
“Wales” with “Rumple” in case there
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was a fight…After what happened in
the “Alps”, “Skeleton” lost his chance
to get that compass and find the heart
and brain, but “Martha” had an idea
that might not need a very special
heart, she decided to put 2 horses lungs
and 2 horses hearts, besides to a tough
CNS nervous system, the skin wouldn’t
be a problem because the creature
wouldn’t feel anything at all, but there
had to be a very powerful source of
electricity to make the fresh organs
work again by a pulse, that wasn’t a
trouble for the “Skeleton”, he solved it
for her, they were in “London”…

Days later, the “Skeleton” and his
men transported everything they had to
a location where they could get a very
high current intensity, there was a
place seized by the “Skeleton’s” thugs,
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it was somewhere South-West “London”
and it wasn’t used anymore, it was the
“Battersea Power Station”, it was one of
the biggest camps seized by the
“Skeleton’s” men, the place was shut
down since 1983 when it was no longer
needed, the place wasn’t just a store or a
hideout for the “Skeleton’s” men, it was
like a garage or a huge workshop, thugs
were working in car modding, race cars,
motorbikes, light-weapon
manufacture and many other things,
besides to this it was a store where
excess drugs & weapons were kept, the
place had a very strong power supply
supplying hundreds of machines
inside, it was enough, “Martha” made
the surgery to the body as soon as the
men brought her the fresh hearts and
lungs, it took her and her assistants 7
hours of continuous work, then the
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power supply was prepared and
everything was ready for the final stage
of this unholy experiment…During the
hours of the surgery, the “Sentinels”
knew about the place, although the
“Skeleton” was very careful but his
“Lamborghini” was spotted by cameras
in traffic lights, the “MI6” got cleverer
spies than his men, the “Sentinels”
were reported and they prepared
themselves to move, “Victor” went with
them, the crew was [Frank, Victor, Ivy,
Silver, Hylaria, Rose, Floyd, Arrow,
Twin, Sonya & Deadshot], “Twin” and
“Frank’s” suit were fixed and ready for
deployment…

The “Sentinels” existence wasn’t
expected by the “Skeleton’s” thugs, that
made hunting them by “Deadshot” so
easy, the “Sentinels” arrived when the
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thugs were preparing the body to be
excited by maximum power, using the
detective vision “Frank” could notice
that there was something going on,
“Silver” made his way to the garage
where he found the “Lamborghini”
confirming “Skeleton’s” existence in
the place, but there was a chopper on
the roof with security, the chopper had
to be destroyed or the “Skeleton” would
escape again like what happened in
the “Alps”, someone interfered in the
operation unexpectedly but they
appeared later in the fight, “Frank”
thought of sneaking in this time,
storming the place was gonna be a hell
of a mistake, the police surrounded the
place from a distance even the sewer
tunnels were secured by cops the
trouble was in launching war, a war
where a lot of cops might die or maybe
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some of the “Sentinels” could die too,
“Victor” used his eye to check the place
after a minute of silence “Victor” said
nothing but “OH NO, THEY DID IT”
then power was off and it seemed as if
there was an electrical explosion in the
place but no one was hurt or dead, the
thugs seemed expecting what happened,
no one of them went to check the power
supply, the darkness was a good chance
for “Frank” to get in, “Deadshot”
covered him, “Victor” wasn’t invited to
joined “Frank” but he did it, suddenly
shooting was heard from the inside
and it looked like the thugs were scared,
“Martha” added a voice detection
sensor and programmed it with
Arduino microcontroller to recognize
the “Skeleton’s” voice and obey his
orders, the sensor took 3 minutes till it
worked and the monster obeyed
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“Skeleton’s” orders to stop attacking his
men, after he was in complete control
of the monster, he ordered it to kill
“Martha”, it killed her in a second, the
monster was very strong and huge in
size with big tough muscles and
titanium skeleton structure, “Martha”
put an oxygen regulator mask on its
face to regulate oxygen getting in the
lungs, “Martha” was killed by her own
creation, she was the only one who
knew anything about this ‘thing’ next
to the “Skeleton” and he wasn’t in need
for her anymore, he called his monster
“The Earthquake”…

“Victor” & “Frank” got inside, they
were surprised to see the place, then
power was on and both men hid…At
the outside, “Ivy” was surprised to meet
an old friend, it was “Viktoria”, “Ivy”
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thought that she was there as a foe, but
“Viktoria” assured to her that she was
there to help them and told “Ivy” that
they’d talk later, “Viktoria” wasn’t
alone she got her team, or whoever left
of her team [Quiet, Bee & Tree], “Ivy”
had to tell her team about that to avoid
any misunderstanding during the
fight…Suddenly and without
expectations, mimes appeared on boats
in the river and killed the cops who got
boats on the river too, the mimes blew
their boats with “RPGs” then passed to
the “Battersea’s” bank and started
killing any thug they saw, “Deadshot”
saw them but he wasn’t ordered to shoot
any of them yet, “Viktoria” ordered
“Bee” to send his explosive bees to the
thugs cars and chopper to prevent the
“Skeleton” from escaping, it was a good
move, the “Mime” entered the place
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after him men, who were many in
number, about 40+ mimes armed with
“AK-47s”, the “Skeleton’s” thugs
worked on defeating the mimes, giving
“Frank” & “Victor” clearance to move
then they heard a roar coming from
behind a wall in front of them, “Frank”
used his detective vision to see through
the wall and he saw the monster
running to crush the wall, he pushed
“Victor” out of the way and he jumped
aside, the wall’s bricks flew in the air
as if a tank hit the wall and a giant
monster in shorts and oxygen mask
came out and the “Skeleton” was
behind it with some thugs, although
the monster’s strength, they put 2
sledges on a mechanism allowing the
monster to punch harder to cause more
damage, “Skeleton” saw “Victor” &
“Frank” then he ordered his men to go
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and help the others against the mimes,
while his monster was ordered to kill
the “Isaac” brothers, the monster’s fast
and aggressive reactions didn’t allow
“Victor” to use his magic on him, it
punched “Victor” strongly enough to
throw him through the firing
engagement between the thugs and the
mimes, “Victor” was shot but he was
invincible and started to fire back at
anyone shooting at him and teleported
himself among both sides killing
everyone, “Frank” and the
“Earthquake” had a rough fight
together, “Frank” tried to shoot it but it
didn’t work, it wasn’t affected by
bullets, then the “Skeleton” who was
watching said “You can’t kill someone
twice” “Frank” was too busy to reply to
his mocks, then help came from “Silver”
who ordered the outside forces to engage,
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when “Skeleton” knew that he ordered
his men to pull back to the cars but
that was useless, “Bee” blew up the cars
and the chopper on the roof, then the
“Skeleton” ordered his monster and
any living thug to get to the ‘workshop’,
he was preparing something for
situations like that, “Victor” had an
evil plan concerning “Viktoria”, he
thought of killing her and no one
would notice because bullets were
flying everywhere and she could have
been shot by the thugs or the mimes, in
fact this was his only chance, the
government forces broke in, “Ivy”
didn’t leave “Viktoria’s” side for any
reason, “Viktoria” thought that she
didn’t trust her, but in fact she didn’t
trust “Victor” and knew that he would
try to kill her in the chaos, the “Tree’s”
presence was a good ally and
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disturbing to the thugs and mimes, the
fight didn’t last for long, the “Skeleton”
& “Earthquake” rode a small
submarine with 4 seats to escape under
the river’s surface unseen, the “Mime”
found them but he was late, “Skeleton”
was already on the move, he wanted to
look for a boat or something but “Floyd”
got in his way, he didn’t see what the
“Mime” saw, “Floyd” took one of his
electrical sticks out and got ready for a
fight, a fight with the “Mime” wasn’t
easy at all, he was a very good fighter,
ending with him shocking “Floyd” by
his own stick then he jumped in the
water when he felt that there were
others coming, “Frank” & “Rose” found
that place, they saw “Floyd” and he
told them what happened, beating
“Floyd” in a hand-to-hand fight
meant that the “Mime” was a perfect
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soldier or a former agent in any
agency…“Electrocutioner” was
following up by satellite imaging, he
could notice the submarine and
notified “Ivy”, she told “Viktoria” to
come with her and they jumped on a
boat and followed them, but they
weren’t as fast as the “Skeleton’s”
submarine, “Ivy” was driving the boat,
she stopped when she knew that they
couldn’t follow him, “Ivy” told
“Viktoria” about what “Rumple” did
and his deal with “Victor”, “Viktoria”
asked “Ivy” to give her 3 days to steal
the compass and return it to them, “Ivy”
agreed and dropped her on the river’s
bank then she returned back to the
place, “Viktoria” called her men and
they disappeared in the mess…“Victor”
tried to find “Viktoria” but he couldn’t,
“Ivy” found him, she said “Looking for
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her, aren’t you?” “Victor” tried to get
out of that tight corner “Rose? Yeah,
bullets were flying everywhere I’m
worried about her” “Ivy” said “You
know who I’m talking about, Victor”
“Victor” didn’t reply, then “Silver”
called everyone and asked them to
check the underground lab, there were
too many fridges full of animal and
human organs besides to a lot of
equipment used for surgeries, this was
explaining the monster’s creation,
finding “Martha” dead in the place
was a surprise to everyone, she was
reported dead in “Germany” 6 years
ago but it looked like “Skeleton” faked
her assassination in 2011, still there
was something weird in all this, the
“Mime’s” involvement in the fight or
attacking the “Skeleton’s” place, this
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was a mystery to the “Sentinels” but not
for long…

{The Chosen Organs}

“Rumple” didn’t waste time, he
started hunting the chosen people with
chosen organs, the organs were [Heart,
Brain, Lever, Lungs & Spinal Cord],
“Rumple” knew that if these organs
were together in one dead body, life
would return to that body and not only
that, it would also give immortality to
that dead body…

Using the compass, “Rumple” could
get the people who owned the lever,
lungs & spinal cord, he knew who got
the brain, but he couldn’t know where
was the heart because the Swiss guy
died in a car accident right before
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“Rumple” could catch him, when he
died, his heart died and its magic was
gone to a little child, the guy with the
strongest brain in the world was a
surprise to “Rumple”, it was “FRANK”
himself…When “Rumple” couldn’t
know where was the child with the
heart, he posted his focus on the brain,
“Frank” became “Rumple’s” target once
again but he got a deal with “Victor”,
so he had to let someone else do this job,
the best one was
“Pinocchio”…“Rumple” knew where
the “Sentinels” were, so he teleported
himself and his men there, the
“Sentinels” were in the “NATO” base in
“London” it was impossible to attack
them there, there had to be an idea to
attract their attention, “Rumple” sent
a crow to “Victor” telling him that he
knew where was the “Skeleton” and
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wanted to meet him and “Frank” alone,
“Victor”-for some reason-wasn’t
comfortable with that, he told “Ivy”
and “Silver” and they prepared the
team, “Victor” didn’t think that
“Rumple” was gonna trap him unless
he was doing that with the “Skeleton’s”
alliance and if that was a trap then it
might be the “Skeleton’s” trick using
“Rumple’s” help, “Ivy” called
“Viktoria” secretly and told her what
was going on, “Viktoria” didn’t tell “Ivy”
that she was gonna involve herself in
that but she intended to go alone,
“Victor” & “Frank” went there a little
late, “Rumple” was inside alone but
“Victor” felt the existence of others
inside, the “Sentinels” were
surrounding the place from the outside
unseen, the thermal imaging showed
“Rumple’s” men and their locations in
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the place, “Silver” talked in the radio
to “Frank” & “Victor” “Talk for as long
as you can with the wizard, we located
his men inside, we’ll take them down
quietly” they didn’t reply to him of
course, but “Rumple” was a powerful
smart wizard, he knew that they didn’t
come alone, “Victor” asked him “What
do you got Rumple?” “Rumple” replied
“I don’t know where he is now, but you
know I can” “Frank” asked “What’s
keeping you?” “Rumple” said “I said ‘I
can’, I didn’t say ‘I will’, not yet at least”
“Victor” said “No deal this time, I can
find him on my own thanks Rumple”
“Rumple” waved with his hand from
down to up then “Skeleton” appeared
in the place, “Rumple” said “Here he
is…” then “Rumple” moved his hand
from up to down and “Skeleton”
disappeared “There he goes” he
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continued, “Victor” & “Frank” looked
at each other and to him then he said
“You can use my help to finish a war
without involving your family in a
fight where one of them might die”,
[Silver, Floyd, Arrow & Hylaria] moved
according to “Electrocutioner’s”
coordinates to them, “Hylaria”
attacked “Black Skin” who knew that
“Hylaria” was there from her smell,
“Black Skin’s” agility was higher than
animals, then they fought, “Floyd”
tried to attack the “Cobra” but he
didn’t know what “Cobra” was, seeing
him shocked “Floyd”, “Silver” tried to
sneak behind “Pinocchio” but when
he tried to catch him “Silver” thought
that he was a puppet, then he was
shocked to see that he was a man not a
wooden statue, “Arrow” tried to attack
“Chao” who got an extremely high
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hearing power making him feel
“Arrow’s” existence, that noise caused
intense between “Rumple” & the “Isaac”
brothers, “Victor” & “Rumple” had
their fight with magic, “Pinocchio”
threw “Silver” away to the inside hall
where “Rumple”, “Victor” & “Frank”
were, then all the fights transported to
that hall, “Frank” attacked
“Pinocchio”, “Cobra” was spiting
poisonous spits on “Floyd” he had to be
careful and avoid them, “Rumple”
surrounded the place with a protection
spell preventing anyone from getting in
or out, the rest of the “Sentinels” were
stuck outside, “Floyd” beat “Cobra”
using his electrical sticks, the high
voltage shock prevented “Cobra” from
moving, “Black Skin” was faster than
“Hylaria” but she made a wrong move
and broke her ankle despite her
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flexibility, “Hylaria” tied her and
tried to help her man, “Pinocchio”
and “Frank” had a very savage fight,
“Frank” realized that he couldn’t beat
“Pinocchio” so he made a trick, he
used his grapnel gun and tied its end to
his arm then started to fight with
“Pinocchio” every move “Frank” did
he was tying “Pinocchio” and
paralyzing his moves, because “Frank”
was faster than him and “Hylaria”
helped, this was very useful and
finished their fight fast because
“Pinocchio” was tied somehow he
couldn’t move to free himself or even to
cut the rope, “Arrow” & “Chao” fought
with knives, “Chao” was faster and his
training was so well and was using a
small samurai sword, he beat “Arrow”
down injuring him, “Floyd” faced
“Chao” to save “Arrow”, “Victor”
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noticed that he got an injury on his
team, although he was busy with
“Rumple” who was very powerful but
he waved with his hand and removed
the protection spell allowing the others
to get in, “Silver” tried his luck by
shooting at “Rumple” but that was a
mistake, “Rumple” stopped the bullets
and reversed them to hit the
“Sentinels”, nothing happened to
“Frank” or “Victor”, but the others
were all hurt except “Hylaria” who
was standing behind “Frank” by
chance, “Cobra” woke up and freed
“Pinocchio”, “Viktoria” got in another
way and shot “Rumple” with a new
revolver with special bullets, “Rumple”
was immune against bullets but this
bullets’ job was to ban dark magic from
any wizard, she shot him in the
shoulder and at once his magic was
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gone, “Victor” wanted to kill him but
“Frank” stopped him, “Pinocchio” &
“Cobra” tried to escape but they were
caught by the “Sentinels” outside,
“Ivy’s” shotgun was strong enough to
break “Pinocchio’s” petrified wooden
knee forcing him to give up, but for the
bad luck “Chao” escaped somehow…

The place was controlled, “Rumple”
used to travel with his dagger with him,
“Victor” was his student and knew that
he got it with him, it was with him for
real, “Rumple” begged “Victor” not to
kill him and “Victor” said that he
wouldn’t but he told him that he was
gonna use him, then “Victor” used his
magic to pull the bullet out of him and
at once “Rumple” got his magic back,
when the others noticed, “Frank”
screamed “WHAT ARE YOU DOING??”
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“Victor” replied “He’s not a threat
anymore, he’s our puppet now” and
showed them the dagger, “Rumple”
said “I’ll do whatever you’re gonna ask
me to do, but I gotta warn you, use me
wisely or you’re gonna cause more
damage”, the “Sentinels” took
“Rumple” and his men to the base and
locked them with heavy security,
“Frank” thought of transporting them
to the “Frankenstein” prison as soon as
possible, “Ivy” & “Silver” confirmed,
“Arrow” and the others were healed by
“Victor’s” magic before the medics
interference, the rest of the team were
okay…

“Victor” wanted to interrogate
“Rumple” but that wasn’t official and
was refused by “Silver”, anyway,
“Frank” & “Victor” had a lot to talk
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about…“Frank” asked “Victor” about
“Rumple” and what did he really
want from raising him from death,
“Victor” replied “He thought that I was
the one with the chosen heart, he was
wrong about that but he wouldn’t lose
anything if I’m the one or not, he
wanted to recruit me again, he didn’t
wanna risk in the Himalayas, so he
made you raise me, then his boy died,
so he needed that compass, the best one
for that job was me, Wang would have
never gave him the map but he didn’t
knowwho to use, so he made me do that
and let both of us go for the compass,
the first wave was the Skeleton, then
the cave and its monster, he wanted us
to kill the Skeleton or us get killed by
him, nothing of that happened but we
brought the compass, I intended to use
it and find the chosen ones myself but
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the Dark One was faster than me and
appeared to Rose and me in your place
and took the compass by magic and left”
“Frank” asked “Why did he take it?”
“Victor” said what he knew “He
changed the deal, at first it was ‘I kill
Viktoria and he leaves you and the
others’, but the new deal was ‘I kill
Viktoria and he return the compass
back to us’ but that’s a lie, he wanted it
for his son’s reincarnation, what I can’t
understand is why can’t he just kill her,
why hire me to kill her if he can just
wave with his hand and she dies”
“Frank” told him that they’d know in
time…

The next day, “Viktoria” sent “Ivy”
some interesting info about “Rumple’s”
shop in “Russia”, her men found 3
dead bodies with missing organs in
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everyone of them, this meant that the 3
dead bodies belonged to the chosen ones
and the missing organs were the chosen
organs when “Ivy” knew that the
missing organs were lungs, lever &
spinal cord, “Viktoria” knew that
“Rumple” didn’t find the heart or the
brain, “Ivy” called “Frank” & “Victor”
and told them what she knew, that was
answering “Frank’s” question about
why did “Rumple” take the compass, it
was easy for anyone to figure out
“Rumple’s” intention “He wanted to
collect the organs and put them in his
son’s body, giving him immortal life,
like I told you” “Victor” said to “Frank”,
“Viktoria” couldn’t find the compass or
“Rumple’s” son in the shop, he had to
be kept in a fridge to keep his body and
the organs fresh…
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“Silver” was in contact with his
friends in “USA”, he told them to dig
behind the “Mime” and sent them all
the info he had, it wasn’t official but it
was a way to gather some info about
that ghost-clown, he found out who he
was and everything about him, because
one of “Silver’s” friends worked with
him years ago then he disappeared in
2013, “Silver’s” man sent him
everything he got about the “Mime”
and “Silver” updated the crew with the
updates…The “Mime” was working
undercover for years in “Mexico”, he
was after the “Skeleton” who was
wanted by the “FBI”, “Skeleton” who
was very powerful and got eyes and ears
everywhere knew that “Mime” was a
government agent and started hunting
him, the “Mime” could survive in
“Mexico” and made it back to “San
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Francisco” where he was hiding
digging more behind the “Skeleton”, at
first, “Mime” knew that he was bribing
some officials in “Mexico”, later on he
knew that he was working with the
“Community”, a “Rockefeller” family
member was sending money to the
“Skeleton” from and to classified
accounts with fake names, as an
Intelligence man he could know these
info without being noticed, his mistake
was that he trusted his officials and
reported what he found, days later,
“Mime” was reported mentally sick
and was sent to a mental asylum, after
2 years he could escape and
disappeared ever since…Wars never
stopped between the “Skeleton” & the
“Mime” everywhere in the world…
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“Victor” used magic to find the
“Mime”, but no luck, the “Mime” was
good in masquerading and hiding his
identity, the eye of sight couldn’t find
him, but he could find the “Skeleton”,
he was in “San Antonio”-“Texas”,
“Frank” thought of finding the “Mime”
first was gonna make them know what
they need to stop the “Skeleton” and his
army, “Frank” thought of using some
help from an old friend, “The
Predator”, he was good in finding
people and could be trusted, “Frank”
met him and told him what he needed,
“Predator” knew about the “Mime”
and agreed to help…In 4 days, “Frank”
was with his family in the mansion,
“Silver” got something to do in “USA”
and traveled for 2 days, “Predator”
broke in the mansion and met “Frank”
“I noticed that you didn’t tell anyone,
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not even your mother in soul[8] so I
broke in secretly, I found him” he said
to “Frank”, then he gave “Frank” the
“Mime’s” location in “Oxford”, “Frank”
thanked “Predator” and he left,
“Frank” told “Ivy” who already knew
about it and told “Frank” that calling
him was good but embarrassing to the
“NATO” that’s why she didn’t interfere
in that call but she actually covered it
well…
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{Inferno #5}

“Ivy” collected the team, but “Silver”
wasn’t there, he asked them to wait for
one night till he arrives but “Ivy”
refused, the team was [Ivy, Frank, Rose,
Floyd, Hylaria, Deadshot,
Electrocutioner, Sonya, Arrow & Twin],
“Victor” didn’t go with them, he had
something else to do, “Frank” &
“Hylaria” took the “Chevy”, “Ivy” &
“Arrow” were driving a modified Jeep,
“Floyd” was on his bike, “Rose” &
“Electrocutioner” were together in her
modified “Aston Martin”, “Sonya”,
“Deadshot” & “Twin” were together in
another modified Jeep, everyone was
ready and the team took their way to
“Oxford”…The “Mime” was in an old
warehouse belonging to “Giffords
Circus”, there was no show this night,
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every worker there was free and inside
the place, “Frank” saw that telling
them that they wanna catch someone
in there was gonna give the “Mime” a
chance to escape, “Hylaria” suggested
letting her talk to them, “Ivy” agreed
but “Frank” wasn’t sure that this
would work but he agreed too, the
circus had freaks already, a Magician,
a Powerhouse, a Knife Thrower,
Clowns, Acrobats, Contortionists, a
Fire-Eater, Lion Tamers, Flying
Trapezes, an Escape Artist, besides to
many animals inside [lions, tigers,
bears, snakes, horses, monkeys & other
animals] and many tricky stuff and
equipment…“Hylaria’s” tries were in
vain, the circus’ manager denied
knowing the “Mime” and refused
checking his men or looking for any
intruder unless they got an official
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warrant to search the place or
interrogate his men, otherwise he
wouldn’t cooperate then he fired her
out, that left the “Sentinels” no choice
but to get in by force…

“Frank” & the “Twin” were gonna
be the perfect distraction to the circus
workers, while the rest of the team were
gonna sneak inside and try to find the
“Mime”, “Electrocutioner” gave
“Deadshot” a gun shooting electrical
chips, he wanted “Deadshot” to shoot
the chip near the electric power supply
supplying the place with power, he
took position and shot the power
supply as he was ordered, then he gave
everyone-except “Frank” &
“Twin”-small electronic balls, their
work was to transport a clear voice and
sound from a spot to another through
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the radio signal used by the team,
which meant that if these balls spread
in many corners in the place they
would be able to hear anyone talking
within range and locate him according
to his voice, the “Mime’s” voice was
recorded in the China Merchants Bank
incident, “Electrocutioner” took the
voice and got ready to find matches,
then he made the electronic balls
search for a matching voice, once they
get a matching voice the balls would
alarm “Electrocutioner” and show him
which ball sent the alarm, that was
gonna make locating him in the place
easier for the “Sentinels”, but they had
to plant the balls inside first…“Frank”
& “Twin” got in through the front gate,
smashing it made the circus workers
surprised, then “Frank” said loudly
“ETHAN, I KNOW YOU ARE IN THERE,
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GET OUT WILLINGLY OR SOMEONE IS
GONNA GET HURT AND I WILL FIND
YOU MYSELF” the circus manager
ordered his workers to kill the
intruders, “Frank’s” look was weird to
them but they didn’t know what he
could do, “Hylaria” contacted “Frank”
and told him not to kill any of them as
they were innocent and the “Twin”
was ordered not to use his claws, just
his bare hands, “Frank” didn’t reply
and started beating whoever stood in
his way, so did the “Twin”, then the
Powerhouse took a big wooden box and
threw it on “Frank” but “Frank” didn’t
fall, he caught the box and threw it
back on him taking him down, the
Fire-Eater blew fire on “Twin” but it
didn’t affect him, he was wearing a
mask so his face wasn’t seen, when the
“Twin” wasn’t hurt and didn’t even
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move, the Fire-Eater threw his fire
sticks and ran away, seconds later, the
fight stopped because the circus
workers knew that they couldn’t defeat
“Frank” & “Twin”, so the Lion Tamer
released the lions and tigers on them,
that was a harder fight because they
were many and if one of them was shot
the others would attack, then the
circus workers hid in the building,
“Electrocutioner” activated his
electrical chip at the power supply, it
disrupted it and cut the power off, then
the others got in and planted the balls
exactly like “Electrocutioner” said,
then they hid inside without engaging
with anyone till they see what
“Electrocutioner” had for them…A
voice matched the “Mime’s” voice
somewhere, “Electrocutioner” told
them his location, “Floyd” & “Rose”
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were close to that location “We’re in
pursue” “Floyd” said, then they ran in
some troubles with some clowns but the
“Sentinels” agents could defeat them
and kept going after the voice,
“Electrocutioner” could keep following
the voice source and kept “Floyd” &
“Rose” updated with his movements,
“Deadshot” confirmed having clear
shots to all lions and tigers, “Ivy” gave
him clearance to hunt them all, he did
it in 2 seconds without fighting and
the magician’s tricks didn’t help,
“Hylaria” was so sensitive and kind,
she felt so sorry for the poor animals
and innocent workers, the circus
manager said “Enough he’s inside,
please the animals, workers and stuff
are all we got for living have mercy
with us, sir” to “Frank” & “Twin”
“Frank” said “Help us seal the place
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and tell your men not to attack any of
mine” the man agreed and ordered his
men to do what “Frank” said, “Mime”
was stuck and got nowhere to go, “Floyd”
& “Rose” beat him easily due to
darkness and reported that they caught
him, the “Sentinels” expressed their
apologies to the circus manager and
workers for any damage but the lions
and tigers were killed, “Hylaria”
promised them a good payment later
and she fulfilled her promise to them,
the “Sentinels” left and took their
prisoner with them to the base in
“London”…

“Victor” went to “Monica” and
asked her to do that same thing she did
when she showed him what happened
to “Rumple’s” son in “Moscow”, but
this time he didn’t need a magical
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mirror, what he wanted this time was
to see what happened to his daughter,
“Naomi”, he saw the Soul Collector
taking her soul but he also saw the
mark on her hand, he knew it because
it was the mark of death, the same one
on the gate in the “Himalayas” and its
key, whoever opened the gate of hell
and raised someone from death, the
replacement happens, he figured out
what happened but it was a shock to
him, “Monica” said “What did you see?
Why are you so shocked like that??”
“Victor” said “I knew what happened
to my girl, here’s what happened,
Rumple knew that the heart and the
brain were needed for the Skeleton’s
experiment, he thought that he could
use my help, but he couldn’t open the
gate himself, so he needed someone to
do that job for him, my brother was the
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only one who could do that, but Mark
is as coward as I’ve always known him,
he took something of her DNA and
made his clone open the gate, he wasn’t
human with a soul, so the DNA of a
human was the thing that made the
gate work, my brother made my girl
replace me in hell without even being
there, to Mark, he needed me to beat
Rumple and ease his fight against the
Skeleton, he really deserves to be the
man with the chosen brain, I’m not the
only monster on this planet” “Monica”
was shocked with what she heard, she
hugged “Victor” and said “Who knows
without you being here what would
have happened, maybe your second
daughter could have died somehow,
maybe it was time for the world to get
rid of Rumplestiltskin once and for all”
“Victor” teleported himself to “Rumple”
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who was in a solitary cell in the
“Frankenstein” prison, he couldn’t
teleport himself anywhere because
“Victor” ordered him to stay in the
prison using the magical dagger,
“Rumple” got shocked to see “Victor” in
his cell with evil on his face, “Victor’s”
face changed and returned to its
original look with his gold eye shining
and said “You deceived my brother
and made him kill my daughter to get
yourself out of a tight corner with the
Skeleton, now you’re useless without
your bloody dagger” “Rumple” begged
“Victor” not to kill him but “Victor”
stabbed him in the heart with his own
dagger, “Rumple” turned to ashes and
disappeared with nothing left but his
clothes, the dagger didn’t disappear,
but “Rumple’s” name disappeared off
the dagger, it became a normal blade
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but “Victor” took it and teleported
himself back to “Monica”, she was
scared to see his face “What did you do?”
she said, “I finished my unfinished
business in this time, thank you my
dear” he replied, then he kissed her
and disappeared…

In the “NATO’s” base in “London”,
the “Mime” was held for interrogation,
he didn’t talk at all to anyone, not “Ivy”
or “Shaw” or anyone else, “Silver” was
on his way to “London”, “Frank”
suggested to let him talk to the “Mime”,
“Hylaria” was worried and didn’t
want “Frank” to talk to that
psychopath because she saw that
“Frank” dealt with enough
psychopaths and that was twisting his
mind, but he assured them that he
won’t lose control with the “Mime”, the
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interrogation room got dark suddenly
then light came back and “Frank” was
sitting in front of the “Mime”, but the
“Mime” shocked “Frank” by sitting on
the table with his face too close to
“Frank’s” mask, “Frank” punched him
in the face as a sudden movement, the
“Mime” laughed “You couldn’t keep
you commitment agent, you LOST
control” “Frank” asked him “What
makes you think that I lost it, maybe
I’ll lose it soon” “Mime” stopped
laughing and didn’t reply, “Frank”
said “Let us start with China, the
manager of the China Merchants Bank,
why did you kill him?” “Mime”
replied “He wasn’t so clean, he was a
fraudster and used to live on financial
embezzlement and other financial
dirty jobs, he had to die to cause some
disturbance to whoever he was working
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with” “Frank” said “The Community”
“Mime” looked at him and said
“Careful man, this info destroyed a
young man’s life before” “Frank” told
him everything they knew about him,
then the “Mime” told “Frank” what
happened exactly that night “I got up to
the roof through the ventilation system
giant ducts in the hotel, then I got down
with my own rope and cut the window
glass with a special glass cutter and
waited inside for him, I wasn’t
expecting the bitch, when he and his
girl came in, I was ready to shoot him,
then a thug with black mask smashed
the window and shot the target before
me, then we fought, the fight ended by
him on me trying to put his gun to my
head unaware that I had mine to his
stomach, then I shot him, the bullet
penetrated him and hit the bitch
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killing her at once…” “Frank”
interrupted him “Your gun was a
revolver?” “Mime” confirmed then
continued “I noticed that the assailant
used the window cleaning lift to get to
the room, I used it and got to the roof
and made my way out the same way I
got in” “Frank” asked him about the
men in black who went to the room
after the crime, “Mime” didn’t know
anything about them, but he
confirmed sending one of his men to
plant a bomb in the crime scene to
destroy evidence and cause disturbance
while escaping from the bank, this
meant that the men in black got rid of
the assailant’s body using the lift,
“Frank” asked him about the “Skeleton”
and what he knew about him, “Mime”
said “I know about that maimed guy
much more than you know, I heard he
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made his super soldier, whatever that
thing is I don’t think he’ll lose that
soldier or put himself in a 50-50
situation with you, if I were you, I’d
care about those I love most and secure
them, they’re gonna be his next targets”
then he smiled, “Frank” left him and
said “Get ready to travel, we’re going to
Egypt, he’s after my family there” to the
others…The “Mime” was sent to the
“Frankenstein” prison by orders from
“Shaw”, till they come back from their
journey in “Egypt”…He asked to see “Ivy”
before she goes to “Egypt” with them,
there was no time so “Shaw” told
“Silver” to fly to “Egypt” and “Ivy”
would follow them later…
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{Shokry}

The team arrived with the Jet
secretly, the team this time was [Frank,
Silver, Rose, Floyd, Arrow, Deadshot,
Electrocutioner, Twin & Sonya],
“Hylaria” didn’t go with them because
her children were days apart from
getting out of the womb chamber so she
had to stay in “England”, “Ivy” was
ordered to go after them only when she
finished her meeting with “Shaw” and
other Generals from different countries
including “Russia” & “China”, that
meeting changed the “Sentinels”
position to a totally higher level…In
“Egypt”, “Frank” had a friend, the
only friend “Frank” had in “Egypt”
who could be trusted and real
dependable, he was educated and used
to have a regular family, he was
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graduated but he had to serve in his
army force for 3 years, that made him
good enough with weapons and driving,
his name was “Shokry”…

“Frank” told “Shokry” to open his
eyes well and keep his focus, “Shokry”
and his fellow thugs were of no match
to “Skeleton’s” mercenaries, “Sonya”
made her investigations around the
“Skeleton’s” existence in “Egypt” and it
was confirmed, “Skeleton” was in
“Egypt” for 2 days and he got his
monster with him, street rats used to
call that guy “The Masked Man”,
“Shokry” heard about the “Skeleton”
and his masked man but he didn’t care
saying “Who you think I am? When I
was a child, I was born in hell, forced
from suffering, hardened by pain, I’m
not a rich boy from the privilege, no
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man is gonna hurt anyone I am
responsible of protecting, NO ONE” to
“Frank”, strong words, but “Frank”
knew what he was up against…“Ivy”
made it to “Egypt” the next day…

On March 13th 2017, the “Sentinels”
have been trying to hunt the “Skeleton”
through his men, but they were telling
the “Sentinels” what the “Skeleton”
wanted them to know, then the
“Skeleton” started moving, he sent a car
to attack “Judge”, they were told to
make it look like an accident so no
guns to be used unless “Judge” shot at
them, “Shokry’s” friends were ready
and they attacked the attackers after
some driving and shooting “Shokry’s”
friends could beat the “Skeleton’s” men
making them crash…What happened
made “Dr. Frank” & “Judge” think
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about what “Frank” was proposing
seriously, as “Frank” have been trying
to convince them to move from “Egypt”
to “England” but they didn’t agree in
the beginning…When “Frank” and the
“Sentinels” came from “England” “Dr.
Frank” was told everything about the
threat by his son, but “Dr. Frank” said
“You’re talking as if it’s the first time,
you’ll handle it my boy, I believe in
you”, but what happened to “Judge”
made “Dr. Frank” rethink about
leaving again…“Ivy” knew that
“Viktoria” was in “England” with
“Quiet” & “Bee”…

“Skeleton” knew that he couldn’t
put his hands on “Frank” except by
pulling him to a real fight, so he
gathered all his men and hired other
Egyptian thugs and got ready to attack
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the hideout belonging to the
“Sentinels”, “Sonya” knew that info
and told the others, “Ivy” called “Frank”
who was at home, “Frank” saw the
“Earthquake” and its strength, he
knew that he might not survive a fight
against that monster but there was no
one else to stop him, he said good-byes
to his parents and went to the hideout,
“Shokry” refused to leave him and
insisted on going with him saying “If
you’re going for your last fight, then I’ll
stick with you and make sure that it’s
my last fight too, I’m on your side and
I’m going with you”, they went but
“Shokry” told his men to secure
“Frank’s” family and keep their eyes
open just in case…The team didn’t
intend to wait for the “Skeleton’s”
thugs, the trouble wasn’t in finding
them but it was in the fighting
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technique, “Cairo” was always busy
all the time…In “Alexandria”, there
was a place where some thugs were
stealing a container from the port and
took it with a truck, that container was
going to the “Skeleton’s” place, it was
an abandoned warehouse in the desert,
the same one where the “Goblin” sent
“Frank” to get his and “Rorschach’s”
cure when he poisoned them and by
chance “Ivy” was the one who “Frank”
met there years ago and she saved him
there, “Shokry’s” friends tipped
“Shokry” and told him where the
masked man was, “Shokry” told
“Frank” who was with him in the car,
“Frank” realized that “Skeleton”
wasn’t gonna attack them that night, it
was a diversion to attract attention and
keep the “Sentinels” focus on how to
protect themselves and “Frank’s”
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family, “Frank” called “Ivy” and told
her, she told “Frank” to come to the
hideout and get ready to attack
“Skeleton” there…

The crew was [Frank, Ivy, Silver,
Arrow, Floyd, Rose, Sonya, Deadshot,
Twin & Shokry] although “Silver”
didn’t trust him, but “Rose” assured
him that he was clean and that she
made her investigations around him,
besides to “Frank” trusting him,
“Electrocutioner” was gonna stay in
the hideout and keep the team updated
and use satellite imaging to watch the
situation, the “Beast” truck wasn’t with
them in “Egypt”, it wasn’t gonna fit the
Egyptian streets and it wasn’t allowed
for them to use such sensitive
technology in the Middle-East, but
there was a new car for “Frank”, he
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liked it, it was a “1973 Ford GT Falcon
coupe”, he didn’t use the “Chevy”
because it was seen more than once
besides to the fact that the “Chevy”
wasn’t appropriate for asphalt and city
roads but it was in the hideout with
“Electrocutioner” who was ready to
move anytime using the “Ram”, the
rest of the team were using 3 modified
“Jeeps”, “Frank” & “Shokry” were
together in the “Ford”, “Rose” &
“Arrow” were in a Jeep, “Ivy” &
“Deadshot” were together in another
Jeep, “Sonya” & “Twin” were together
in the final Jeep, “Floyd” & “Silver”
were together on “Floyd’s” bike, the
“Jeeps” were modified and got some
computerized systems like alarm,
electronic suspensions and other
electronic options, but the “Ford”
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didn’t have any of that it was just like
the “Chevy”, old school muscle car…

“Shokry’s” friends told him that the
truck was moving with modified
“Hummer” cars protecting it and each
car had 4 mercenaries armed well,
that was weird “We gotta stop that truck
at all costs” “Frank” said, “Ivy” asked
“Shokry” to make his men follow that
convoy unseen, they did it and told
“Shokry” where they were, this info
made “Electrocutioner” find the
convoy, when he confirmed following
them by satellites, “Shokry” pulled his
men back to avoid an unneeded
conflicts with those mercenaries, it
wasn’t too long till the “Sentinels”
caught up with the convoy then the
fight began…
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{Inferno #6}

There were 6 “Hummer” cars
behind the truck, “Floyd” used his
heavy mini-gun and shot one of the
“Hummers” but the cars were bullet
proof and their shields were very strong,
“Ivy” gave him clearance to use his
missiles, the mercenaries started
shooting at the “Sentinels”, “Frank”
told them that shooting wasn’t gonna
help, they needed their skills with
driving, cops started chasing the
convoy and to shoot at everyone, the
“Twin” told “Sonya” to get him close to
the police cars, she didn’t agree at first
but she did it, he took his claws out
and opened the window then he hit a
cop car on its side, the hit was very
strong to kill the officer driving then
the car was out of control and rolled
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over in the middle of the road making
other police cars crash, he told “Sonya”
to hit the gas and pass by one of the
“Hummer” cars, she did it, while
passing, “Twin” cut down the head of
the thug shooting at them, then he
penetrated the driver’s door and cut the
car’s side to the engine, that mythical
destruction to the car broke it and
made it stop, “Silver” used his jetpack
and landed on one of the “Hummer”
cars and started fighting with them,
“Frank” got rid of anther car and made
it hit a light post, then he got close to
the truck’s back-side then he told
“Shokry” to jump on it, “Shokry” was
scared at first but he tried, a “Hummer”
car crashed “Frank’s” car from behind,
“Shokry” was hanged on the
container’s back ladder, “Frank” told
him to hang on, “Ivy” helped “Frank”
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by crashing the “Hummer’s” back-side
making the driver lose control and
crash another “Hummer” car leaving 2
cars securing the truck, “Rose” & “Ivy”
worked on them, then suddenly an off
road modified “Buick Regal 1987”
appeared from nowhere and crashed
“Frank’s” car, but didn’t stop him,
“Shokry” made it to the top of the
container and watched what was
happening to “Frank”, the “Buick” was
driven by the “Earthquake”, he started
crashing “Frank’s” car and their battle
started, “Ivy” told “Shokry” to seize
control over the truck and keep driving,
he did it successfully and hardly, up
ahead he saw a cordon of police cars on
the road to stop the convoy, “Shokry”
told the team to lineup behind the
truck, “Frank” crashed “Earthquake’s”
car and took him off the road in the
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desert, “Ivy” yelled to “Frank” in the
radio “WHAT ARE YOU DOING
FRANK?” he replied “Ivy, stay with
Shokry and the others”, the “Skeleton’s”
“Lamborghini” appeared behind the
convoy with 2 “Hummer” cars, then a
thug came out of the “Lamborghini’s”
window with a ‘Chip gun’, its work was
to shoot chip overrides to override the
computerized electronic systems in
modern cars and make them remotely
controlled by the thug, he shot the 3
Jeeps but couldn’t shoot the motorcycle
because it was fast and “Floyd” was
flexible, “Rose” thought of using the
tricks and she opened the oil pipes but
the “Skeleton” knew about the tricks
and avoided the oil, then his turn
started, the thug next to him activated
the chips and suddenly the “Sentinels”
lost control over their cars and crashed
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badly, “Silver” already got rid of the
“Hummer” car he attacked, on his way
he saw what happened to the
“Sentinels” leaving “Floyd” alone
against them, “Floyd” realized that it
was gonna be a risk to keep going so he
stopped suddenly and the cars passed
him without stopping, the 2 “Hummer”
cars surrounded the truck and thugs
were gonna climb on it, “Shokry” saw
them in the mirrors and used the truck
and crashed them on both sides
throwing them off the road and out of
control, only “Skeleton” was chasing
the truck, “Shokry” reached the cordon
but didn’t stop, he went through it with
top speed and full power destroying
every car and throwing them away,
“Silver” stopped to check on the team
and “Floyd” drove back to them,
“Sonya”, “Arrow” & “Deadshot” were
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hurt, the others injuries weren’t so bad,
“Silver” ordered “Electrocutioner” to
move and get to them with the “Ram”
as soon as possible, “Ivy” told “Silver”
to find “Frank” and help him,
“Electrocutioner” sent him “Frank’s”
coordinates, they got shocked to know
that they were back on the asphalt
road but they were after the police
cordon, “Floyd” couldn’t follow them,
the team took their injured members
and went to hide in the desert’s
darkness waiting for “Electrocutioner”
who didn’t go alone…“Frank” was
surprised to see the “Earthquake”
driving well, “Frank’s” car was getting
destroyed faster because “Earthquake’s”
car was prepared for crashing more
than “Frank’s”, “Ivy” realized that all
this was a plan saying “This is all an
ambush, the Skeleton wasn’t gonna
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attack us in our hideout, he did all
this and knew that we were gonna
know about the truck and attack his
convoy”, 25 minutes later
“Electrocutioner” arrived with the
“Ram”, he wasn’t too far away from
them and he wasn’t alone, “Viktoria”
& “Quiet” were with him in the
“Chevy”, that was shocking to the
whole team except “Ivy” who told
everyone to move fast, she wanted to go
with “Viktoria” but “Viktoria” told
her not to worry and to take care of the
team, she drove the car fast and passed
the destroyed cordon…“Shokry”
couldn’t stop because “Skeleton” was
after him, he thought that he could
destroy the “Lamborghini” but the
thug next to the “Skeleton” pressed a
button and something under the truck
got broken or dismantled, it was the
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thiel brakes, when it was dismantled
the “Skeleton” stopped and reversed, on
his way back he met “Frank” &
“Earthquake” but he didn’t engage
with “Frank” he passed between both
cars and “Frank” couldn’t stop him
because he was busy with the
“Earthquake”, it wasn’t too long till he
faced “Viktoria”, she passed him and
sped to help “Frank”, “Silver” saw him
and attacked his car, on the road,
“Skeleton” was faced by the “Sentinels”
but he couldn’t avoid them due to
distraction by “Silver”, they crashed
his “Lamborghini” with the “Ram”
and caught him and his thug who died
later because of his injury in that
crash, the “Skeleton” wasn’t dead but
he was hurt and “Silver” jumped
before the crash, “Viktoria” didn’t
crash the “Earthquake’s” car, “Quiet”
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shot his tires stopping him by force,
“Frank” & “Viktoria” stopped, “Frank”
got out of the car and said “Viktoria, get
away from him” she said “Don’t worry
I got it in control” then “Earthquake”
got out of its car without a gun in hand,
when he saw “Frank” he walked to
him ignoring “Viktoria” & “Quiet”,
“Viktoria’s” attempts to stop him with
words didn’t work so she shot him in
his leg, he didn’t move a muscle or
show any sign of affection, but when he
was shot he looked at “Viktoria” and
tried to attack her, “Quiet” shot him in
the head but it didn’t work too, “Frank”
interfered and tossed his shield to hit
him then he engaged with him in a
brawler fight, “Shokry” called the
others and told them that he can’t stop
the truck and got no brakes, he met
another cordon but this time he didn’t
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go through it, he drifted with the truck
although it was even harder to do that
without brakes but he did it and drove
back escaping from the cops, then he
took a dust road, “Frank” told
“Viktoria” & “Quiet” to go and help
“Shokry”, they didn’t know him, but it
was easy to find him because he was
driving a truck fast on a dust road,
“Viktoria’s” new revolver wasn’t
regular, it got a grenade launcher, she
pulled “Frank” back and shot the
monster with the grenade in its chest, it
made an explosion but the monster
didn’t get destroyed, it just fall down at
a distance with no movement, they
thought it died, “Frank” took
advantage and took his car to follow
“Shokry” who was followed by cops,
“Viktoria” followed him then a
“Zimmer Golden Spirit” classic car
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appeared from nowhere and started
destroying and crashing the police cars
in a clever way, “Shokry” reported
what was happening, “Frank” knew
who was that and comforted “Shokry”,
“Frank” made it to “Shokry” and the
“Zimmer” car, “Frank’s” suspicion was
right, it was “Victor”, he came back to
help his brother, but the trouble was
how to stop the truck…There was no
time, “Shokry” said “There’s a cliff up
ahead, Frank you gotta stop” “Frank”
told “Shokry” to jump but he said “I
can’t, I’ll die with them, there are kids
in the container, Mark” that was
shocking to everyone, “Shokry” knew
that because while he was driving he
heard them knocking and screaming
for help, “Frank” told “Shokry” to
hang on and told his brother and
“Viktoria” to stop, “Viktoria” stopped,
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but “Victor” didn’t although “Frank”
tried to crash his car to stop him,
“Silver” heard what “Shokry” said
and landed on the truck and said to
“Shokry” “Use your full speed, you
might make the jump” then “Shokry”
noticed that there was a lower level
where the truck might not crash or
explode, “Shokry” did what “Silver”
said and hit the gas, “Victor” saw the
cliff so he looked at “Frank” who was
driving side by side with him and
“Frank” looked at him as if they were
saying “We did all this, we deserve to
die with them too, at least we’ll die
together” then the truck made the jump
to the other lower side with no
explosion or disastrous crash, its
engine just stopped and for the good
luck it got stuck in the thick sand, the
“Isaac” brothers made the jump, their
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landing wasn’t safe but both of them
weren’t hurt, “Frank’s” suit saved him
and “Victor” couldn’t be hurt, he was
just stuck and “Frank” pulled him out,
“Silver” was okay because he jumped
using his jetpack before the jump, then
he opened the container to free the kids,
they were Asian boys and girls from
“Indonesia”, “Singapore” &
“Malaysia”, they were kidnapped and
transported by a guy who was known
later to be one of the Triads, he was
trading in people and “Skeleton”
bought them from him specially for
that job, some of them were hurt
because of the jump but no one of them
died, the “Sentinels” had to leave to
take care of their injuries and their
prisoner, “Skeleton”, but for everyone’s
shock, the monster “Earthquake” was
nowhere in sight which was a serious
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trouble to the “Sentinels”…“Floyd” &
“Viktoria” told the Egyptian
authorities that they were hunting a
terrorist and it was an Intelligence
operation, no press, no media, no one
should know about what happened
that night…

Hours later, “Dr. Frank” called
“Frank” and told him that “Venom”
and her husband were kidnapped by
thugs, “Judge” and his wife were with
them and got shot but not dead, that
made “Frank” angry and asked to see
“Skeleton” as soon as possible,
“Shokry’s” friends told him what
happened, “Ivy” was told by “Sonya”
who got eyes and ears everywhere close
to “Frank’s” family, “Ivy” refused to let
“Frank” talk to “Skeleton” while he
was angry but he insisted, she agreed
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only in her presence inside, “Frank”
asked him directly “Where are them?”
“Skeleton” said “I don’t know what
you’re talking about! I was chasing you
and your men, who did you leave them
with? Your men! Assuming that they’re
your men and not just hired
killers…Does it depress you
Frankenstein? Just to know how
pathetic you really are…” “Frank”
pulled him from his clothes and asked
him again “I won’t ask again, WHERE
ARE THEM?” “Ivy” told “Frank” to
calm down or they’d know nothing,
“Victor” appeared in the room and
asked “Frank” & “Ivy” to leave them, it
wasn’t accepted so “Victor” froze time to
everyone except “Skeleton”, “Victor”
said “Now you gotta talk or you’ll be
sorry to mess with ME” “Skeleton”
replied “You know what Vic?! We’re
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just the same, we act like we dominate
everything and everyone, while
actually we’re like dogs chasing cars,
we don’t know what are we gonna do
when we catch one, we don’t seek
anything logical like money or power,
that’s why we can’t be bought or
bullied or even negotiated with, we
exist to burn the world and watch it
burning” “Victor” said “I know what I
want you bloody freak…Earth has to
die and start from the ashes, but I have
been trying to avoid that for centuries
but as long as people like him exists…”
then pointed at “Frank” and continued
“…there will always be a stopping to
people like both of us despite our best
efforts, regardless to the fact that WE are
right and he’s VERY wrong about
everything” “Skeleton” didn’t
understand “So why do you keep
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helping him?! You can kill him in a
blink” “Victor” used his telekinesis
power and hanged “Skeleton” from his
throat asking him about “Venom” &
her husband, he replied “They’re safe
but I gotta catch my plane with my men
you caught, or you and them would be
sorry to mess with ME” “Victor” asked
him where was his plane and
“Skeleton” told him where was the
runway where the deal was gonna take
place, the deal was leaving the
“Skeleton” without chasing and his
men would release the hostages on the
same runway where he’d catch his
plane, “Victor” released time and
everyone was moving and aware again,
“Victor” told “Ivy” & “Frank” what the
“Skeleton” said, “Shaw” saw that if
they let “Skeleton” go, there might be
no chance to catch him again but he
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couldn’t tell “Frank” to forget about
“Venom” and her husband, “Silver”
who was senseless said “2 hostages
won’t change our policies, we do NOT
negotiate with terrorists, we caught
him and that was our task” everyone
refused “Silver’s” opinion, “Rose” said
“That’s your bloody task, but we’re
family, an attack on one is attack on
all of us, I’m with Frank, this job isn’t
official, you are all free to make your
own choices” to everyone, no one
backed down and all the “Sentinels”
members agreed to take place in this job
including “Silver”, “Skeleton” and his
men were released and given cars, his
men made sure that the cars had no
trackers or explosives when they were
ready to go, the “Skeleton” put on his
hat and warned them from following
him, then he rode the car and left,
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“Skeleton” had his things[9] and tried
to make a call to his men on the cargo
plane to kill the hostages and pick
them up, but for some reason, he
couldn’t make the call, “Bee” sent one
of his electronic bees on the “Skeleton’s”
car, its job was to block
communications and radio signals
from the vehicle, then the “Sentinels”
moved after him…Everyone was alright
because “Victor” used magic to heal
their injuries and scars…
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{Hell On Earth}

The team was [Frank, Victor, Rose,
Floyd, Arrow, Ivy, Silver, Sonya,
Deadshot, Electrocutioner, Twin,
Viktoria & Quiet], “Bee” was in the
base helping by any means, there were
2 more on the team but they joined the
fight late…The crew followed the
“Skeleton” using the bee on his car as a
tracker, it wasn’t too long till they
caught up with them at the “Cairo’s”
airport, then the “Skeleton” and his
men broke in to the airstrip, that was
weird “What’s he gonna do on the
airstrip?!!” “Floyd” asked, then soon
everyone understood, the plane was one
of the biggest cargo planes on earth, it
landed but it wasn’t gonna stop, it
opened its back and the “Skeleton”
made it on board, “Silver” said “If the
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Skeleton and his men made it on this
plane and it took off, he’s good as dead”
“Frank” said “Ain’t gonna happen,
we’ll stop him”…The team was
distributed on cars, “Frank” & “Rose”
were together in the “Mitsubishi”,
“Victor” & “Ivy” were in “Victor’s”
“Zimmer”-after he fixed it with
magic-“Silver” & “Arrow” were in a
“Range Rover” belonging to the
organization, “Twin”, “Sonya” &
“Electrocutioner” were together in the
“Ram”, “Deadshot” & “Floyd” were
together in another “Range Rover”,
“Viktoria” & “Quiet” were using the
“Chevy”…Another car of the “Skeleton’s”
men made it on the plane, there were 2
more cars, “Sonya” stopped one from
getting on board and “Viktoria”
stopped the other one, there were many
armed thugs on board of the plane
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already, “Frank” hit the gas and got on
board, “Victor” & “Ivy” got on board
after him, “Frank’s” entrance was fast,
he hit 3 thugs and killed them with
the car, “Victor” didn’t kill anyone in
his entrance, some thugs attacked the 2
cars and the “Sentinels” members,
others covered the plane’s back by
shooting at the “Sentinels” cars outside,
inside the plane there was a surprise,
the “Earthquake” was on board,
“Skeleton” activated him and ordered
him to kill them, he had some help
from the thugs, 4 more cars from
regular thugs joined the fight from
behind, they were hired by the
“Skeleton”, but they were easy targets
for “Deadshot” & “Quiet” to shoot the
drivers and tires stopping these cars,
“Viktoria” got rid of the car she stopped
from getting on board earlier…In the
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plane, “Frank” had a savage fight with
the “Earthquake”, the thugs were good
fighters too, but not better than “Victor”
and the “Sentinels” members,
“Skeleton” was ready for “Victor”, he
loaded his gun by a special bullet and
shot “Victor” with it, at first “Victor”
felt nothing, a second later, he started
to feel bad and realized that he was
poisoned somehow, “Rose” tried to help
him but she was busy by the thugs,
“Silver” used his jetpack and got on
board to help the others, “Skeleton”
told his men to make the pilots take off,
they replied in Chinese “We’re too
heavy we can’t take off, lose some
weight” “Ivy” knew the language and
told the team that the plane was taking
off but they had to lose weight, the
thugs tried to get rid of some cars of
theirs, there were some well trained
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thugs inside, they were good fighters
and the “Sentinels” needed external
help, later on they discovered that
those thugs weren’t the “Skeleton’s”
men, they were ninjas from the Chinese
Triad, “Deadshot” dropped “Floyd” on
the plane’s wheels after taking the
wheel then he made his way on board,
the “Sentinels” couldn’t drive behind
the plane because the thugs were
shooting at them, so they drove on the
sides, “Viktoria” noticed that the plane
was taking off so she told “Quiet” to
shoot the engine with her m203
grenade launcher, she did it and
destroyed the engine on their side,
“Electrocutioner” shot the plane’s tank,
leaking fuel was gonna stop them for
sure and they landed again for real,
suddenly and out of the blue, a sports
motorbike came from far away too fast
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and shocked the thugs by getting on
board fast, there were 2 passengers on
the bike, the one behind the driver was
the “Predator”, he jumped off the bike
and took care of the shooters with his
bare hands, he was fast and powerful,
the biker was a surprise, it was the
“Mime”, he kept going inside passing
everyone to the front where the
“Skeleton” was, he was secured with
some of his men, “Mime” was a good
fighter and got rid of them, then they
faced each other, “Mime” didn’t speak
but “Skeleton” said “I could expect
anything from you but I never expected
that you’re a government spook, AGAIN”
then he got ready to fight him
hand-to-hand, “Skeleton” was a good
fighter too but getting old, “Victor’s”
condition was bad, “Ivy” took him in
his car and got out of the plane, “Frank”
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noticed that the only weak spot in
“Earthquake” was his mask, so “Frank”
shot him in the mask, that made him
feel the pain for seconds then he lost
control and started destroying the
plane and any boxes or cars and killed
anyone who fall in his hands then he
started attacking “Frank”, “Rose”
throw her hammer on him taking him
off balance, “Victor” told “Ivy” to go
and help the others, he called his
carriage and rode it, “Victor’s” magic
was to heal scars and injuries but not
poisons, he told her that he’d go to
“England” and find a cure for himself,
she didn’t wanna leave him but he told
her that he didn’t wanna lose his
second daughter, then she drove
behind them, “Shokry” was on his way
after the plane but he saw “Victor” and
his carriage flying which was amazing
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to him, “Victor” didn’t notice him,
“Shokry” was told by “Frank” not to
interfere in this fight for his safety, but
he didn’t listen, he got an old modified
“Lada” and sped behind them, “Ivy”
noticed him but didn’t try to stop him,
“Twin” jumped on “Arrow’s” car and
took the wheel, “Arrow” took his bow
and an explosive arrow and shot the
other engine destroying it, “Floyd”,
“Predator” & “Silver” took care of the
thugs in the plane but “Frank” & “Rose”
tried to contain the “Earthquake” as
much as they could, then “Frank”
jumped on his back and put an electric
chip on the mask and activated it, the
electrical shock made his Arduino
microcontroller get damaged then
“Rose” stabbed him in the heart with
her knife, it felt the pain for a while
then fall on the floor, “Mime” beat the
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“Skeleton” down, “Skeleton” said
“Why are you helping them, they’ll
hunt you later” “Mime” replied “Who
cares?! The world took everything from
me, now I burn it and laugh from the
inside, like a mime, I won’t stain my
clothes with your blood but I’ll watch
you burn and laugh” then he laughed
and left him then he freed the hostages
and took them to the back of the plane,
but the plane started to collapse, “Ivy”
didn’t get on board but “Shokry” did
and yelled to them “COME ON, WE
GOTTA GO THE PLANE WILL CRASH
SOON” “Floyd” & “Rose” rode with
“Shokry” and so did the hostages, the
“Mitsubishi” was broken and its tires
were shot, “Frank” told “Silver” to
jump with his jetpack but he told him
that he won’t leave him, “Mime” &
“Predator” said the same, they got to
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the side door and got ready to jump on
the “Ram”, “Sonya” slowed down and
kept the car steady, “Silver” jumped
with his jetpack, then “Predator”
jumped on the “Ram” successfully,
“Mime” jumped too, “Earthquake”
stopped “Frank” from jumping, it
wasn’t dead yet, then “Skeleton” said to
“Frank” “We’ll die together,
Frankenstein, there’s no place here for
us” and “Frank” fought with
“Earthquake” again, but this time it
was tired and in pain, “Shokry” moved
back with the “Lada” to the runway
before the big boxes block the back door,
“Rose” saw the “Ram” but didn’t see
“Frank” on it, then the plane’s left
engine fall on the ground and the high
friction caused an explosion besides to
the leaking fuel and the burning right
engine, the plane became like ‘Hell on
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Earth’ the “Sentinels” saw that and
had to speed to the plane’s front and
run from it as fast as possible till it
stopped then the cars stopped, behind
the plane there was no room for driving
or stopping, because the leakage of the
fuel and fire made the area behind the
plane like a volcanic lava, “Ivy” got out
of the car and asked about “Frank”
after hugging “Rose” strongly but no
one answered, she wanted to run in the
fire and get him out but “Silver” &
“Viktoria” stopped her and “Floyd”
held “Rose” strongly too, “Twin” ran
fast and no one had a chance to stop
him, he jumped in the fire and could
find “Frank” who was breathing
heavily and fainted, his suit was
broken and its systems were sabotaged,
the “Skeleton” didn’t die at once, when
he saw the “Twin” he said “Help me”
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hardly, the “Twin” lifted “Frank” on
his shoulder then he looked at the
“Skeleton” and said “I won’t kill you,
but I won’t save you” and got out of the
fire, that gave the others hope when
they knew that he was breathing they
were all thrilled that he was alive, the
“Skeleton” died…The crew barely
survived this time and they had some
help from outsiders, but still the
“Mime’s” existence in “Egypt” and his
help to them was a mystery to the
“Sentinels”, but “Ivy” & “Viktoria”
knew the drill…When “Frank” had his
consciousness back the next day in
“Wales”, everyone was around him
and were very happy when he woke up,
[Ivy, Paige, Jenny, Hylaria, Rose, Floyd,
Arrow, Agent X, Electrocutioner,
Deadshot, Cain, Sonya & Viktoria]
were next to him, that made him feel
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that thing he never felt before, the
feeling of “Family”, “Jenny” who was
very emotional cried next to him and
kissed him, he said to her “Don’t worry
my love, I’m a living legend, I don’t even
need a weapon to prove it” they
confirmed his strong words…“Venom”
& her husband found jobs in “Canada”
and were said to immigrate there in
May 2017, later on, “Frank” asked “Ivy”
to manage ways and means to get good
jobs for the rest of his relatives in
different countries without being
noticed that he’s responsible, he didn’t
want his relatives to know how
powerful he was, “Ivy” agreed…

“Victor” went to “Monica” who gave
him a temporal cure, but the main
cure for that poison was hidden for
centuries in the “Bran” castle in
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“Romania”, also referred to as
“Dracula’s” castle, so he had to go there
and acquire it, no easy task…

{Dracula’s Castle}

The poison “Victor” was shot with,
was a very old magical compound,
recreated by “Rumple” in the recent
time, it was made of some natural old
magical components, this poison was
created for a special reason, it was
made in 1246 AD as a way to kill
wizards and immortals, dark magic
wasn’t enough to cure that poison, but
there was 1 cure for it in the mythical
castle of “Bran”-“Romania”, it was a
plant that never died or needed water
to grow, only few people knew about
that cure because nearly the poison
wasn’t used except 3 or 4 times in
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history, one of them was on “Rumple”,
but “Rumple” used to know about it
and was alright ever since because he
acquired a branch from it to cure
himself whenever he needed and kept
it somewhere safe away from his shop
in “Moscow”, “Rumple” gave the
poison in a bullet to “Skeleton” back in
“Russia” when “Skeleton” asked for a
way to kill “Victor”, “Rumple” gave
him that only way to beat “Victor” in
return of a lot money,
“Emma”-“Rumple’s” daughter-took
that amount of money and could never
be found later…

“Victor” knew about that poison
and its cure a long time ago, but he was
so tired and dying, he needed that
temporal cure till he could go there
and get the plant, that journey wasn’t
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gonna be easy and the “Sentinels” were
tired and weren’t gonna help, he
appreciated their help at the “Alps”,
this time he had to do it with some
external help…He knew that his loyal
student “Zof” was in the “Frankenstein”
prison, he used his golden eye to find
him inside, when he did, he appeared
to him in his cell, once he appeared
inside “Zof” said “Boss!! I thought you
died, how…” “Victor” got no time to
waste so he said “Are you ready to serve
again boy?” “Zof” confirmed and told
him that the others were in the same
prison, “Victor” told him that they
were not gonna need them, then both
men disappeared from the cell and
appeared in “Monica’s” place, “Victor”
told “Zof” that he was poisoned and
that he was gonna need his help to get
in the castle and beat the giant
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‘Vampire Bat’ and the ‘Knight Guard’
inside, “Zof” heard rumours about the
creature and the knight, he was scared
at first but he agreed…“Victor” & “Zof”
flew together by the carriage to “Bran”
after getting ready, in 3 hours they
made it there, “Victor” & “Zof” got in
regularly then they reached a secret
door and “Victor” opened it by magic,
but when they opened it, a knight with
plate armour from the 14th century
showed up, he was the ‘Knight Guard’
“Victor” talked about, when the door
was opened the knight started moving,
he had a sword and shield like “Victor”
so they fought, at the end “Victor” cut
his head off but he didn’t die, he put
his head back to its position and kept
fighting, that was a surprise to “Victor”
so he used magic and teleported the
knight somewhere else in the castle
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then they got in, it wasn’t too long till
they faced some traps, then flying
insects attacked them but “Victor” was
ready and casted a spell fast killing the
weird poisonous flies, they were getting
down to a lower level like a cave, in 30
minutes, both men reached a huge
underground cave full of hanging bats,
their sizes were big but not as the big
one, there was an exist through a river
which was a tributary from the “Bran”
river, the plant was exactly where the
big bat was sleeping, “Zof” had a
special shotgun with special bullets,
“Victor” had to get there while the
creature was asleep, bats sleep hanging
from their legs, the plant was under it,
“Victor” had to move in the dark and
slowly, he tried but when he tried the
other bats flew around the place fast
and passed “Zof” making him move
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and make noise, that made the
creature wake up, it hit “Victor” and
tried to kill him, but “Victor” hit it
with his golden sword, the fight
between “Victor” and the creature was
massive, “Zof” shot some big bats then
he shot the creature in its back making
it attacked “Zof”, “Victor” took the
plant fast then he turned to “Zof” and
the creature, he opened his hand and
his golden spear appeared in his hand
then he thew it on the creature’s heart
it was painful and the creature roared
loudly, then it flew towards “Victor”
and he jumped towards it with his
sword and cut down its head then fall
on the ground, when that happened,
big bats started attacking both men,
they hid between rocks and “Zof”
asked “Victor” with fear in his voice
“What are we gonna do? What are we
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gonna do now?!” then “Victor” called
his crows which got in through the
river’s exist, “Zof” asked “Victor” about
what was happening and “Victor”
replied with one word “Backup”, in
the mess, a 500+ crows surrounded
“Victor” & “Zof” then both men
disappeared from the cave and the
crows flew through the river’s exist, the
show “Victor” did was impressive to
“Zof” but the adventure was terrifying
and dangerous, “Zof” was a brave
man…“Victor” returned back to
“Monica” who helped him with the
plant and made the cure for him, it
was dangerous to leave “Zof” alive or
free, “Victor” without talking sent “Zof”
back to his cell in the prison after
making “Monica” take his memories
about what happened and “Victor”
healed his injuries as if he never left
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the prison and he would never
remember what happened that
night…When “Victor” became okay, it
was time to pay his brother a visit…
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{The Winds of Change}

“Ivy” was told by “Borne” that
“Rumple” disappeared from his cell,
“Ivy” knew that “Victor” was behind
this but she didn’t tell “Borne”
anything and told him to keep that a
secret…“Victor” healed “Frank’s”
injuries and serious burns, then he
told “Frank” that they got a lot to say in
private so he froze time again and
started talking “I know what you did to
my daughter, bro” that was shocking to
“Frank” “So you froze time to kill me
silently, you got the upper hand here”
he said, “Victor” replied “No, I won’t
kill you, you welcome death, I’m gonna
torture your soul, everyone will see this
a gift, only you will know that it’s a
curse” then he waved with his hand
and a pulse hit the place, “Frank”
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asked “What did you do?!” “Victor”
replied “Despite being almost petrified
by fear, I managed to escape, I’m the
worst person you’ll ever meet, brother”
then he released time and everything
became normal, “Victor” said “You did
what you had to do, but it doesn’t mean
that it was right, you gotta live with
that alone” “Frank” replied
“Sometimes what’s right isn’t exactly
the good thing to be done, sometimes it’s
painful, we needed you and you
needed to live again to finish your
business, magic & science are opposite,
I improvised and used both” “Hylaria”
got in and noticed that there was
something wrong, she asked “What’s
wrong?” “Victor” replied “Nothing, he’s
just mad because I’m leaving, I got a lot
to do before I go hiding” “Hylaria” said
“Why would you hide? We can live
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here together as family now!” “Frank”
said “That word ‘family’ wasn’t created
for people like him” “Victor” smiled
and confirmed “Frank’s” words,
“Hylaria” noticed that her existence
was not welcomed so she told them that
she was gonna check on “Jenny” and
left, “Frank” asked “Victor” about the
pyramid and the weird things
happening in the villa, “Victor” said
“The pyramid is a gate of time, it takes
whoever gets in to another dimension
of time, back to the pharaohs era,
whoever goes there never comes back, I
used to have an immortal soul, I got
reincarnated many times in different
bodies so I thought of making someone
immortal among time, to become one
man and I did that using magic, then I
started going back by time using all the
known time gates, going everywhere in
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every time, changing dramatic and
historical events all over the world”
“Frank” asked “What events did you
change?” “Victor” replied “More than I
can remember, but I can tell you that I
made the Rothschild’s glory and I was
the first guy in their criminal road,
actually I pulled them to criminality,
Kennedy was not gonna die that day in
Texas in November 22nd 1963, he was
gonna die in 1966 in Washington DC
and the Arab world was gonna take the
blame, the early death disturbed
everyone but they covered it well,
many incidents in the WWI & WWII
were not to happen like the world
knows now, Hitler never killed himself,
I finished him when I appeared in his
office and shot him, they had to say
that he killed himself to reduce their
humiliation but he never intended to
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kill himself, if I didn’t kill him that
night, he would have been killed by
his own army forces and it was gonna
be a huge carnage in Berlin between
the loyal supporters and the
oppositions, the German army wasn’t
stopped because of gas shortage in
Al-Alamen area, they were stopped by
me and they surrendered to me
personally, then I delivered them to the
British and buried whoever I killed
under the sand on boards with Libya
using magic of course, the Egyptian
president Nasir was gonna die in
Manshia by the Muslim Brotherhood’s
bullets, but the country needed him
and I liked him actually so I moved the
bullet away from him that day, then
he was poisoned because he was gonna
lose the war and Cairo was gonna be
invaded by USA & Israel in 1972, that
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was gonna destroy the Egyptians
completely, Nixon was a good guy but
someone didn’t like him and his life
was gonna end violently, so he had to
leave the White House by a set-up I
planned, I was behind the American’s
humiliating defeat in Vietnam because
what they were gonna do if they won
was gonna be so savage and cruel to the
poor Asians, besides to the fact that I
had a lot of friends in the Soviet Union,
and so many other things since the
pharaohs time and TILL NOW” “Frank”
didn’t know what he meant “I don’t
care much about all that, what about
Rorschach? You have any idea what
happened to him??” “Victor” said “I
knew that he was with you in the
pyramid, my wife gave you clearance to
go back to this time, she usually doesn’t
do that, but you were lucky to wear my
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mask there” “Frank” was astonished
“Your wife?!! The Queen was your wife?”
“Victor” replied “Gods of Egypt were
just magicians like me and Rumple,
the Egyptians worshiped us and made
us Gods, but we were existing people
not mythical creatures or invented
ideas, my wife was Goddess Hathor[10],
not the Queen, I was God Anhur[11] and
people used to call me ‘The Slayer of
Enemies’, sometimes the drawings don’t
reveal our real looks and legends are
not all said or recorded, Rorschach was
cursed and so were you, you could
overcome it but he didn’t, she knew
who you are when you left, she thought
you were me all the time, I told her, but
it was impossible to remove the curse,
not even me could” “Frank” said “He
could have overcame it, but he wasn’t
given the chance” “Victor” didn’t
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understand and didn’t seem to care, he
said his final words to “Frank” “Ignore
this now, it’s past, I ask the toil of your
brow that you might be better than me
and teach people to do the right thing,
no easy task brother, you’ll feel all
humankind’s labors on your shoulders
but the yoke of your burdens has the
responsibility of your old and new
family, which I put in YOUR hands,
Frankenstein” then “Victor” froze time
and froze “Frank” with everyone, he
wrote a farewell letter to everyone then
he put his letter in “Ivy’s” room and
fixed it with his golden dagger on a
table, he kissed her then he
disappeared and released time…
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“Ivy” noticed the letter in her room,
“Frank” went to check on his women
and kids, “Ivy” called for everyone to
gather at the palace’s meeting hall,
everyone attended and “Ivy” told them
that “Victor” left a letter for them, she
read it loudly, it was supportive and
positive to everyone…“Ivy” called
“Silver” for an announcement, he
wasn’t alone, [Predator, Viktoria,
Quiet, Bee, Chen & Mime] were with
him in a van, then “Ivy” said “There
are some changes gonna happen in the
team, there are new comers in the team
and others are gonna leave us
unfortunately, the Sentinels are no
longer a NATO tactical team, we’re now
an independent crew, called by any
government in the world to do jobs and
stop things the world can’t do or stop,
WE the Sentinels, WE Rule the World”,
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the members who left the crew left
because they thought that they couldn’t
do this anymore and others who retired,
[Paige, Jenny, Hylaria & Agent X]
retired to take care of their kids and
they wouldn’t be official members
anymore, [Deadshot, Ivy & Cain]
decided to stop and retire, “Ivy” was
gonna be the operations manager for
the team and became a Major, she
wasn’t gonna share them the field like
she used to do, leaving Major “Silver” to
be the only field leader in the team,
“Cain” decided to work for “England”
as a technology developer, creating new
weapons and tools in the place “Shaw”
showed “Frank” earlier, “Deadshot”
decided to retire from this job, he said
that but in fact “Shaw” wanted him
away from the team so that he can use
him for special assassinations, the new
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comers were [Viktoria, Bee, Quiet,
Predator, Chen & Mime] “Bee” wasn’t a
fighting member he was gonna work on
technology development and electronic
stuff from the base, but he was gonna
create tools and stuff for the team
mainly, “Quiet” became the new
sniper of the crew after “Deadshot”,
“Viktoria” was added to the team and
she was the Russian representative in
the international team, she told them
that the Russian chase to the
“Sentinels” was over, “Chen” was the
Chinese representative in the team, the
“Predator” was a friend, the problem
that everyone had was the “Mime”,
“Frank” wasn’t sure that they could
trust the “Mime” but “Ivy” told “Frank”
that he was working undercover for a
long time and he was put in the mental
asylum by the “Community” while he
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was okay, this was justice to him and a
chance he wouldn’t wanna miss,
“Frank” agreed and welcomed the
“Mime” in the crew, “Silver” said “We
got a present for you, Frank” then he
gave “Frank” a round thing with
presents papers and told him to open it,
he did it and was surprised with it, it
was a new shield for “Frankenstein”
instead of the “NATO’s” one, “Frank”
was upset because of that change but
“Hylaria” told him that they would
always be next to him and that they
would be there for him anytime he
needed, he was a little comforted
because that change eliminated
dangers from his beloved ones, except
“Rose” who was still on the team but he
trusted “Floyd’s” existence was gonna
help him to take care of her…Later on,
the “Sentinels” made their own flag
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and put it in the mansion’s garden to
be a logo and a symbol for the kids to
see when they grow up…

“Frank” didn’t believe that it was
all, when he caught the letter left by
“Victor”, something weird happened,
as if there was a layer on the paper, it
got burnt and the words on the paper
changed once he touched it, “Frank”
saw it and told “Ivy” & “Rose” to come
with him in everyone’s amazement,
“Victor” wrote that secret letter to
“Frank”, “Ivy” & “Rose” specially and
there was strange red logo on the letter’s
top, he wrote “My dear brother, it’s
gonna be hard to leave you, Rose & Ivy
again but you know that I have to, I
finished my unfinished business with
you, Mark, there’s nothing left
anymore in this time to be done, what
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happened all this time is gonna be
mythical and probably no man kind
will know about us saving humanity
from a certain freefall to the abyss of
dark magic, it’s good for them not to
know or believe any of this for their
own sake because man’s reach exceeds
his imagination, ‘Heroes aren’t heroes
because their adventures are known,
they are heroes because they do the
RIGHT thing’, I still have some things to
do in different places in the world, but
don’t worry I’ll keep my head down
and cause no troubles I promise, your
life is yours for now and I wish you
luck with it, stay low and have some
rest because when things get worse
again, they’ll call you out and I’ll be
there for you always as your ally, like
I told you before, you already read that
in my book, but I was wrong, I told you
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that I’m your only ally but in fact, your
family are your real allies, I had a lot
of students and trainees from allover
the world but you are and will always
be my greatest creation, YOUR
BROTHER” when he finished reading
the letter got burnt and turned to ashes,
in “Rose’s” room there was a skull ring,
it was her father’s gift for her to make
her remember him always with a
small note written on it “Remember me
my dear”, in “Frank’s” room, “Victor”
left his old coin for his bro, “Frank”
thought that he lost it but it was “Victor”
who took years ago with a note for
“Frank” “Now you will never
forget”…When “Frank” returned to
“Egypt” he called “Shokry” and gave
him his passports and money as “Frank”
promised him, before both men leave,
they shook hands and “Shokry” said
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“I’ll miss you, Mark” “Frank” wished
him luck in his life and left…On April
7th 2017, “Achilles” & “Eve” came to
life healthy and beautiful, the first
‘big’ lunch the family had in the
Mansion after “Achilles” & “Eve” were
born, everyone from the family was
there [Frank, Hylaria, Paige, Jenny,
Ivy, Rose, Floyd, Arrow, Agent X,
Electrocutioner, Sonya & Cain] with
the little kids and little “Mark”,
besides to “Arrow’s” child who was
called “Frank” too, little “Frank”,
when they sat “Frank” said “Before we
eat, I want to make a family protocol,
every time we sit on the table together,
Arrow is gonna bless our table, starting
from now” this was beautiful and had
acceptance from everyone, they
grabbed each others hands and “Arrow”
blessed the table saying “Dear Lord,
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thank you for gathering the friends
and making family out of them, we
give thanks to all the choices we made
that made us who we are and what we
represent in life, let us forever share the
love to each other and to the deceased
ones we lost in duty, thank you for our
little angels Frank, Victor, Achilles,
Ercole & Eve, the recent additions to
our family and thank you for bringing
us all home safely without loses, Amen”
they got touched by his words and
clapped their hands…

The curse “Victor” was talking about
was cursing “Frank’s” kids, he gave
them abilities and powers like gifts,
they were noticed and flourished by
the years, little “Victor” had a Healing
Factor and his nature was like wolves,
his nails could get longer and shorter
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by will and they were very sharp and
strong enough to carve in steel, besides
to high agility and aggressive nature,
later on he became a hunter and
started hunting outlaw mutants and
wizards, he wasn’t officially an agent
but he was called when there was
something abnormal, “Ercole” had a
genetic deformation that made his
muscles solid and strong enough to
bend steel or lift a truck/train without
effort meaning that he got Super
Strength, besides to immunity against
poisons or any kind of weapons,
“Achilles” had the power of
Telekinesis and later he became an
amazing magician and illusionist,
“Eve” had the power of Mind Reading,
Hypnotism and Intangibility then she
became “Achilles’s” ingenieur and
tricks designer in the future…No one
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could notice these powers before but
they were getting exposed by
coincidences and chances, everyone
saw that these were gifts and it was
logic because “Frank” was the one with
the chosen brain, maybe the kids
inherited his weirdness in their genes,
besides to the fact that little “Mark” got
special powers of Metal Manipulation
confirming that these were inherited
powers from the family, but he knew
that his kids were cursed and could
never say anything to anyone, all he
could do was to wait for whatever the
future has for him and his family…

When “Frank” was alone with his 4
children one day, he looked at them
and said “One day the 4 of you are
gonna look for the secret behind this,
but you won’t find it of course, because
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you will not look for real, you’ll like it
and will never wanna work it out, but
you’ll always be fooled by your uncle
and me, stick together and you’ll be
‘The Eighth Wonder of The World’ and
no mankind would be able to stand in
your way, I wish you’ll ever forgive me
for that, MOTHER FORGIVE ME” little
“Mark” heard him but he was too
young to understand anything yet, for
some reason he was touched by
“Frank’s” words and could never forget
them…
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{Album}

(Frank’s new suit and shield)

(Floyd’s electrical sticks)
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(The Sentinels’ Jet)

(Floyd’s new motorcycle)
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(Toledo’s Fortress)

(Victor’s Ring)
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(Victor’s golden guns)

(The Eye of Sight)
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(Victor’s Cipher Book)

(Battersea Power Station)
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(Viktoria’s new revolver)

(The Electronic Ball)
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(Frank’s Ford GT 1973)

(Victor’s Zimmer Golden Spirit)
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(Shokry’s Lada)

(Bran ‘Dracula’s’ Castle)
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(Victor’s new mask)

(Frank’s new shield)
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(Rose’s skull ring)

(Dracula’s Castle Knight Guard)
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(Victor’s logo on his letter)

(The Sentinels flag)
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{Abbreviations}

1] Oil pipes & black smoke
2] The secret of Immortality
3] Spanish Intelligence
4] Toledo’s Police Department
5] The Underworld
6] Rumplestiltskin
7] The first human created by God
(Adam)
8] Ivy
9] Hat, gloves, gun, masquerade mask &
cellphone
10] The Goddess of [Love, Sky, Dance,
Beauty, Joy, Motherhood, Foreign
Lands, Mining, Music & Fertility] in
the Pharaohs era
11] The God of [War & Sky Bearer] in
the Pharaohs era
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{Notes}

1- To follow up with this part’s
incidents and characters, the past 3
parts must be read…

2- The 4 parts are written by one
Author/ Mark M. Isaac…

3- Any names mentioned in the novels
have no real existence in life, any
similarity in any names has no
relation with the novels or the author…

4- The novels only sources are the
Facebook page “Novels from Nowhere”
and the official websites:-

*www.markisaac010.webs.com
*www.magdymark187.wixsite.com/ma
rkenstein010
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